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ABSTRACT
Bernstein, William Z. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2015. Human-Centered Envi-
ronmentally Conscious Product Redesign Methods. Major Professors: Karthik Ramani
and Fu Zhao, School of Mechanical Engineering.
With future environmental regulations imminent in the United States, manufacturing
companies are faced with the need to optimize existing product systems for environmental
efficiency without compromising their performance, quality and deployment. To meet this
need, computer-supported design tools must be extended to allow for identifying, indexing,
and delivering lifecycle knowledge to users at various organizational levels and roles, e.g.
managers, assemblers, and suppliers. The challenges associated with such an undertaking
lie within the complex nature of lifecycle data, which carries with it spatial-temporal de-
pendencies from multiple sources in an unstructured form. Just as lifecycle data resides in
“silos” based on its individual domain, the existing tools and frameworks are fragmented
and lack unified integration to be used for lifecycle decision making. This fragmentation
has created significant barriers for designers for integrating sustainability-related consider-
ations within lifecycle design.
Based on the current best practices for informing environmentally conscious product
redesign (ECPR), this thesis presents several contributed frameworks and methods that aim
to enable stakeholders in overcoming decision scenarios in the context of product redesign.
First, we explore designers’ needs associated with ECPR using a user-driven case study of
a redesign of an alarm clock. This user study allows us to understand the challenges asso-
ciated even with a seemingly simple redesign scenario. Secondly, we then investigate more
complex situations, where we focus on projecting complex, downstream data to a usable,
redesign context from both the use-phase and end-of-life stage perspectives. Based on these
findings, we present a novel visual-analytics-based framework, that uncovers environmen-
tally efficient redesign opportunities while taking both the supply and product configuration
xiv
structures into consideration. Herein, we demonstrate a usable data integration scheme for
a holistic redesign process. The thesis culminates with an education-related effort towards
the application of these ideas to students and novice users. Based on these efforts, we sug-
gest a future research focus on the study of human perception related to sustainable design
and tools that support it in order to elicit lasting behavioral changes in decision making.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With future environmental regulations imminent in the United States, manufacturing com-
panies are faced with the need to optimize existing product systems for environmental
performance, which makes for difficult decision scenarios. To meet this need, knowledge
management services have been recently extended with the advancement of tools and meth-
ods for identifying, indexing, and delivering tacit knowledge to users at various organiza-
tional levels and roles, e.g. managers, engineers, assemblers, and suppliers. The goal of
these tools is to utilize existing product data to improve the environmental efficiency of
product systems without compromising their performance, quality and deployment. The
challenges associated with such an undertaking lie within the complex nature of lifecy-
cle data, which carries with it spatial-temporal dependencies from multiple sources in an
unstructured form. Here, we motivate the incorporation of new data representations, in-
cluding visual analytics-based approaches, for these redesign decision-making scenarios.
This chapter outlines the dissertation and provides the motivation of the work therein.
1.1 Motivation
Industrial processes in the United States annually consume over 30 Quadrillion BTU of
energy, generate 319.6 Teragrams of CO2 equivalent and create approximately 7.6 Billion
tons of industrial solid waste [1–3]. In light of these alarming figures and the increase in
complexity of product and process systems as well as the globalization of supply chains, it
is critical for companies to make sense of heterogeneous product lifecycle data for improv-
ing the environmental performance of their products.
Life cycle assessment (LCA) has become the most accepted method for quantitatively
assessing the environmental impact of products, processes and systems. However, even
after conducting a full-fledged LCA, it is still difficult to identify hotspots for appropriate
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improvements, i.e. balancing cost and operational performance with environmental per-
formance. Furthermore, interpreting a product system’s environmental profile has been a
significant challenge since the release of the ISO 14000 series [4], which within details
standards associated with conducting an LCA. After an LCA is conducted, little direction
is provided to the practitioner as to how to interpret the results and produce specific plans,
courses of action or “jobs to be done” in order to improve the environmental efficiency
of the system in mind. Many other impact assessment methods, e.g. the Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) Tool for the Reduction and Assessment of Chemical and other
Environmental Impacts (TRACI), express environmental impact through different damage
categories, essentially presenting a multi-criteria decision problem for the practitioner. In
the case of TRACI, 12 different impact categories are reported and conducting tradeoffs
between these criteria is quite difficult. Although there exists continuing efforts in improv-
ing environmental assessment techniques, a research gap in regards to the usability and
interpretation of the resulting data still remains.
The complexity of these scenarios is even greater once the entire supply chain is taken
into consideration as other forms of meta-data are introduced, e.g. time to delivery per
component and the demand of a particular retail stage. Furthermore, there does not exist
any commercial tool that allow stakeholders to explore the potential of redesign scenar-
ios for proposing specific changes to a product system. Understanding the implications of
changing portions of a product’s supply chain with regards to its structural feasibility is
vital to achieve environmental sustainability. The inability of current LCA platforms and
methodologies to properly inform redesign scenarios of product systems, including supply
chains, motivates this work.
Beyond the complexities of the data, the current level of understanding of sustainability
for practicing engineers is troubling. Studies have shown that recent engineering graduates
lack the fundamentals to successfully engage in sustainable design thinking. The results of
a worldwide survey of over 3000 engineering students suggested that the “level of knowl-
edge and understanding of environmental and sustainability issues by engineering students
is not satisfactory and that relatively large knowledge gaps exist” [5]. As a result, it is not
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only necessary to establish tools and methods that allow the appropriate use of complex
lifecycle data in design tasks, but also translate these learnings to the classroom. Such ef-
forts aim to ensure that the next generation of engineers are equipped with the necessary
knowledge to appropriately facilitate sustainable design.
In response to these challenges, this dissertation presents the current best practices for
informing environmentally conscious product redesign (ECPR) in order to contextualize
the problem set forth. Several contributed frameworks and methods are presented that aim
to enable stakeholders in overcoming decision scenarios in the context of environmentally
efficient product redesign. Implications of the user, or the decision maker, are discussed
through findings based on educational models and target user studies. Through reflection of
lessons learned from these frameworks, a novel prototype for visualizing product systems
for environmental consideration is presented and a framework, namely ViSER, is proposed
to enable lifecycle data sensemaking. The next section more specifically define the research
goals and contributions of the work presented.
1.2 Research Goals
As seen in Figure 1.1, this dissertation involves three main phases where we aim to
(1) understand the needs of designers in ECPR-related activities, (2) implement a holistic
ECPR approach that captures the entire lifecycle through the use of visual analytics and
(3) extend lessons learned from the former towards an educational module relevant for a
mechanical engineering design course.
1.2.1 Phase 1: Understand Designers’ Needs in ECPR Activities
We begin by understanding the requirements of the designers themselves when ap-
proaching an ECPR scenario. In order to discover these requirements, we explore three
separate case studies in order to (1) understand the difficulties in ECPR even within a
seemingly simple case and (2) investigate appropriate methods for projecting downstream
information back to design to enable appropriate ECPR activities.
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Explore sustainable redesign scenarios at functional level. The first case study presents
a seemingly simple redesign activity of an alarm clock. Product functions provide a basis
for understanding design intent and how things work. One primary goal of this disserta-
tion is to provide a framework for redesigning stand-alone products for environmental sus-
tainability. To accomplish this, a modeling technique, coined the Function Impact Method
(FIM), allows designers to allocate environmental impact, dictated by the structural makeup
of products, i.e. components, to product functions. The FIM allows designers to explore
which functions have the most potential for mitigating its environmental impact. A case
study of the redesign of an alarm clock is presented to show the method’s validity. This
case study includes a targeted user study, in which expert designers from both industry
and academia were asked to use the FIM and discuss its effectiveness and relevance to















Phase 1: Understand Phase 2: Implement
Phase 3: Extend
Figure 1.1. : Overview of research presented. The objectives of this dissertation can be
divided into three high-level phases. First, in Phase 1, we aim to understand designers’
needs associated with ECPR through three case studies of different products. Based of
specific takeaways, we then translate these findings to Phase 2, in which we implement a
holistic perspective that captures the entire product lifestyle. Finally, we extend this work
to an education setting.
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Explore sustainable redesign scenarios at a systems level. Extending the FIM to a
higher abstraction level or a systems level is complex and frankly not feasible. Further-
more, there is currently no accepted framework for directly correlating functions to product
systems. As a result, this dissertation presents techniques for developing consensus for de-
cisions with respect to redesign scenarios. One method is focused on developing disassem-
bly plans with a case study of heavy earth-moving equipment, which explores the redesign
of end-of-life scenarios. The other discusses user behavioral changes of large population
of smartphone users for mitigating energy consumption, which impacts the use-phase of
the product. The main goal here is to suggest how decision makers can use different infor-
mation at various abstraction levels to make environmentally conscious decisions for sep-
arate life cycle stages. Through understanding the use of different integration techniques
of sustainability-related thinking with traditional lifecycle phases, we provide insight for
new tools associated with systems-level thinking for sustainable redesign. Herein, the main
takeaways include the importance of allowing for data exploration, enabling what-if anal-
ysis and facilitating tradeoff analysis.
1.2.2 Phase 2: Implement a Framework Capturing the Entire Lifecycle
Lessons learned from the FIM validation study with design experts coupled with meth-
ods of data projection from downstream lifecycle stages to design strongly influences Phase
2 of this dissertation. Herein, a visualization framework is established in order to enable
a holistic ECPR perspective capturing the entire product lifecycle. The goal here is to
enable redesign-related decision making in the context of environmental sustainability for
product engineers. It is important to note that the work related to Phase 1 focuses on (1)
redesign practices early in the design process, taking into account early lifecycle stages,
including resource extraction and manufacturing processes, and (2) issues related to down-
stream effect (i.e. use-phase and end-of-life considerations) of products, many times when
the power of the decisions lies within other stakeholders, e.g. the customer or user. The
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goal of the visualization framework is to link product-specific data, including material and
manufacturing impacts with downstream effects, i.e. the rest of the supply chain.
1.2.3 Phase 3: Extend ECPR Principles to an Education Setting
Within this dissertation, both Phase 1 and Phase 2 are focused on providing methods
and frameworks for expert designers, wherein we assume that those that use these tools
understand the goals and objectives of sustainable engineering. In Phase 3, the goal is to
extend these principles to novice engineers. In this case, we use student engineers with
industry experience as a case study. However, it has been shown through multiple studies
that engineers in practice currently lack expertise [5]. As a result, it is first essential to
understand the current level of engineering practice in the context of ECPR. After student
self-perceived knowledge is assessed via a survey, an educational framework is presented to
help infuse lifecycle-related thinking into traditional engineering courses. A critique mod-
ule is presented in which student’s projects are critiqued from a ECPR perspective and then
the students were asked to submit environmentally conscious redesign plans. Within this
effort, we contribute a translatable framework in which we envision other design courses
to implement a similar in-class exercise.
1.3 Presentation
This dissertation is presented as follows. Chapter 2 presents a review of the current best
practices of Environmentally Conscious Product Redesign (ECPR) and barriers towards its
implementation. Chapter 3 reports work conducted that tests the viability of the Function
Impact Method using a case study of the redesign of two alarm clocks, focusing on the
resource extraction and manufacturing lifecycle stages. Chapter 4 presents two case stud-
ies exploring the redesign of aspects related to complex products, specifically focusing on
(1) the use-phase though a smartphone case study and (2) the end-of-life phase through
a dis-assemblability case study of a mining rig. Within Chapter 5, a novel framework
for the visualization of supply chains for eco-conscious redesign, coined ViSER, is pre-
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sented and then validated through targeted user studies. Chapter 6 illustrates the extension
of lessons learned from the former chapters through an educational framework that aims
to improve the general lifecycle understanding of practicing engineers through a critique
framework. This dissertation finalizes with open research questions related to how these
types of frameworks can be implemented in real-world contexts. Specifically, we focus
on the role of human-computer interaction in eliciting behavioral change with respect to
environmental sustainability.
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2. ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS PRODUCT REDESIGN
This chapter reviews environmentally conscious product redesign (ECPR), including the
current tools and practices aimed to achieved ECPR and barriers towards its implementa-
tion in both education and industrial practice.
2.1 Current Tools and Practices
According to the National Academy of Engineering, achieving an environmentally sus-
tainable society is one of today’s greatest challenges [6]. Consumer compliance to limit
one’s individual carbon footprint has never been higher. Therefore, reducing the envi-
ronmental effects of products has become an important focus for corporate environmental
strategies [7]. Additionally, anticipated environmental policy changes are pressuring in-
dustry to adopt an environmentally conscious attitude towards product development [8].
Product design, though amounting for only 5% of the entire cost of a product, commits
about 70% of the entire project cost [9]. Correspondingly, we can hypothesize the same
to be the case for environmental impacts. That is, whether or not a product is relatively
sustainable is largely determined during the design stage.
Similar to traditional design tools, structured presentation and intuitive visualization are
key components for developing an effective ecodesign aid. Cognitive studies of designers
reveal that design parameters must be presented in a structured manner for the designer to
succeed. This issue is highlighted in the case of novice designers, who tend to overlook
the complex dynamic relationships between design parameters [10]. Moreover, simply the
visualization of design factors and parameters decreases the designer’s cognitive load. This
creates a congenial design environment that fosters innovation [11]. Therefore, there is a
need for incorporating sustainability at the early design stage of the product realization and




























































Quantitative methods applicable to 
conceptual design
Figure 2.1. : Existing eco-design tools adapted from [12].
It has been argued by many that every new design is a redesign of existing products and
their functions [9,13]. In this same light, one can consider design methodologies to be rele-
vant for redesign, in the context of design reuse. In fact, many eco-design methodologies in
themselves require design embodiments for their process, which are created well after the
conceptual design phase [14]. Figure 2.1 presents an overview of tools relevant to ECPR. It
can be seen that there is a relationship between how quantitative the analysis for which the
tools offer and the intervention stage of the design process. What is missing here is quan-
titative approaches that are relevant for the concept design phase. Eco-design tools have
been developed in the past to assist engineers in understanding. Below, we review some of
these tools. In general, these tools fall under three main categories: (1) eco-checklists, (2)
QFD-based tools, and (3) LCA-based tools [15].
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2.1.1 Eco-Checklists
Such checklists aim to question design decisions and to subsequently guide stakehold-
ers towards the creation of a sustainable design concept. These qualitative tools frame
bimodal questions to designers regarding the product’s lifecycle. Although an appropriate
starting point to raise environmental awareness, checklists are limited by their generality
and rarely engage designers in an innovative thought processes that may lead to new prod-
uct opportunities. Furthermore, design changes implemented based on checklists usually
are point substitutions, e.g. material swap, and could have negligible benefits when deal-
ing with large complex products. Though the proper use of these tools requires the user
to have extensive experiences and knowledge pertaining to sustainability, eco-checklists
have gained considerable penetration into industrial practices, especially within small and
medium size companies [16]. Checklist items include, for example, “is less energy con-
sumed during the use-phase of the product than the existing ones?” or “are less toxic
materials used in the product?” [17]. These tools are developed particularly for the early
stages of the product development process. Compared with LCA-based tools, these tools
are much more subjective. When trade-offs exist between different life cycle stages or dif-
ferent environment impacts categories, checklists can rarely offer concrete solutions [18].
2.1.2 QFD-Based Tools
Unlike eco-checklists, QFD-based eco-design tools attempt to incorporate objectivity
into eco-design. This is achieved by introducing environmental impacts of the product it-
self and over its life cycle into the House of Quality as new customer needs. Common
QFD-based eco-design tools include Quality Function Deployment for the Environment,
Green Quality Function Deployment, and the House of Ecology [19,20]. In general, appli-
cation of these tools starts from collecting customer needs and environmental constraints,
and then developing correlations with quality characteristics. A functional analysis is then
performed to identify how the quality characteristics are correlated with engineering char-
acteristics (including structure or components). Design “hot spots” from both environmen-
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tal as well as from a performance point of view can be revealed. One serious limitation
of these QFD based tools is that the development of correlations between environmental
needs and quality and engineering characteristics is completely reliant on designers [21].
Usually, the correlations developed are based on knowledge from traditional environmental
engineering discipline without the consideration of the product’s entire life cycle. Similar
to checklists, QFD-based tools can rarely offer concrete solutions.
2.1.3 LCA-Based Tools
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) tools have been developed to identify environmental
consequences of a product or process throughout each of its life cycle stages. Standardized
by the ISO in 1997 and updated in 2006 [22–24], LCA provides a thorough analysis of a
product and, compared to the pre-mentioned tools, provides the most accurate estimation
of a product’s environmental footprint. Because of the high levels of uncertainty and lack
of data during the early design stages, LCA, in its current form, is not design-oriented and
can be very costly and time prohibitive, which especially affects smaller companies [25].
Instead, LCA is applicable to the detailed design, in which the entire Bill of Materials
(BOM) is used to construct an extensive inventory list of all inputs and outputs and then
provide specific redesign opportunities. Streamlined LCA methods have been proposed
but these methods tend to ignore environmental impacts from certain life cycle stages,
material/energy flows and impact categories [26, 27]. The LCA based tools, however, do
not provide a visual interface to designers, and thus have gained little acceptance with
regards to the product design process. Many organizations prefer simpler visual eco-design
tools such as the life cycle design strategy (LiDS) wheel. This ecodesign tool maps the
entire product life cycle by dividing it into eight categories: (0) new concept development
(1) low impact materials (2) dematerialization (3) cleaner production (4) distribution (5)
use-phase impact (6) initial lifetime (7) end of life logistics [28]. This qualitative tool
has been widely recognized as a useful tool for sustainable product realization. Similar
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to the eco-checklists, results from the LiDS wheel are highly dependent on the designer’s
intuition and experiences.
2.1.4 Computer-Based Eco-Design Tools
Since the release of the ISO14000 series, there has been a steady increase in the use
of software that aims to perform a detailed environmental analysis of products and pro-
cesses. These tools are LCA-based approaches that provide The two most widely licensed
softwares that are specifically targeted at conducted detailed Life Cycle Assessments are
SimaPro1 and GaBi2. These systems are expert driven and are difficult to operate without
an appropriate level of knoweldge of LCA-related concepts, e.g. unit processes, allocation
and assessment weighting schemes. Alternatively, existing software have been augmented
with add-on packages for eco-design, e.g. CES Edupack Eco Audit Tool3 and SolidWorks
Sustainability Express4. These packages rely on estimations and also do not provide intu-
itive visualizations for reporting resulted data. Furthermore, these packages do not enable
“what-if” scenario analyses, in which the user can compare “as-is” and “to-be” designs side
by side. The only commercially available, licensed software that allows side-by-side com-
parisons of two design options is Sustainable Minds5. Sustainable Minds offers a unique
angle on environmental analysis from a design perspective but falls short in including the
entire lifecycle of the product to be redesigns. Its focus is on material and manufacturing
impacts of the design product.
2.2 Barriers and Challenges
Though there has been considerable work in the area of ECPR, the presentation of







an open research area. Here, a few barriers for success are listed and discussed, including
(1) the issue of greenwashing, (2) the current lifeycle understanding of young engineers,
and (3) the difficulty of holistically incorporating lifecycle data into a usable schema ap-
propriate for engineering design.
2.2.1 Greenwashing
Current ecodesign tools, due to low levels of data transparency, amplify the designer’s
preconceived notions of sustainability [29]. Media outlets, public misconceptions, and or-
ganizational culture all provide misinformation about what “sustainability” means. The
gap between understanding the environmental impacts associated with material prepara-
tion and processing as well as supply chain and end-of-life logistics has forced designers to
make uneducated decisions about sustainability. For example, in the 1990s, there was a far-
reaching sentiment that metal is more environmentally benign than plastic. Media sources
have continuously cited the “hazardous chemicals” required to form certain types of plastic
but have neglected to investigate the resource and energy requirements to mine and smelt
metals. This example is simply a microcosm of arguably the biggest hurdle in improving
the environmental sustainability of industrial systems, “greenwashing”. Greenwashing is
defined as “the selective disclosure of positive information about a company’s environmen-
tal performance, without full disclosure of negative information on these dimensions” [30].
For widespread acceptance and popularity of an ecodesign tool, it should require minimal
background knowledge of sustainability and also be quick and easy to interpret and use. To
truly integrate effective ecodesign tools, a combination of education and training, as well
as appropriate presentation and easy access are critical for their success [31]. However, to
be truly effective the tool must shade the designer’s perspective from these sources of mis-
information. Therefore, incorporation of objective data (i.e. from LCA) into easy-to-use
ecodesign tools is essential [32].
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2.2.2 Current Lifecycle Understanding of Young Engineers
In 2010, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) conducted a large-
scale survey of over 4,000 practicing engineers and engineering students regarding their
views on the subject of sustainable engineering. As evident in the survey, 60% of the
respondents expected that their organization’s involvement in incorporating sustainable
and/or green design specifications would increase in the coming year [33]. Additionally,
67% of the overall respondents suggested that, even currently, they are involved with sus-
tainability or sustainable technologies. Related studies, however, have shown that recent
engineering graduates lack the fundamentals to successfully engage in sustainable design
thinking. The results of a worldwide survey of over 3000 engineering students suggested
that the “level of knowledge and understanding of environmental and sustainability issues
by engineering students is not satisfactory and that relatively large knowledge gaps ex-
ist” [5]. This lack of self-perceived understanding is also evident throughout industry.
To bridge this knowledge gap, there have been many educational initiatives aimed at
providing opportunities for both undergraduate and graduate engineering students to study
sustainability related issues and their relevance to engineering design [34]. In fact, the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) funded a research grant with the
University of Texas at Austin, Carnegie Mellon University, and Arizona State University
in order to benchmark efforts of American engineering programs to incorporate sustain-
ability concepts into engineering curricula [35]. These efforts have been focused on the
development of degree-level curricula [36–40], the formation of individual courses entirely
centered on sustainability topics [41–43] as well as the incorporation of principles related
to sustainability in already existing engineering course [44–46]. To support similar initia-
tives, Purdue University created the Division of Environmental and Ecological Engineering
(EEE) in 2006, in order to support all efforts and programs across Purdue’s College of En-
gineering related to environmental and ecological engineering.
In general, product design courses as well as capstone project requirements are meant
to introduce various engineering focused conceptual design tools, such as quality function
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deployment (QFD), functional modeling and morphological matrices that industry requires
for entry level design engineers [47]. According to Jonassen et al. (2006), most issues
that industrial engineering teams face in real word scenarios are very rarely directly re-
lated to traditional engineering principles [48]. Soft design and management skills, such as
teamwork, cost issues, market placement and problem identification are all vital considera-
tions to launch innovative and successful products. Additionally, there has been a plethora
of examples that alternatively motivate Project Based Learning (PBL) as a key enabler of
engineering design learning [49]. These factors have become key drivers for engineering
schools around the world adopting capstone and project-based courses for their students.
In the current education landscape, however, sustainability-related courses lack the nec-
essary integration with traditional mechanical engineering courses and thus do not heavily
transfer into engineering practice. Also, project-centered courses that embed sustainability
topics are primarily focused on quite narrow issues such as waste treatment, sludge and wa-
ter purification, and general urban infrastructure planning. Furthermore, their curricula are
often not applicable for broad, knowledge-based engineers that require completing an ex-
tensive list of courses covering mechanical engineering fundamentals. The challenge here
is to teach environmentally conscious principles at the course-level in a compact manner
and, at the same time, be relevant across a variety of multi-disciplinary student projects.
Thus, product design courses, in which students participate in diverse project types and
topics, provides an appropriate medium to study teaching scenarios related to design for
sustainability and in turn could equip those students with the necessary “toolbox” to prop-
erly use next-generation eco-design software.
2.2.3 Holistically Incorporating Lifecycle Data into Usable Schema
Current computer-aided-design platforms offer retroactive features to help designers
explore “what if” scenarios for downstream design modifications. In general, these tools
over-simplify the redesign process by only allowing point substitutions, such as changing
the material type, a single manufacturing process or the distribution mode of parts.
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Furthermore, there is currently no widely accepted method for determining how such
changes influence the product system and its supply chain. As a result, it is necessary to
extend LCA metrics to meet the product system level needs, as stated in G2. Figure 2.2
shows an example of a supply chain network using NodeXL for the visualization plat-
form [50, 51]. As one can see, some product supply chains are quite complex and dense.
Their complexity is compounded since entity attributes depend on spatial, temporal and
parametric constraints. Hence, there is a need for the development of more effective tech-
niques to represent these graphs in the context of redesign planning.
Beyond the visualization needs for product systems, there still remain significant chal-
lenges in developing proper environmental metrics. It is essential for these metrics to be
comparable to traditional engineering criteria to ease tradeoff scenarios. Lifecycle impacts
Figure 2.2. : Example of a visualization of a supply chain using a graph layout offered
by NodeXL [50]. This graph represents a supply chain of an aircraft engine [51] and is
composed of 2,025 nodes and 16,225 edges, which demonstrates the complexity of product
systems.
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can be generally divided into five categories: (1) material extraction, (2) manufacturing and
production, (3) distribution, usually dominated by transportation impacts, (4) the use-phase
of the system and (5) end of life activities, e.g. landfill and recycling [12]. For example,
the majority of impacts associated with an automobile is within its use-phase due to green-
house gas emissions from combustion. If the goal is to reduce emissions by increasing
fuel efficiency, decision makers might vie for lightweight materials, whose material extrac-
tion impacts are greater but help mitigate use-phase effects. This tradeoff is only validated
through another LCA, which is very resource (both cost and time) intensive. There is a
need for platforms that ease this type of decision scenario.
Developing a weighting scheme for impact damage categories is quite difficult. There
have been considerable efforts to categorize damage categories into high level scores with
weighting techniques. The issue is that these single scores are based on estimations and
assumptions that frankly do not hold up when applying them outside of Europe. Software
platforms that support LCA, e.g. SimaPro and GaBi, offer their own visualizations for re-
porting results, including single score metrics. However, these visualizations are static in
nature and are difficult to adapt to specific practitioner needs. There is a strong need to
develop a new weighting scheme paradigm that allows practitioners to interactively modify
each weighting factor’s contribution depending on the particular context.
Beyond the presentation of the data itself, there is also a lack of standards in the repre-
sentations of lifecycle data. Especially, in scenarios in which decision makers need to asses
both the product and its supply chain, there still remains no consensus on the appropriate
level of detail across multiple lifecycle stages in order to holistically assess a product’s en-
vironmental performance. The specific representation fo the data is not the focus of this
work. Rather, this thesis builds off the assumption that lifecycle databases will continue to
become richer, more scalable and more thorough. Here, a framework of dealing with the
future scenario of acceptable data is presented.
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2.3 Summary
This chapter presented existing frameworks and tools targeted at environmentally effi-
cient product redesign and concluded with the potential roadblocks and barriers for propos-
ing and implementing new methodologies to achieve ECPR. In order to begin developing
a holistic framework that enables conscious decision making at various product abstraction
levels and lifecycle stages, it is necessary to first understand the redesign of simple prod-
ucts for environmental performance. In the next chapter, we present an existing framework,
the function impact method (FIM) [52]. The role and specific contribution of this thesis is
towards the further development of the FIM. Specifically, in the next chapter, we discuss in
detail a user study that aims to validate the FIM as am acceptable ECPR framework.
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3. SUSTAINABLE REDESIGN METHODS FOR SIMPLE PRODUCTS
We begin by exploring the use of a previously established eco-conscious product redesign
(ECPR) method, coined the Function Impact Method (FIM) [52]. The FIM enables the dis-
covery of appropriate redesign scenarios through correlating product functions to structure-
related data, e.g. environmental impact. In this chapter, we investigate the actual use of the
tool with design experts in both academia and industry. This study serves as a single case
for overcoming a redesign decision scenario of an alarm clock and how different represen-
tations of product-related data help handle redesign-related decisions. Within the study,
several different representations of FIM data are presented to expert designers in order to
facilitate decision making. The goal of this study was to validate the FIM as an effective
means for ECPR.
3.1 Background: the Function Impact Method
The function impact method (FIM) was initially developed to correlate environmen-
tal impacts with product functions and reveal opportunities for sustainable concept de-
sign [52]. Any feasible concept should lead to products that meet the same functionality
requirements and satisfy the same constraints. The requirements and constraints are as-
sembled from the needs of all the product stakeholders, e.g. customers, manufacturers, and
designers. Any stakeholder may raise environmental sustainability as a design requirement
or constraint (yet another perspective is that “the environment” itself may be considered
as a stakeholder). Ultimately, however, it is the responsibility of the design engineer to
ensure that environmental requirements and constraints are considered and integrated into
the design. It is expected that the functions should remain unchanged as long as the en-
vironmental requirements are reasonable. The environmental impact of a product across
its lifecycle should drive the creation of new design constraints and objectives. There-
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fore, for design tools to handle environmental requirements and constraints, it is critical to
have relationships or mappings developed between functions, behaviors, and structures of
designs and their respective environmental impacts. One feasible way to develop such re-
lationships is by conducting LCAs on similar products already available on the market, i.e.
benchmarking. Since it is often desired to conduct this early in the design process when
little quantitative information is available, a simplified LCA based on product tear-down
and bill of materials (including possible manufacturing processes involved) is considered
sufficient. Therefore a novel design tool, namely the FIM which distributes the life cy-
cle environmental impacts across product functions was developed. The main goal of the
FIM is to identify the environmental impact with respect to each damage category of each
function with respect to the overall system performance, as well as to reveal potential areas
for re-design [52]. The mathematical representation of environmental impacts attributed to
each function is given in Equation (3.1):




Pi, j,k,m)∗αk,n +Ui, j ∗ γn (3.1)
where βi, j,n is environmental impact of damage category j due to function n for benchmark
product i, and γn is the percentage of function n contributes to the use of the product. Fur-
thermore, Mi, j,k is the environmental impact category j associated with component k due
to material. Pi, j,k,m is the environmental impact of category j associated with component
k due to the m-th manufacturing step, and Ui, j is the environmental impact of category j
during the use of the product. For example, if a product included a motor to perform a spe-
cific function, the environmental impact associated with powering the motor would carry
some percentage (γn) of the total impact during the product’s use-phase. In general, γn
allows the designer to trace functions back to a component level from a use-phase perspec-
tive, while αk,n indicates the percentage distribution of each component to a given function
during all other significant phases of a product’s life cycle. It should be noted that though
Equation (3.1) provides flexibility to assess a product’s environmental footprint in regards
to multiple damage categories (i.e. damage to human health, ecosystem, and resources),
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Figure 3.1. : Tabular representation of the Function Impact Method (FIM). Environmen-
tal impacts dictated by structural components are allocated amongst product functions by
estimating the functional contribution of those components to each function.
throughout this section the Eco-Indicator point is used which is a weighted variable of all
three damage categories. A tabular representation of the FIM is presented in Figure 3.1. In
the case of a redesign scenario, a LCA is conducted on the product and the environmental
impacts are tabulated, as seen on the most right column. The component-function sharing
percentages, αk,n, then dictate the impacts associated with each product function.
Previous work presents the FIM as a novel ecodesign methodology that facilitates the
use of life cycle assessment (LCA) data to support the visualization during early design.
The FIM was also implemented towards a stapler re-design case study and the results were
promising [52]. Furthermore, an extension of the work investigated the inherent uncertainty
with the method, including those associated with the function sharing weight allocation and
the LCA results. In general, the FIM was shown as a catalyst for robust decision making
with respect to sustainable redesign [53]. However, past work was performed by ecodesign
experts, not common engineering designers. Thus, it is essential to explore the perspective
of the common designer to assess if FIM is cognitively effective.
The focus of this study was to put the FIM into real designers’ hands and assess the
tool’s viability as a commercial method targeted at Environmentally Conscious Product
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Redesign (ECPR). Interestingly, it will be seen that through these designer interviewers,
challenges and barriers for ECPR tools were also recognized. Assessing each designer’s
attitudes and opinions reveal specific reasons why ECPR tools have not gained widespread
acceptance in industrial practices. This insight will help guide the development of FIM and
other related tools to provide a framework for sustainable product development. Because
FIM is a visual tool developed to be handled by human designers, it is appropriate to use
an interview process as the basis of data collection [54].
3.2 Methodology
To illustrate the usefulness of the FIM, designers with varying levels of design expe-
rience, and self-perceived eco-design knowledge were selected for design interviews. A
pilot study to develop the interviewing process was conducted on four engineering de-
signers. Before each interview, the designers were asked to provide a score of their prior
eco-design knowledge on a scale 1-10, where “1” implies extremely limited knowledge and
“10” reflects a high level of expertise. The designers were then asked to provide a re-design
solution concerning two generations of a portable alarm clock, as seen in Figure 3.2. (1)
A wind-up mechanical alarm clock in which a torsion spring stores and releases energy
to rotate gears that regulate time. The mechanism for the alarm consists of an additional
torsion spring, which upon unwinding oscillates a hammer that strikes a bell at a pre-set
time. (2) A battery powered electronic alarm clock with an LCD display which uses a
printed circuit board to keep time and sound an alarm. This clock is powered by a single
AA battery. Product teardown was first performed and a bill of materials was constructed
for each clock. The bill of materials (BOM) included the part weight, type of material,
part quantity, a photograph and a brief description of its function. Materials and manufac-
turing processes were interpolated for each component with the help of additional experts.
A life cycle assessment (LCA) was performed using SimaPro 7.1 with the Ecoinvent 2.0
database for each part. Transportation emissions were not considered since compared with
material extraction and manufacturing stages, the environmental impact from transporta-
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Figure 3.2. : A) Top and front view of mechanical clock. (B) Top and front view of elec-
tronic digital clock.
tion was negligible. End of life logistics and other supply chain issues were not included
here; however, omitting end-of-life impact requires further validation. This aspect will be
considered in the continuation of this work.
To avoid any instances where elements of the design solution were possibly influenced
by the interviewers, designers were provided with a printed copy of the problem definition
along with instructions outlining each of the following design scenarios: (1) a problem def-
inition along with the BOM containing no LCA data, (2) a modified LiDS wheel comparing
the clock designs, generated from actual LCA data and an ecodesign checklist, (3) a visual
representation of the environmental impacts from the LCA of each of the clocks’ compo-
nents, and (4) visual representations of the function impact method. Each spending about
an hour, all four interviewees were recorded via both video and LivescribeTM. It should
be noted that the sequence of design scenarios was designed so that with each interview
stage, the designer was granted more product information, including lifecycle data repre-
sentations. All of the material that was provided to the designers, including the prompt,
graphical data, and detailed information of the alarm clocks can be found in Appendix A.
The designers were limited to the design space of the two generations of alarm clocks.
Limiting the redesign space increases the overall constraints on the design, which further
limits the user’s focus. For example, to achieve the function of powering the clock, no
other energy sources could be used besides the action of winding spring steel or including
a battery source. Explanation of any eco-design tools was provided by the interviewers
if needed. This included a background of the derivation of an eco-indicator single score
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Figure 3.3. : LiDS wheel for both alarm clock designs.
obtained from the Ecoinvent 2.0 database. The designers were asked similar questions
after each design scenario regarding their re-design and respective attitudes towards each
design tool, including degree of relevance, ease of application, and ease of visualization.
Designers were also asked to rank the tools based on which one revealed opportunities for
innovation. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), even using a small sample size, inter-
viewing human subjects yields usable data due to maximum diversity in responses. In fact,
it has been argued that larger sample sizes for user studies do not necessarily (or signifi-
cantly) add to research findings [54, 55].
It should be noted the LiDS wheel which is shown in Figure 3.3, was completed before
the interview based on actual LCA data. Traditionally, the LiDS wheel is used by designers
to qualitatively asses a product’s environmental soundness with regards to eight stages of its
life cycle. However, in this study, a modified LiDS wheel with actual quantitative informa-
tion was used to assess the need for visual representation of LCA data during design. Along
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Table 3.1. : Sample eco-design checklist.
Category Sample Checklist Item (circle one)
Material
Product contains renewable materials: Y or N
Product contains recycled materials: Y or N
Materials use has been minimized: Y or N
Emissions
Product contains no VOCs or CFCs: Y or N
Chemical emissions have been minimized: Y or N
Energy
Energy consumption info is available: Y or N
Product is energy-star complaint: Y or N
Consumables Design has min. amount of consumables: Y or N
Packaging
Packaging materials is reduced: Y or N
Recycled packaging no’s clearly indicated: Y or N
End-of-Life
Materials can be easily separated: Y or N
Plastic recycling no’s clearly indicated: Y or N
Product Life
Product contains modular components: Y or N
Product contains standardize parts: Y or N
Hazardous
Substances
Product is WEEE and RoHS complaint: Y or N
No parts contribute to hazardous waste: Y or N
Life Cycle Aspects
No stage has adverse ecological effects: Y or N
All departments comply with eco-policies: Y or N
Miscellaneous
Product benchmarking has been done: Y or N
Product’s eco-attributes are available: Y or N
with the modified LiDS wheel, the designers were provided with an ecodesign checklist to
assess their redesign. Table 3.1 illustrates the categories of the provided checklist along
with a list of sample items from each section. The designers were required to provide data
either in form of bimodal answers and/or brief explanations. A description of the redesign
methodology adopted by the designer during each design scenarios is described in detail in
the following section.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 3.4 illustrates the sequence of design scenarios as provided during the design in-
terviews. The design scenarios were ordered in such a manner that every subsequent stage
provided additional information regarding sustainability. Thereby, in some respects, each
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redesign scenario added to the designers existing eco-knowledge and provided an oppor-
tunity for refining their redesign. The designers had extensive experience in mechanical
design but lacked exposure to ecodesign methodologies. In Figure 3.4, the outputs from
each design scenario can be seen as well. Each one of these outcomes is explained in more
detail in this section.
Scenario (1). With no formal introduction to the concepts of environmental sustainabil-
ity, the methodology for redesign for sustainability was entirely a result of the designer’s
experience and perception of ecodesign. For the designer, sustainability at this stage simply
equated to the product’s end-of-life scenario. Therefore, all the choices made were an ef-
fort to mitigate the impact of product disposal, and thus, focused on material choices. The
designers had a notion that metal in general is more sustainable than plastic. Therefore they
chose the mechanical alarm clock as their baseline for the redesign. Efforts were directed
towards incorporating more recycled and re-useable items. Designers cited the ability to
melt down used metal parts for remanufacturing and reuse. As a result, the redesign so-
Figure 3.4. : Summary of the design experiment with results.
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Figure 3.5. : Visual representation of raw LCA data for the electronic alarm clock.
lution was centered on incorporating additional metal-based components. The important
observation made during this stage is that designers do not recognize the environmental
impacts of every life cycle stage (i.e. production, distribution, etc.).
Scenario (2). When introduced to the formal definition of sustainability (as coined
by the Brundtland Commission 1997 [56] and ecodesign tools such as the LiDS wheel and
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an ecodesign checklist, a marked improvement in the design strategy is visible. The LiDS
wheel particularly helps the designer methodically assess each stage of the product life-
cycle from an environmental standpoint. The designers started addressing the concerns of
each of the stages. Typical inferences drawn from the use of LiDS wheel include that (a)
the energy for mining and processing metal in general is higher than plastics and there-
fore it may not be more sustainable and that (b) the need to reduce product dimensions,
in order to minimize environmental impacts of transportation and packaging. There was
general agreement regarding the ease of use of the ecodesign checklist. However, the de-
signers strongly felt that the content was highly subjective and general. The overarching
conclusion was that the LiDS wheel opens new opportunities for ecodesign by virtue of a
stage by stage approach and the eco-checklist serves as a final check to meet the required
constraints. Both these tools helped the designers approach the concept of ecodesign with
a scientific basis, but were too general to offer any concrete solutions. Therefore, the de-
signers stood by their original baseline for redesign albeit a few modifications to reduce the
environmental impacts in the downstream stages of the lifecycle. An interesting trend ob-
served at this stage is that the designer tends to redesign based on design for manufacturing
(DFM) guidelines [57]. For example, some of the modifications proposed were the follow-
ing: eliminating fasteners, minimizing overall weight, minimizing number of parts, and
reducing number of manufacturing operations. Since the tools at this stage are still general,
designers’ perceptions have a significant bearing on the design solution. Interestingly, this
potentially amplifies misconceptions regarding sustainability issues. This is evident specif-
ically in end-of-life considerations. For example, the designers shared the viewpoint that
difficulties in remanufacturing plastic components offset their advantages in resource use
compared with metals. The eco-checklist and LiDS wheel do nothing to refute these claims
due to lack of quantitative data. In other words, designers cannot use their own intuition to
overhaul their perceptions using these tools.
Scenario (3). Next, the designers were provided with visual representations of raw data
from the life cycle assessment conducted using SimaPro 7.1 and a brief explanation of cat-
egory indicators. An example of this chart is shown in Figure 3.5. The data came as a
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surprise as the results went against their intuition that the mechanical alarm clock is more
sustainable than the electronic version. By quantifying environmental impacts, the life cy-
cle assessment data presented an opportunity for comparing parts and sub-assemblies that
make up a design. Therefore, the designers adopted the strategy of constructing a hybrid
design by combining parts which have the least environmental impact. For example, for
producing sound, an electronic enunciator was chosen over the hammer and bell mech-
anism. Moreover, the gear train was preferred over the electronic switch board for the
function of ‘regulating time’. Though this may seem straightforward, creating a hybrid
design is complex as in any design the components cannot function independent of one
another. Therefore, use of the electronic annunciator inherently implies that an electronic
switchboard will also be required, increasing the environmental impact of the system. Such
trade offs were recognized by the designers. This, coupled with the explosion of data made
it difficult to conceptualize a design. However, it should be noted that with real data, their
misconceptions were reversed.
Scenario (4). Finally, the designers were given an introduction to the Function Im-
pact Method. This included the function impact matrices, and their visual counterparts.
Figure 3.6 presents the three different visualization of the FIM that was provided to the
designers. The first two representations are rather straightforward. The barchart shows
the raw FIM score for each identified function and the pie chart presents the percent con-
tribution of each function to the overall environmental impact of the product. As seen in
Figure 3.6C, results from a Monte Carlo simulation, in which the function-structure sharing
percentages were modified +/- 10% off the nominal value. The probability of occurrence
of the rank of each function was then plotted. If, for example, a function had a 100% oc-
currence of ranking 8th in the environmental impact, it can be considered a robust decision
to choose this function as the heaviest contributor to the overall environmental impact of
the product. This general idea of incorporate robust decision making in the FIM framework
was further explored in other work [53].
Using different visual representations of the FIM, designers could immediately identify
primary and secondary functions. As a result, designers adopted a strategy of modify-
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ing secondary functions that had significantly high environmental impacts. The key point
to be noted is that although the electronic clock had a lesser environmental impact when
compared to the mechanical clock, the impacts of primary function did not follow the same
trend. Thus, there was limited scope for redesigning the electronic design for sustainability.











































































































































Figure 3.6. : Visual representation of function impact for both alarm clock designs. (A)
The top chart presents the raw FIM score for each function. (B) The pie chart presents the
percent contribution of each function to the overall impact of the product. (C) The bottom
representation presents results from a Monte Carlo simulation ranking the functions in
terms of heaviest to least contributors. A full size version is available in the Appendix.
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Design Scenario Ease of Use Data Quality Identify Redesign Paths Overall Ranks 
LiDS Wheel 3 3 2 2 
Ecodesign Checklist 1 4 4 4 
Raw LCA Data 4 1 3 3 
FIM 2 2 1 1 
Figure 3.7. : Aggregate designer ranks for eco-design tools.
its secondary functions. Hence, it was possible to use the mechanical clock as a baseline
and conceive a far more sustainable product concept. As hypothesized, the designers chose
the mechanical clock as their baseline for redesign and moved towards a hybrid design.
After the four design scenarios, the designers were asked to rank all design tools based
on four criteria: (1) ease of use, (2) quality of data, (3) ability for identifying redesign op-
portunities, and (4) overall effectiveness. The results are shown in Figure 3.7. The function
impact method carried the highest overall rank compared to the other ecodesign tools. Fur-
thermore, designers consistently cited that some combination of LiDS wheel with the FIM
would be the most helpful in a design scenario. This is because the LiDS wheel provided
a holistic overview of every life cycle stage, which enabled the designers to methodically
focus on every aspect of the re-design. But, without function-oriented thinking, they did
not have access to quantitative data to support their decision making. This confirms the
need for visual representations of quantitative LCA data to promote sustainable product
realization. Though it is possible that this pilot study caused biased ranking results, it is
necessary to conduct another experiment with a larger population.
3.4 Summary
Because technical design involves high cognitive load due to multi-attribute analysis
encompassing various physical disciplines, it is essential to frame quantitative data in a
visual form. Without data projection to the early design phase, perception developed from
media outlets and past experiences drive decisions to satisfy eco-requirements. Therefore,
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to achieve sustainable product development, designers must have access to meaningful vi-
sual representations of real LCA data. This study indicates that the function impact method
allows designers to evaluate primary and secondary functions of design embodiments from
an environmental perspective. The FIM thus reveals innovative product redesign opportu-
nities. From a designer’s perspective, the function impact method provides an easy-to-use
visual interface for LCA data that enables ecodesign via a scientific basis. Future research
will involve analysis of a larger designer population with various levels of eco-experience,
as well as quantification of each redesign scenario from an environmental perspective.
These findings suggest that a visualization framework coupled with data at an appropri-
ate level of detail could help develop suitable methodologies for real-world ECPR tools.
Additionally, a workflow of multiple frameworks emerged for effective ECPR practices
and showed that no single tool is enough to inform decision making.
In this chapter, the FIM was presented, which serves as a redesign methodology in the
context of environmental sustainability. At this stage, this technique is only applicable for
simple consumer products, in which material and manufacturing impacts dominate their
environmental profile. In the next chapter, frameworks applicable for large industrial prod-
ucts (e.g. earth-moving equipment) as well as ubiquitous energy-consuming products (e.g.
smartphones) are presented. The eventual conglomeration of these two perspectives will
help enhance future ECPR scenarios.
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4. SUSTAINABLE REDESIGN METHODS FOR COMPLEX PRODUCT SYSTEMS
This chapter presents two case studies aiming to redesign aspects of complex product sys-
tems. The first study analyzes the current energy consumption of smartphones in the United
States and presents a plan to curb user-end network usage, thereby reducing the net en-
ergy consumption of smartphones. The other study presents a framework for the design
of an end-of-life disassembly plan for an industrial mining rig. The work introduces a
graph-based technique for discovering recycling and reuse opportunities. Both frameworks
present implications to understanding environmental related issues surrounding complex
product systems. As mentioned in the previous chapter, this perspective coupled with part
or product level ECPR methods can provide a holistic viewpoint for improving the envi-
ronmental performance of product systems.
4.1 Developing Eco-Conscious Business Strategies at a Systems Level
Here, we present a business-related, strategic framework for curbing the energy con-
sumption of a large cohort of smartphones. This work presents ideas for the incorporation
of use-phase data to inform the redesign of service platforms, taking smartphone and cellu-
lar infrastructure as a case study. To emphasize, the case study is targeted at the use-phase
lifecycle stage. Here, we study the actual use of electronics “in the wild,” meaning that all
data was generated with real users exhibiting real behavior in the real world.
4.1.1 Background
Over the last decade, the world has seen an unprecedented proliferation of electronic
products. From tablet computing devices to televisions, electronics have become easily and
readily available to a great number of people around the world. Mobile phones, in partic-
ular, have strongly exhibited this trend. According to the International Telecommunication
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Union (ITU), there were six billion mobile subscriptions at the end of 2011. Interestingly,
both China and India, two rapidly growing economies, each accounted for about one billion
subscriptions [58]. When also considering the adoption of 3G, or third generation mobile
telecommunications technology, the numbers remain significant. Currently, it is estimated
that 3G technologies account for an estimated 15% of all cellular subscriptions worldwide,
including 70% in some countries, e.g. Japan (99%), Spain (85%), Italy (83%) and the
United States (81%) [59]. All in all, the ITU estimates that there were 1.1 billion mobile
Web users in the world in 2011. On-demand data via the Web is no longer a commodity
or a privilege in many societies but instead it is seen as a right for all people to be able to
access. As a result, smartphones, which can be defined as “cellular telephones with built-in
applications and Internet access” [60], have seen a steep increase in sales due to strong user
demand. According to Nielsen, 66% of Americans ages 24-35 own a smartphone [61], and
smartphone penetration is expected to rise.
In turn, the energy consumption of the information communications and technology
(ICT) industry has seen a significant rise due to the ubiquity of mobile devices as described
above. For example, in the United States alone, the energy consumption of the network
equipment was estimated to have used between 14 and 18 TWh in 2008 and is expected
have grown to 23 TWh in 2012, assuming business-as-usual [62]. Furthermore, the green-
house gas emissions due to the ICT industry is expected to grow from 300 Mt CO2 in 2007
in 350 Mt CO2 emitted in 2020 [63]. However, it seems that a majority of users and service
providers are not sensitive to the energy-related implications of data usage.
In general terms, the trends of smartphone user behavior have recently been investi-
gated. Contrary to mobile phone users in the past, i.e. 2G subscribers, the extended capa-
bilities of advanced platforms, e.g. on-board GPS and on-demand e-mail browsing, have
shifted user behavior. There seems to be a trend that more time is being spent running apps
on smartphones than checking mail, placing calls, or any other activity [64]. It has been
suggested that user behavior is a hurdle for sustainable development. However, there has
been little work related to emerging business models that link user behavior and energy
consumption through various types of ICT infrastructure. For example, if one suggests
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that electronic publishing of an article is beneficial for the environment, the publishers still
cannot control users from both downloading and printing that article for personal use [65].
This section focuses on examining empirical data in order to better understand user
behavior and suggest alternative business scenarios from the service provider perspective
aiming to curb energy consumption during the product’s use. A case study of smartphones
in which empirical data for monthly use of over 20,000 smartphone subscribers (n=21,853)
is analyzed. As parameters affecting data delivery and usage are primarily driven by user
behavior, this study is focused on using empirical data to investigate its correspondence to
energy footprint. Alternate business scenarios are developed through simulating behavior
change in cohorts based on existing data and then assessed with regards to economic and
environmental efficiencies. The hope is that this work will contribute to understanding use-
phase impacts at a systems level in order to better inform the design of novel and innovation
ECPR tools.
The data used throughout this study was provided by Mobidia Technologies, Inc, a
venture-funded corporation, that has worked with notable ICT-related companies, e.g. Mi-
crosoft, Symbian, Motorola, Samsung, LG and PMC-Sierra [66]. Mobidia offers a free
app1, titled “My data manager”, which allows smartphone users to essentially track their
data usage, i.e. WiFi or 3G/4G access, in order to avoid additional costs related to overages.
A summary of data collected can be found in an associated white paper [67].
4.1.2 Related work
The explosion of smartphone use has spurred work related to user behavior. A recent
periodical in the Harvard Business Review listed the seven primary motivations for smart-
phone use as self-expression, discovery, preparation, accomplishing, shopping, socializing,
and “me time” [68]. One significant finding of the HBR study is that 68% of consumers’
smartphone use occurs at their home, suggesting that a significant amount of the data ac-
cessed could be via a home WiFi network. One group focused on developing an on-board
1http://www.mobidia.com/products/takecontrol/
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app that keeps track of data usage with regards to many categories [69], similar to the soft-
ware developed by Mobidia. Others studied the measurement of mobile user behavior and
service usage through surveys [70].
Similar to this study, some of the related research is targeted towards understanding
large-scale smartphone use. Oliver (2010) conducted a study with a large cohort of Black-
Berry users (n=17300) and measured the duration of time spent by users [71]. Falaki et al.
investigated user behavior and its effect on phone energy consumption in order to develop
predictive models that can better help increase battery life [72]. Another study took a close
look at the energy consumption of specific hardware components, e.g. GSM, CPU, RAM,
and WiFi, during different power states of the phone in order to make redesign suggestions
of individual hardware components [73].
Modifying user behavior, in general, has been an area of research and study for quite
some time. Recently, work has been focused on changing user behavior through design
exploiting human natural behaviors [74]. In the context of web search, researchers have
shown interest into understanding keywords or entry behavior to quickly retrieve requested
information [75]. A similar objective has been used for developing rules for stronger pass-
words for sensitive information [76]. Shiraishi et al. developed a application that gener-
ated visualizations of energy costs and emissions of their home via virtual avatars to curb
end-user consumption [77]. One study reviewed methods used to modify user behavior to
improve the public library sharing system [78]. Other studies have investigated changing
user behavior to enhance traffic safety [79, 80]
It should be noted that not one of the before-mentioned studies investigated the effect of
modifying user behavior in order to curb the IT industry’s energy consumption. However,
there have been other studies to have mentioned smartphone user behavior in this context.
Radia et al. binned users based on their monthly limit of allowable cellular data in order
to understand traffic of particular types, e.g. file sharing, on-line media, and web browsing,
and to formulate suggestions related to developing apps to make users more contextually
aware of their usage [81]. Heinemann et al. grouped users into two behavioral categories,
i.e. users who share everything and ones that share nothing, in order to suggest data loading
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schema for dissemination schemes [82]. Others have investigated smartphone charging be-
haviors to understand typical user activity with respect to the energy consumed by hardware
components and subsequent network connectivity characteristics [83]. Another study took
more of a marketing approach and measured a typical user’s daily time allocation on var-
ious mobile services, application installations, and communication actions. Interestingly,
the study found that 44% of those surveyed actively follow cellular data rates and modify
behavior accordingly [84].
There have not been studies yet that present schema for assessing feasible modifica-
tions to user behavior through new business models in order to make users more sensitive
to the energy consumption of data acquisition. This study, aims to create such scenarios by
investigating a large set of empirical data.
4.1.3 Smartphone User Data Observations
The provided data from Mobidia was organized primarily based on the purchased data
plan, since it is expected that the ceiling of cellular data usage per user would have the
most significant contribution to user behavior in the context of accessing data. To under-
stand the general trends of smartphone usage, each user was binned in groups based on
their self-reported data plans. The seven bins for the data plans can be seen below in Table
4.1. The group with the most amount of users reported a data plan limit of somewhere in
the range of 1.0 and 3.0. Most of these users have a 2.0 GB limit, as this is a common data
plan offered throughout the service provider industry. It should be noted that many users
refrained from providing their data plan information (n = 8909). This sub-population was
not included in any analysis throughout the study. In general, the dataset was considered
acceptably representative of an aggregate user population.
The Mobidia app used in this study provides various characteristics of each user,
such as the user’s operating system (OS) type, phone manufacturer, phone model, service
provider, aggregate monthly data usage via WiFi, and aggregate monthly data usage via 3G
or LTE (i.e. 4G) depending on the phone model. It was assumed that all users are repre-
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Table 4.1. : Number of reported users per data plan bucket.
Data Plan (GB) Population (n)
0.0 – 0.3 2131
0.3 – 0.5 43
0.5 – 1.0 175
1.0 – 3.0 5757
3.0 – 5.0 2846
Over 5.0 226
Unlimited 1766
Did not respond 8909
sentative of a population of 3G operating users, i.e. users with LTE access were grouped
together with smartphone operators using 3G to access cellular data. It should also be noted
that the only data used from the monthly data set is the aggregate cellular and WiFi usage.
Regardless of the type of smartphone model, OS type, or carrier, each user was considered
to be representative of a large cohort of 3G users in order to make observations of the stud-
ied populations.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 organize raw data with respect to data acquisition via 3G across
the studied data plan buckets. Figure 4.1 represents a plot of the cumulative distribution
functions (CDF) of each data plan cohort, excluding the users that abstained from provid-
ing their data plans. Figure 4.2 shows triangular kernel smoothing density estimates for
each bucket as in Figure 4.1. The main purpose of observing the CDF is to understand the
relative fraction of data usage per user group. However, the density estimates provide a
visualization scheme for understanding frequency of data usage. For instance, a tight peak
will represent a large subset of users behaving in a particular manner. More specifically,
the triangular kernel smoothing method (i.e. the ksdensity function [85]) available in Mat-
lab’s Statistics Toolbox is used to represent corresponding histograms of each dataset [86].
For ease of comparison, the color scheme for each respective bucket shown in Figures 4.1
and 4.2 will be the same throughout this section. Similarly, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show the
cumulative probability distributions and triangular kernel smoothing density estimates, re-
spectively, of the monthly Wifi usage for each studied data bucket.
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Figure 4.1. : Cumulative probability distributions for data accessed via the cellular network.
As seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, data accessed from 3G varies across data plans. This
can be evident when comparing different data plans, e.g. less than 300 MB and over 5
GB. From the CDF of the 3G usage in Figure 4.1, almost 50% of users with plans over
5 GB access at least 2GB of data via 3G monthly as opposed to some 1% of those with
plans less than 300 MB. This should not be a surprise considering that users with low limit
plans are much more sensitive to costs related to exceeding data limit ceilings. Observing
Figure 4.2, it is apparent that those with smaller plans, e.g. 300-500 MB, exhibit similar
behavior shown as a tighter peak. As the data plan increases, the smoothing estimates seem
to level out, suggesting that users with high plans exhibit behavior more difficult to predict.
On the contrary, with respect to data obtained via WiFi, shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4,
it seems that WiFi usage is quite similar irregardless of data plan size. From Figure 4.3,
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one might think that the group of users that have plans that fall within the range of 300
and 500 MB show unique behavior in terms of WiFi usage, but this seems to be due to the
low sample size, as there are only 43 such users, compared to 5757 users that have a 1-3
GB plan, for example. If this is not an artifact of low sample size, one explanation could
be that those with lower cellular data plans do not necessarily access lower amount of data
than others, but procure a higher percentage of their traffic through WiFi rather than 3G.
These users, hence, may exhibit higher sensitivity to cost overages, enforced once they ex-
ceed their allowable data ceiling. One can also see that the percentage of users that exceed
their data plan for higher data plans, e.g. in the 3-5 GB bucket, compared with lower ones,
e.g. 0.3-0.5 GB bucket, seems to be slightly higher. Figure 4.5 illustrates this idea in more
Figure 4.2. : Triangular kernel smoothing density estimates for data accessed via the cellu-
lar network.
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Figure 4.3. : Cumulative probability distributions for data accessed via WiFi.
detail by showing trends of WiFi to 3G usage among groups. Those with lower plans are
much more sensitive in keeping their ratio of WiFi data usage to 3G data usage high, while
there is little distinction among users with larger data plans. Other distinctions between
user groups and general observations of the data can be seen in the white paper sponsored
by Mobidia [67].
4.1.4 Data Limitations
It should be noted that the empirical data used throughout this manuscript is not with-
out limitations. First off, those who download the app from Mobidia can be categorized as
high-level users, simply by the fact that they must possess enough expertise to download
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and use an energy-monitoring app. This is not reflective of all smartphone users, as many
novice users may have trouble downloading such apps or lack motivation. Furthermore,
these smartphone users could develop more sensitivity to their own data use once they have
deployed Mobidia’s app on their device. In other words, being provided on-demand ac-
cess to their data usage could modify their behavior. Another limitation is the large set
of users who abstain from reporting their data plan, cell phone and other characteristics
that have been used to analyze the data. Of the 21,853 users that were analyzed, 8909
of them refrained from reporting any information to Mobidia. Additional analysis, how-
ever, illustrates that the abstaining users closely fit behavior of the others analyzed in total,
suggesting that these users could be considered good representatives of a population of
smartphone users with mixed data plans. In other words, the cumulative density functions
Figure 4.4. : Triangular kernel smoothing density estimates for data accessed via WiFi.
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and histograms match closely between the abstaining users and the rest of the studied pop-
ulation. Also, all data collected is reflective of usage within the month of May 2012. It is
not clear, however, whether the data fluctuation from month to month is significant.
4.1.5 Modeling Use-Phase Energy Consumption
To date, the most rigorous, published life cycle assessment of 3G network infrastruc-
ture was conducted by [87]. Within the study, the authors argued that as 3G mobile phones
become ubiquitous, similar to the current situation, the impact per bit related to network
components decreases significantly. At the time of the study, the analysis was conducted
Figure 4.5. : Triangular kernel smoothing density estimates of percentage of data accessed
via WiFi.
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assuming 3G subscribers were in the range of 1-4 million. As of Q4 in 2011, there are
208 million 3G subscribers in the US alone [88]. This suggests that the manufacturing and
operation of mobile phones themselves is becoming more critical with respect to the envi-
ronmental efficiency of the telecommunications industry as a whole. Hence, here the focus
will remain on the operation of the devices and the energy they consume while accessing
data. Furthermore, estimating energy consumption through the network infrastructure is
infeasible without accessibility to the infrastructure components themselves. For this rea-
son, much of the work in regards to estimating energy per bit transfered is focused on the
end user device, i.e. the smartphone itself.
A widely accepted publication in particular, [59], provides a linear energy model based
on empirical measurements of a smartphone. The model presented therein is illustrated in
Table 4.2. The transfer energy shown in the table estimates the amount of energy required
to “ramp up” to the required power level as well as the actual energy expended during
transmitting and receiving the data. For WiFi, the transfer energy includes both trans-
mitting data as well as the energy required for scanning and association. The tail energy
estimation describes the expenditure of energy as the device lingers at high power states.
This value should not be ignored since it contributes to some 60% of the total energy with
respect to a single 50K download. The linear energy model here was used to model the
energy consumption of each 3G-operated smartphone. As seen in the Table 4.2, the model
requires length in time for each download with specific packet sizes. From the data used
in this study, these numbers cannot be found and estimating packet size could introduce
additional uncertainty. Therefore, a factor of 2.2 (i.e. 100%/40%) applied to the transfer
energy is used to recover a reasonable estimate. If this factor were not included, the en-
ergy consumption of 3G access would be significantly underestimated. Of course, a more
precise calculation would allow us to better understand the energy consumption but for the
purpose of this study, we can still uncover emergent behavior and difference of usage, and,
more importantly, present what-if scenarios to aid in decision making.
The cumulative distribution functions and the triangular kernel smoothing density es-
timates representing the energy consumption per user are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7.
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Table 4.2. : Energy model for downloading X kB of data over 3G and WiFi on a smart-
phone, adopted from [59].
3G WiFi
Transfer Energy(J) 0.025(x) + 3.5 0.007(x) + 5.9
Tail Energy (J/s) 0.62 N/A
Maintenance (J/s) 0.02 0.05
Tail Time (s) 12.5 N/A
Figure 4.6. : Cumulative probability distributions of estimated energy consumption divided
by data plans.
These plots were created to observe apparent trends. In terms of energy consumption, the
four lowest data plans, (1) less than 300 MB, (2) between 300 and 500 MB, (3) between 0.5
and 1.0 GB and (4) between 1.0 and 3.0 GB, exhibit similar behavior as seen in Figure 4.7.
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The other plans have significant tails to the right, which represents users with heavy us-
age needs. The model can be validated by observing holistic consumption. According to
the energy model, the estimated total monthly end-user energy consumption of the studied
users (n=12944) is about 1.05 TJ, which averages to about 81.1 KJ monthly per user, or
270 Wh yearly. Using the electricity rate of about $0.093 per kWh [89], the energy con-
sumption related to accessing data is on the order of cents under given assumptions, i.e.
$0.025. This compares with other estimates reported elsewhere [90].
It should be noted that although it is not done here, it is possible to extend the energy
model across the network components of both a 3G and WiFi setup. Although without di-
rect measurement of components which dominate life cycle consumption, i.e. the antenna
stations, and the antenna station controllers [87,91], gross assumptions must be made. One
could use an efficiency index, called power usage effectiveness (PUE) defined as the total
energy consumption divided by the IT equipment energy consumption and obtain a gross
estimate of per-user energy consumption across the 3G network [92].
4.1.6 Business Scenarios for Mitigating Use-Phase Energy Consumption
In order to institute business strategies in this context, it is necessary to understand the
future of the industry. Smartphone penetration in the US is expected to continue to rise.
As a result, there is strong evidence that service providers will not be able to match infras-
tructure constraints to meet this need [93]. This trend is evident as service providers are
expanding their WiFi Hotspots availability [94]. As a result, it is assumed that it could be
economically viable to force users on to WiFi through additional cost penalties in order to
avoid new infrastructure cost. This presents a counterintuitive situation, since overage costs
are profitable for service providers. However, less base station towers to cover more sub-
scriptions is economically beneficial, creating an increase in value per user to the provider.
In this light, we impose some what-if scenarios to curb energy consumption.
From our energy model, it is clear that data accessed via WiFi has lower end-user en-
ergy consumption profiles than via 3G. One can generalize 4 main user groups defined by
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Figure 4.7. : Triangular kernel smoothing density estimates of estimated energy consump-
tion.
their user behavior, users that (1) use low amounts of 3G data as they approach their limit
due to fear of overage costs, (2) use heavy amounts of data while exhibiting limited overage
cost sensitivity, (3) use low amounts of data even though their plan allows higher data usage
rates, and (4) use heavy amounts of data closely fitting to their plan. The grouping of these
user groups can be seen in Figure 4.8. These groups are formed by assessing their general
trends over two criteria, their data usage requirements (x-axis) and their cost sensitivity
(y-axis). Cost sensitivity can be defined as the degree for which users respond to overage
costs. In other words, those very high cost sensitivity will theoretically never exceed the
allotted 3G data plan. On the other hand, one can see trends of users exhibiting low cost
sensitivity, often exceeding their alloted 3G data. Data usage here is defined by the sum
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of data accessed via WiFi and 3G. In this specific application, abstraction is useful since
usage patterns can now be categorized and simplified in meta-groups. In this manner, we
can discover emergent behavior.
Here, behavior profiles for each data plan bucket are presented in order to match these
meta-groups. Users with unlimited plans are excluded since they will exhibit obvious be-
havior that is insensitive to data usage. Each profile is created by calculating two key
attributes of each user, (1) the plan usage fraction (PUF) and (2) the WiFi fraction (WF).









where D3G is the amount of monthly 3G data, D3G,ceil is ceiling of the specific user’s data
plan, and DWiFi is the amount of monthly WiFi data usage.
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Figure 4.8. : Quadrant chat of user behavior.
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Figure 4.9 illustrates the behavior profiles, defined as PUFvs.WF for all users. The
users are plotted separately according to data plan in order to show relative trends of behav-
ior. Each plot also includes a vertical line at the value of PUF equal to 1, which represents
the point at which a user exceeds their data plan and experiences overage charges. One can
see that there is a significant percentage of users who exceed their data plans, i.e. 12.3%,
20.9%, 16.6%, 5.5%, 4.8% and 4.8% for data plans of lesser than 0.3 GB, 0.3-0.5 GB, 0.5-
1.0 GB, 1.0-3.0 GB, 3.0-5.0 GB and those greater than 5.0 GB, respectively. Interestingly,
those that exceed their data plans seem to exhibit unique behavior with respect to which
data plan they belong. For the data plans lesser than 300 MB, we see a cluster of users that
exceed their data plan, i.e. beyond PUF equal to 1, yet still have a heavy WiFi:3G. These
users appear in the upper-right quadrant of their respective plot in Figure 4.9. This is quite
different compared with users that hold data plans greater than 1.0 GB. In these plots, there
is a cluster of users, who exceed their data plan ceiling, yet have very low WiFi:3G ra-
tios. This can be contributed to two possible reasons, (1) these users have limited access to
WiFi in their daily activities or (2) they are not sensitive to overage costs. From a business
perspective, the potential of energy savings lies within users in large plans that exceed data
plans, yet exhibit a moderate WiFi:3G ratio. It should be noted that an appropriate WiFi:3G
ratio indicator for users who have limited WiFi access is not very clear. The following three
business scenarios aim to take advantage of these user types.
Business Scenario 1 investigates the potential of changing behavior of those users with
a moderate WiFi:3G ratio, defined as 0.1 < WF < 0.9. Assuming that cell phone service
providers institute cost penalties for exceeding their data plan, users would became more
sensitive to overages. In this case, we assume that existing 3G overages be converted to
WiFi data. The energy model was simulated by swapping overage 3G usage with WiFi and
potential energy savings were calculated to be about 16.5 MJ, or 1.6% of the total energy
consumption. Here, we do not study the amount of cost incentives necessary to shift be-
havior. This in itself would be an interesting aspect to understand more deeply.
Business Scenario 2 presents a similar situation as the previous scenario. Here, addi-
tional users on the WiFi:3G spectrum, i.e. 0.05 <WF < 0.95, are included. The potential
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< 0.3 GB 0.3-0.5 GB 0.5-1.0 GB 
> 5.0 GB 3.0-5.0 GB 1.0-3.0 GB 
Figure 4.9. : Plots of the plan usage fraction (PUF) against the WiFi fraction (WF), which
can characterize behavior profiles for select data plan buckets.
savings in this scenario were estimated to be 22.5 MJ, or 2.1% of the total energy consump-
tion. Again, this could be achieved with more significant cost penalties.
Business Scenario 3 investigates opportunity of modifying behavior of the users with
unlimited data plans and instituting the rules of Business Scenario 2. It is assumed that
those with unlimited plans change to data plans of 3 GB, and exhibit high sensitivity to
overages. Here, a more significant savings is recorded, i.e. 46.4 MJ or 4.4% savings.
In total, if smartphone users across the US fit within these characteristics of the data
presented in this study, a significant amount of potential energy savings exist. Assuming
200 million 3G smartphone users, a rate of 270 Wh per year, a low percent savings estimate
of 1.6% and a high percent savings estimate of 4.4%, a potential energy savings exists of
between 0.86 GWh and 2.39 GWh yearly, just from end-user energy consumption on the
device itself. In order to understand the scale, 1 GWh can meet the yearly energy demand of
about 100 US homes. Though this may not feasible from real-world perspective, we show
that presenting what-if scenarios coupled with use-phase data presents actionable plans.
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Table 4.3. : Summary of potential energy savings for alternative business scenarios.
Scenario Potential Savings (PS) Tot. Consumption (%) PS for Entire US
1 16.5 MJ 1.6% 0.86 GWh
2 22.5 MJ 2.1% 1.13 GWh
3 46.4 MJ 4.4% 2.39 GWh
The numbers presented in this section dictate that even without shifting actual user
behavior in terms of the amount of data accessed, there is significant potential savings in
providing additional WiFi access to users. Of course, in order to understand the business
implications of these changes, a full cost analysis necessary. All relevant factors such as
total monthly cost to the user, including basic and overage costs, would have to be included
to validate that instituting cost penalties as viable strategies.
4.1.7 Understanding Eco-Footprints of Cyber-Physical Systems
This study presents a scenario for which user behavior plays a key role in determining
a product system’s energy footprint. The smartphone example can be related to a more
general group of products, namely smart products. A smart product can be defined as a
networked physical (or cyber-physical) device that has means of acquiring, processing and
delivering contextualized information in order to enable behavior modification of itself or
its user. In this sense, smart products can be viewed as a subcategory of cyber-physical
systems (CPS), as CPS use computational, often distributed resources in order to enhance
some physical entity. In general, environmental or energy analyses of CPS have been
scarce. One major reason is the fact that the mediums for deploying CPS lack control and
are used differently among stakeholders and user groups, making it difficult to define sys-
tem boundaries. In other words, a system boundary of a CPS can be considered dynamic
and unpredictable since, among other reasons, (1) users may access distributed systems
differently depending on their demand, (2) elements of smart products evolve and advance
(e.g. Apple’s AppStore) and (3) the supply chains of smart products are affected by un-
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certainties similar to any other consumer product. Evidence of these trends can clearly be
seen throughout the results of this study as user groups behave differently depending on
consumer attributes, e.g. data plans.
Furthermore, this study uses a bottom-up approach with empirical data from users and
assessing the energy footprint of a particular technology. In order to extend this approach
to a network level assessment, more transparency from the technologies themselves, e.g.
power consumption of network infrastructure, must be provided. Till now, we only have
estimates across the entire network over a given period of time, as in [91, 92]. Breaking
these grandiose numbers into per byte transmitted estimates would provide a means of un-
derstanding impact per user. This will allow the use of a dynamic life cycle assessment
(LCA), in which user populations can be simulated to be representative of an actual smart
technology deployed in a real-world scenario. In other smart products, e.g. tablets, video
game consoles, an appropriate framework for procuring such data is clearly needed.
Additionally, in order to reach meaningful conclusions with regards to environmental
foot-printing of ubiquitous technologies, rare earth metals, end-of-life implications human
health risks, and other ecological risk categories must be closely investigated. This study
does not attempt to extend the analysis to encapsulate these issues, as this study only fo-
cuses on energy consumption. Other studies have tackled these issues from an industry-
wide point of view [95–98], but have lacked the granularity and precision necessary to un-
derstand one specific deployed smart device. Also, in the past LCA practitioners may have
used economic input-output life cycle analysis (EIO-LCA) in order to use industry-wide
assessment to draw conclusions about a particular product [99]. The basis of EIO-LCA lies
within the economic correlations between industries, and sub-industries. This makes it par-
ticularly useful when exact lifecycle inventories are near impossible to collect in a timely
fashion. Unfortunately, the results gathered from EIO-LCA have significant uncertainty in
scaling down to a smartphone, for example.
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4.1.8 Takeaways
This study used empirical data of a large cohort of smartphone users to make user-group
specific observations regarding behavior “in the wild.” Using an existing energy model
of smartphone data access, the role of behavior in energy consumption was particularly
investigated. New business scenarios were presented that do not curb user data usage but, at
the same time, alleviate a significant fraction of the total energy consumption (i.e. 0.86-2.39
GWh yearly), and provide economic leverage for service providers. Insight into how this
work could be applied to the emerging field of cyber-physical systems was also discussed.
4.2 Mapping Disassembly Paths for Complex Products
In order to contextualize downstream lifecycle stages into redesign processes, it is nec-
essary to more deeply understand them in isolation. This section provides a basis for model-
ing disassembly plans for complex products by overlaying lifecycle data onto disassembly
information. The hope is to merge lessons learned so that redesign frameworks relevant for
the front-end design process can be extracted and developed. Decision-making method-
ologies for evaluating a product’s end-of-life (EOL) options have become a significant
area of research in light of new requirements for environmental consideration. Component
affinities for EOL options (i.e. reuse, recycling, remanufacturing and disposal) have been
developed and studied with respect to their industrial relevance. Developing, for instance,
a remanufacturing affinity for components and modules is challenging due to downstream
uncertainties involved in EOL product quality affected by many factors associated with the
use of a product, e.g. cyclic loading and structural fatigue. These uncertainties, nonetheless,
have not halted ongoing work in this area due to its ever-increasing importance. Instead,
assumptions can be included to overcome this challenge.
Extensive research has been hence focused on the area of product recovery, e.g. module-
based disassemblability, reverse logistics, remanufacturing, material recyclability, among
others. Methods for product-specific disassembly planning have proven to greatly influ-
ence the nature of this research space. Many methods use graphical representations in the
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form of disassembly trees and/or networks to find feasible solutions with computational
approaches. However, most of the published work has focused on assessing the disassem-
blability of simple modular products or high-volume electronic products such as personal
computer (PC) towers. Though important, these methods are often inapplicable to larger
and more complex electro-hydraulic mechanical systems such as automobiles, earth mov-
ing equipment and industrial machine tools due to problems associated with variations in
product architecture, disassembly tasks and design methodologies. Many studies have con-
centrated on developing cost models for disassembly scenarios of products [100]. Some of
these methodologies have included ecological benefits for certain pathways [101]. Others
have included material sequestration value estimations [102]. These proposed methodolo-
gies have often been implemented within case studies in order to validate their efficacy and
breadth, but again there is limited acceptance in similar assessments for industries related
to complex heavy machinery.
For developing initial takeback and recycling plans for such projects, it is important for
every input phase of the analysis to be quick and easy-to-use, especially if the firm utilizing
the method wishes to asses several different design configurations. For example, an auto-
mobile may contain some 5000 components for which an extensive life cycle assessment
(LCA) would be a cost and time intensive undertaking [103]. Added costs associated with
LCA could be unjustified when dealing with EOL decision making, when specific sub-
assemblies or components dominate a product’s total ecological footprint. Hence, a useful
assessment methodology should include appropriate metrics (i.e. disassemblability mea-
surement, embodied energy, CO2 footprint, recycling value) with product-specific rigor so
as to efficiently commit resources while continuing to meet organizational business goals.
The work presented here aims to apply a disassembly assessment technique by compar-
ing a component’s disassembly effort to a reward such as recycling value or energy recovery
from recycling. First, the disassembly network is represented by a directed graph where
weighted edges represent reward/cost. Next, an implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm is
used to compute the optimal disassembly path that minimizes the sum of the edge weights.
Lastly, the optimal disassembly paths for each individual cost, or the inverse of reward, are
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compared to discover the globally optimal disassembly scenario. This method is applied to
a real-world case study of an underground mining drill rig with direct contributions from
engineers involved in the design of the machine itself. Specific component recovery options
are recommended based on the methodology and alternative design practices are suggested
to improve product recyclability.
The specific case study, for which the presented methodology is applied, is a dual-boom
jumbo earth-moving machine. The machine consists of multiple complex sub-assemblies
(e.g. engine block, drilling module, multiple hydraulic systems) that require energy-intensive
materials to meet its specialized characteristics. As of now, no specific recycling or disas-
sembly instructions are provided to the user. As a result, in many cases, the mining rigs
are simply left underground after their useful life in remote locations across the globe. The
significant opportunity for material sequestration motivated the machine’s company to be-
gin initial plans for component recovery. The goal here is to discover targeted disassembly
pathways for significant reward in terms of material, embodied energy and recycling value
at a reasonable disassembly cost.
Figure 4.10 outlines the general proposed methodology. The tasks include (1) con-
structing a product-specific graph representing the disassembly pathways from the parent
module, (2) retrieving qualitative, subjective disassemblability scores for disassembly path-
1) Construct appropriate 
disassembly network for given 
product
2) Score each component based 
on disassemblability from parent 
module
3) Calculate embodied energy/CO2 
& recycling value based on using 
CES Granta Edupack 2011













4) Construct weighted 
disassembly networks 
in which node and 
edges are weighted 
based on embodied 
impact and 
disassemblability
Figure 4.10. : Framework for identifying appropriate disassemblability paths.
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ways, (3) estimating embodied energy, CO2 footprint, and recycling recovery value based
on a bill of materials (BOM), (4) combining all first three steps to create a weighted directed
graph, and (5) traversing the directed graph through Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm and
discovering feasible recovery options.
4.2.1 Background
Work has already been conducted on developing disassembly plans based on end-of-
life value, e.g. [104], in order to make existing methods applicable during early design.
Others have focused on solving the product recovery problem with network algorithm
using optimizing cost based on disassembly metrics and recovery value, e.g. [105–107].
These methods usually require information that is rather difficult to retrieve without run-
ning time-extensive validation testing. From a different perspective, some papers have
focused on qualitative disassembly to add relevance for such analysis to the design phase.
Kroll and Hanft utilize a disassembly evaluation chart to assess each disassembly criterion
via a qualitative measure, then use quantitative methods to retrieve the most viable disas-
sembly process [108]. Das et al. developed a qualitative scoring system through seven
weighted factors to provide a normalized disassembly score focusing on analyzing the dis-
assembly of PC towers [109].
Recently, researchers within the area of disassembly science have attempted to connect
embedded lifecycle assessment (LCA) data within disassembly networking. Kuo 2006
conducted lifecycle and disassembly analyses for a rollerblade design that were both uti-
lized to build a knowledge network of the used product. This study used an undirected
graph to represent the disassembly process based on separating modules [110]. Alterna-
tively, Petri nets have been implemented in order to optimize disassembly planning while
incorporating required remanufacturing operations [111]. Another group used computer-
aided design (CAD) features to perform a scatter search to determine a total disassembly
cost [112]. Shrivastava et al. developed a GUI that supports decision making for material
recovery based on disassemblability, recyclability, profitability, and environmental score
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impact for electronic products [113]. In addition, Yi et al. coined a new method, D-L-N
modeling, in which recycling strategies are optimized by using a product-specific hierar-
chical structure [114].
The before-mentioned work is specifically centered on modular products that have rel-
atively simple disassembly characteristics. For heavy machinery, unless the system is re-
turned to the assembly plant, it is unfeasible to disassemble large modules at a time due
to a number of reasons, e.g. the remote locations of the machines, absence of heavy and
capable tools, and lack of product expertise of the user.
4.2.2 Methodology
There have been many models published as mentioned above that estimate the ease of
disassembly of components, sub-assemblies, or even an entire product. Many are focused
on the mass disassembly of old PC towers and high-volume, highly modular products.
Some are very precise, requiring specific disassembly times, associated costs, and other
detailed information. Others are rather subjective in nature based on qualitative ranking
criteria to retrueve a quick, but less reliable disassemblability score. In practice, the de-
tailed methodologies are applicable to cost-benefit analysis of remanufacturing and other
post production assessments, while the qualitative scoring sheets are used within the design
phase, in which the ambiguity of specifications is great. Due to the brevity of this specific
project (i.e. 3 months), a qualitative assessment tool to rank disassemblability of each sub-
assembly was chosen [109]. Additionally, gathering precise disassembly data necessary for
other quantitative methods is cost and time intensive. In order to identify the disassembly
steps for which require disassemblability scores, a disassembly network is constructed with
input from project stakeholders (e.g. assembly workers, design team members).
4.2.2.1 Disassembly Network Development
The mining rig studied is assembled in a modular fashion, in which each high-level
module is afforded its own assembly line and later converge to a final assembly line. It
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is unfeasible, however, to disassemble the same modules in order to recover specific com-
ponents due to the machines’ remote locations and the difficulties associated with each
disassembly step, in terms of necessary tools, applied force, and worker expertise. As a
result, the disassembly network must be developed on a component or sub-assembly basis
rather than through module-related interdependencies. Similar to other complex products,
structure-to-structure dependencies within the mining rigs is highly coupled, multi-layered,
and rather complex. In this study, 60 of the rig’s components and sub-assemblies were stud-
ied and the subsequent disassembly weights and impacts were assessed.
The disassembly network is first heuristically constructed in graphical form, then stake-
holders within the project can check the network in terms of its fidelity and accuracy. The
network is converted to an adjacency matrix for which a “1” within entry (a, b) denotes that
disassembling component a will enable the recovery of component b. The resulting sparse
matrix allows for various clustering, banding, and sequencing techniques to be performed.
These well-known methods are available from DSMweb.org. This matrix represents a De-
sign Structure Matrix (DSM) where sources and sinks can be identified by DSM banding.
In essence, the result is a simple, directed graphs with three sets of edge weights (i.e. em-
bodied energy content, disassembly cost, and recycling value). To clarify, in this specific
application, each source within the disassembly network represents a first-level disassem-
bly step, in which a component can be directly dismantled from the machine itself with no
prior steps. The sinks of the disassembly network are coined as “decision points”, in which
a component is assessed as a reasonable stopping point for the complete disassembly.
4.2.2.2 Disassemblability Ranking Criteria
Das et al. 2000 developed a multi-factor model to compute a disassembly effort index
(DEI) score, which is representative of the total operating cost to disassemble a product.
It should be noted that the actual cost of disassembly would vary among customers due to
differences in labor costs, regional taxes, and other local economic effects. This further
motivates implementing a qualitative scale for measuring disassemblability.
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Figure 4.11. : The DEI scorecard, adapted from Das et al. 2000 [109].
Figure 4.11 illustrates the scorecard with suggested ratings for each criterion. As can
be seen, there are 7 different criteria that are individually weighted in terms of importance
for disassembly cost. For example, the tools required to disassemble an object from its core
is deemed about half as important as the force required to dismantle the component. Hence,
the “tools” rating is out of 10 points while the “force” rating is set out of 20 points. The total
DEI score adds up to 100, where 0 equates to the simplest disassembly while a score of 100
denotes the toughest. It again should be noted that this specific methodology was developed
specifically for PC (personal computer) components and the suggested values (e.g. >210
for 25/25 in “time”) are based on heuristics in the computer industry. This suggested scale
is not be applicable to heavy machinery; however, the general idea of the methodology
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serves its purpose. Stakeholders, responsible for scoring were given the option to exceed
the maximum criterion score provided. In order to derive the total disassembly effort, each
sub-criterion score is normalized to its set weight (e.g. “time” was normalized to a score
out of 25 points), providing a total normative score out of 100 points. A deeper description
of the seven criteria for the DEI score are provided below.
1. Time. The disassembly time includes set-up time, handling time and the actual ac-
tive disassembly time. Because of the brevity of this specific project as well as the
defining purpose and goal of the study, exact handling and disassembly times are not
vital in order to achieve successful outcomes. This specific criterion was modified
to be case-relevant. According to assembly floor engineers, for example, 210 sec-
onds to disassembly even the simplest of subassemblies from the mining rig would
be considered a very reasonable and short time.
2. Tools. Tools include all electromechanical as well as any handling devices needed
to complete a disassembly step. Similar to assessing time for disassembly, tools
required to dismantle subassemblies within the large operating drilling machines are
quite different than PCs. As a result, a similar approach as criterion 1 is used within
this ranking criterion.
3. Fixture. Since many disassembly operations are rather complex and require more
than one hand to perform, means to fix components in place prove as important con-
siderations. Necessary clamps, winches, and automation are included in the score.
4. Access. The ability to access hidden and obstructed components and subassemblies
greatly affects the ease of disassembly of products as well. The score also includes
how the item is removed (e.g. axially, laterally, or both).
5. Instruct. Similar to the assembly process, disassembly requires instruction from the
perspectives of safety, efficacy, efficiency, and general knowhow. Since this report is
aimed at educating clients for which subassemblies they should target for sellback,
instruction becomes critical as an enabler for these plans to come into fruition. It
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should be noted that this criterion also includes how often the disassembly operators
would have to contact the machine’s distributer or the OEMs for specific information.
6. Hazard. The mining rig’s manufacturer is a socially conscious company in which
safety is their highest priority. This is stated throughout their mission statement and
within a plethora of press releases and intra-company reports. Though the rig has
no toxic chemicals associated with its design, oil from various parts (e.g. engine,
compressor) provides some concern that should be included into the overall scoring
of disassembly.
7. Force. The force required to dismantle certain components is quite significant. For
example, within the various cylinders used throughout the rig for hydraulic pow-
ered mechanisms, the pistons/rods are pressure loaded within their respective tubes.
To disassemble such components, it may be necessary to use heavy tools to deliver
significant axial, torsional or orthogonal force.
Specific disassemblability scoring was conducted by interviewing design team members
and assembly-floor employees with extensive experience with the components studied.
4.2.2.3 Streamlined LCA
A streamlined LCA was conducted per component to include an additional weight cri-
terion for each edge (or link) within the network. Due to limited data availability across
each component’s lifecycle, only impacts related to material processing and recycling were
included in the life cycle analysis. Though this specific study did not consider some fun-
damental stages of a product’s lifecycle (e.g. manufacturing, assembly, distribution, use-
phase), the analysis still provides a snapshot of the relative importance of each component
studied based on its material makeup. All impacts associated with recycling each respec-
tive material was taken into account through Equation (4.3), where the total impact, both
in terms of embodied energy and CO2 content, is calculated by the impact associated with
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Table 4.4. : Material equivalence table for used materials in the study.
Supplier Material Granta CES Edupack 2010 Equivalent
AISI 316 Stainless steel, austenitic, AISI 316, wrought
AISI 329 Stainless steel, duplex, AISI 329, wrought
AlZn5, 5Mgl Aluminium, 7075, wrought, T6
Cast Iron Cast iron, flake graphite BS grade 200
CCR Rubber Styrene butadiene rubber (SBR, 30% black)
Fe510 D Carbon steel, AISI 1022, normalized
Fe52 D Carbon steel, AISI 1022, normalized
G24Mn6 Low alloy steel, AISI 4140, normalized
General Plastic ABS (medium-impact, injection molding)
General Steel Low alloy steel, AISI 4140, normalized
Glass Laminated glass
GS AISI 10Mg, T6 Aluminium, 354, cast, T6
GS Mn6 Low alloy steel, AISI 4140, normalized
OVAKO 520 Low alloy steel, AISI 4140, normalized
Polyethylene PE-HD (general purpose)
S355J2+N Carbon steel, AISI 1022, normalized
S355K2+N Carbon steel, AISI 1022, annealed
SS 2142 Stainless steel, duplex, AISI 329, wrought
St52 Carbon steel, AISI 1022, normalized
producing the required amount of material per component minus the impact associated with
recycling the same amount of material.
It = IPMP− IR (4.3)
All impacts were derived from Granta’s material database, CES Edupack 20102 developed
by Cambridge University, licensed through Purdue University. This particular database
provides conservative estimates of energy and CO2 outputs of primary material production,
material processing (e.g. casting, forging, conventional machining) and material recycling.
All impacts associated with database are quantified based on weight. For each entry from
the Granta database, the average between the low and high estimates was used in the anal-















Figure 4.12. : Schematic of three disassembly paths from one source node to a specific
decision point.
MJ, the average of 16.4 and 18.2 MJ). Since the system studied was of Scandinavian origin,
material equivalence tables were used to build the life cycle inventory (LCI). Each Granta
CES Edupack material equivalent was assumed to be representative of the actual compo-
nent’s material as not to significantly affect the outcomes. Actual LCA results were omitted
from this report for confidentiality purposes. For an additional edge weight, recycling value
of each component was estimated via online material quotes.
4.2.2.4 Dijkstra’s Shortest Path Algorithm
Once the disassembly network is defined, Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm is applied
to find the minimum propagated disassembly cost across any given path (i.e. from a source
node to a decision point). This specific algorithm is the most common method for traversing
graphs with nonnegative edge path costs and has been well understood for decades [115].
Here, if desired, other path length measurements can be applied. Figure 4.12 illustrates
a simple example of multiple pathways from a source node to a decision point. Each
link has a specified weight associated with it. Optimal paths are identified by calculating
a propagated path edge weight. Equation (4.4) shows that Dijkstra’s algorithm simply
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discovers the shortest path by summing the edge weights across a specific path. If P consists






where the input is a simple undirected weighted graph G with nonnegative edge weights,
and a distinguished vertex v of G and the output is a labeled [u], for each vertex u of G,
such that D[u] is the distance from v to u in G.
In the case of Figure 4.12, for example, path A would have the length equal to the sum
of A1, A2 and A3. It should be noted that it is possible for different paths to pass through
the same intermediate nodes, as illustrated by A1 and B1,
In this specific case, three separate edge (or link) weights were included on the network
to expand the decision space and discover the globally optimal scenario. The three edge
weights were defined as (1) the difficulty of disassembly based on a component’s DEI score,
(2) the inverse of the reward embodied energy recovered, calculated by Equation (4.3),
and (3) the inverse of the reward recycling payback value. Normalized inverses of the
reward weights are taken, because Dijkstra’s algorithm treats weighted links as resistances,
meaning the larger the weights the more difficult it is to traverse that specific edge. For
clarity, the resultant is three identical disassembly networks with three unique edge weight
values. The algorithm finds the shortest path from each source to all decision points across
all three graphs.
4.2.3 Results
The sequenced weighted disassembly graphs are implemented within Matlab3. Four
sources for the disassembly graph were identified by sequencing the subsequent adjacency
matrix, highlighted in orange in Figure 4.13. Sources, decision points, and network re-
lationships are identical across all three separate disassembly graphs; however, the edge
3http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab/
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Figure 4.13. : Representation of the resultant disassembly network with each component’s
respective normalized disassembly weights shown as edges. Each source node is repre-
sented by an orange-shaded box, while examples of significant decision nodes are shown
in light blue.
weights are distinct. Each feasible path is plotted, shown in Figure 4.14, based on the
path’s propagated disassembly effort and the sum of embodied energies of components
within that path. It should be noted that the resultant graph presents a tradeoff decision.
In theory, the most desirable disassembly plan would center on a path that has the lowest
propagated disassembly effort and the highest recoverable energy, as illustrated by the ‘de-
sirable region’ in Figure 4.14. However, it is unlikely for both parameters to be optimize
in a single path; hence, a tradeoff problem is presented. In this case, many of the outputs
of the shortest path algorithm across the networks are identical. Here, only embodied en-
ergy estimations were used to tradeoff against disassembly cost. One step further would
implement other significant component characteristics (i.e. CO2 content, water usage, re-
manufacturing affinities) in order to align with specific organizational goals.
As seen in Figure 4.14, there exits only two feasible paths in the ‘desirable region’.
The cables (3,19) and power packs (3,17), should be the primary candidates for recovery.
Interestingly, the propagated disassembly effort score yields different results than using an
un-propagated model, in which only single disassembly steps against each component’s
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Figure 4.14. : Plot of feasible paths with propagated disassembly effort and embodied
energy recovered.
sary to expose a component of high value. It is also worth mentioning that components
with high copper content (i.e. the cables and power packs) dominate the product’s total em-
bodied energy from a material perspective. In order to discovery all feasible disassembly
paths, it might be worthwhile to investigate additional paths shown underneath the ‘desir-
able region’ in Figure 4.14. Scaling the y-axis differently might shift energy-intensive steel
components, for example, with low disassembly effort into the feasible solution range. The
product team ultimately responsible for these decisions should have a specific goal in terms
of percent embodied energy recovered. The team can meet these goals by focusing on low
propagated disassembly effort in order to ensure cost feasibility. Also, the project team can
suggest specific redesigns of top-level components in order to augment energy-intensive
components that, as of now, are within disassembly paths with very high propagated disas-
sembly effort (i.e. within the ‘undesirable region’). To finalize the suggested disassembly
pathways, it is suggested to validate the disassembly cost with a more extensive, quantita-
tive method to confirm its feasibility as well as calculate a more accurate project cost.
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4.2.4 Key Takeaways
This section presents a general methodology for instituting initial material recovery
plans for industrial machinery, for which dissembling entire high-level modules is un-
feasible. The work aims to apply a disassembly assessment technique by comparing a
component’s disassembly effort to a reward such as recycling value or energy recovery
from recycling. First, the disassembly network is represented by a directed graph where
weighted edges represent reward/cost. Next, an implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm is
used to compute the optimal disassembly path that minimizes the sum of the edge weights.
Lastly, the optimal disassembly paths for each individual reward are compared to discover
the globally optimal disassembly scenario. This method is applied to a real-world case
study of an underground mining drill rig with direct contributions from engineers involved
in the design of the machine itself. Specific component recovery options are recommended
based on the methodology and alternative design practices are suggested to improve prod-
uct recyclability.
Future directions include (1) investigating alternative graph transversal algorithms, (2)
incorporating remanufacturing and reuse affinities into model in order to account for more
of the EOL decision space, (3) implementing disassembly pathway recommendations with
a machine rig’s user and comparing actual disassembly effort/cost with the proposed model
to validate methodology and (4) testing methodology on a complete network of components
(e.g. all 5000 components in the given case study) for a product of similar complexity.
4.3 Summary
This chapter presented two studies that develop frameworks to mitigate environmental
impacts of complex products from the perspective of (1) the use-phase and (2) the end-
of-life phase of the lifecycle. The first focused on discovering emergent user behavior
through actual use-phase data. Here, we were able to present what-if scenarios to judge the
effectiveness of methods to reduce energy consumption. The second focused on develop-
ing disassembly and takeback paths for recovery of embodied energy and material-related
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value. Here, we present means to perform tradeoff analysis between traditional criteria and
environmental performance. In both cases, visualization played a key role in the context of
data presentation. Furthermore, we suggest the enablement of data exploration in order to
understand the aspects of the problems deeply to aid decision making.
The next chapter presents a framework, built from the principles of visual analytics that
aims to narrow this gap. Through visual analytics, we present a framework that captures
the entire product lifecycle through its supply chain. Our framework allows for what-if
analysis, interaction data exploration, and tradeoff analysis.
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5. USING VISUAL ANALYTICS FOR ECO-CONSCIOUS REDESIGN
This chapter presents a novel framework that relates multiple lifecycle stages for a holistic
environmentally efficient redesign process for complex products. Based on learnings from
the complexities associated with the initial lifecycle stages (Chapter 3) and with the down-
stream effects of products (Chapter 4), we present a visual framework to help mitigate the
complexity of such redesign practices.
Current LCA platforms and methodologies can inform redesign practices, but the lack
of intuitive data representations create decision-related barriers. In order to overcome these
challenges, we use guiding principles from the fields of visual analytics and information
visualization (InfoVis), to develop an interactive visual analytics framework that supports
eco-conscious redesign for supply chains. Our platform focuses on interpreting product-
level attributes, such as LCA impacts, based on the structure of a supply chain and its
product’s architecture. To this end, our framework offers dynamic visualizations of LCA
data from multiple perspectives, allowing the user to discover anomalies and understand
redesign implications. This allows decision makers to better understand the impact of re-
designing a component and how the proposed change propagates through the rest of the
product system. Our aim is to lessen barriers associated with the interpretation stage of
LCA, enabling redesign-related decision making for stakeholders.
In order to demonstrate our framework, we present a prototype software tool, coined
ViSER, Visualizing Supply chains for Eco-conscious Redesign. ViSER is an interactive
visualization tool that provides an interface consisting of multiple mutually coordinated
views providing different perspectives on a particular supply chain presentation. In this
context, mutual coordination refers to maintaining a link of each user interaction with re-
spect to each visualization output, including the resulting views as well as the back-end
data. Throughout the development of ViSER, we focused on understanding how users in-
teract with design data during the platform’s use. There exist trade-offs between software
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features and cognitive load [116]. The bridge between the two is significant in producing
design tools that engineers with limited training in an application domain, such as environ-
mental sustainability, can properly use.
The contributions of this work include (1) a data representation method that enables mu-
tually coordinated visualizations for adjacency matrices of a product system and its supply
chain, (2) a mapping scheme for visual variables to product and supply chain metadata,
and (3) a visual analytics-based prototype tool for interactive exploration of the product
and supply chain metadata.
This chapter presents a decision-making framework for eco-conscious supply chain re-
design. Therein, we embed a methodology that enables users to balance multiple criteria
associated with a product system, including its supply chain, for creating effective redesign
scenarios. First, the motivation and related work surrounding relevant areas of research is
presented. Then, we present the core methodology for obtaining relevant product metadata,
appropriately mapping this data to visual variables, and visually presenting data represen-
tations to the decision maker. Finally, we present the implementation of our framework
through the ViSER tool. In order to validate our method, we conducted a task-oriented user
study consisting of expert participants from industry.
5.1 Motivation
Figure 5.1 provides a visual representation of a real-world supply chain network of
computer peripheral equipment [51]. Herein, all supply chain stages with their associated
metadata are represented. Throughout this chapter, we refer to ‘metadata’, or data about
data, which describes variables and attributes associated with component and supply stage
data types. In the context of product redesign, understanding the effects of changing a par-
ticular component with respect to the rest of its product system is quite difficult, as there
exist both indirect and direct relationships with other network entities. When considering











Figure 5.1. : Graph-based visualization of a real-world supply chain of computer peripheral
equipment [51]. Each node carries product metadata depending on the supply chain echelon
type, such as an assembly stage, part manufacturing, and warehousing.
complexity for such redesign scenarios is compounded since these attributes could depend
on spatial and temporal constraints. Hence, there is a need for the development of more
effective and transparent techniques to represent these graphs in the context of redesign
planning, enhancing the visibility of the data directly to the decision maker.
There have been efforts within current computer-aided-design (CAD) platforms that
offer retroactive features to help designers explore “what-if” scenarios for downstream de-
sign modifications1. In general, these tools simplify the redesign process by only allowing
point substitutions, such as changing the material type, a single manufacturing process or
the distribution mode of individual parts. Furthermore, there is currently no widely ac-
cepted method for determining how such changes influence the product system and its
supply chain. As a result, it is necessary to provide a basis for designers to understand how
a change in either domain affects the system’s overall environmental performance.
1e.g. SOLIDWORKS Sustainability Xpress, Granta’s Eco AuditTM
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With respect to LCA, developing a weighting scheme for impact damage categories to
aid in decision making is quite difficult. There have been considerable efforts to categorize
damage categories into high level scores with weighting techniques. The issue is that these
single scores are based on estimations and assumptions that provide decision makers lim-
ited flexibility depending on their own value system. Software platforms that support LCA,
such as SimaPro and GaBi, offer their own visualizations for reporting results, including
single score metrics. NIST’s BEES software, for example, offers dynamic, user-defined
weighting schemes for impact categories. However, there is a trade-off between providing
freedom to the practitioner and grounding the results in an acceptable theory [117].
Beyond the interpretation of LCA results, we aim to provide a novel sustainable re-
design methodology for complex product systems by visually overlaying metadata onto
graphical representations. Here, we use environmental analysis as a target, since it inher-
ently carries multi-variate data. However, our approach can be extended to any decision
scenario related to supply chains.
5.2 Related Work
Integrating product architecture with supply chain design is a complex problem. There
has been considerable work in modeling products and their supply chains to further un-
derstand these systems. As an example, modeling supply chains as networks has led to
the development of various criticality and complexity metrics to better understand supply
network configuration [118]. In scenarios where large complex and heterogeneous datasets
exist, such as product systems, visual analytics has proven to alleviate user cognitive load
and expedite useful discovery by projecting emergent relationships between entities [119].
However, the application of these guiding visualization principles to engineering systems
remains in a nascent stage. The following sections review relevant literature related to
understanding and communicating the underlying structure of supply chains. For this, we
look at prevalent engineering metrics and visualization techniques associated with product-
related data.
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5.2.1 Modeling Supply Chains
There has been considerable work targeted at modeling supply chains at various ab-
straction levels in order to develop and validate metrics, such as complexity measures. As
an example, dependency matrices have been used to develop complexity metrics within
project management [120], supply chains [121] and manufacturing [122]. Even the the-
ory of entropy has been used to understand the complexity of supply chains [123]. Within
this project, a quantitative metric for supply chain complexity was formalized in order to
ensure that the resulting framework is less subjective. One such dependency matrix, the
design structure matrix (DSM), has been widely accepted as a way to measure the con-
nectivity, modularity and complexity, among others, of product systems [124,125]. Similar
methods have been used to understand supplier network relationships through weighted ad-
jacency matrices [126]. These efforts are from an operations research perspective and aim
to measure static network attributes, such as modularity. Additionally, recent techniques
have been developed to connect product complexity and supply chain impacts. Inman et
al. studied the probability of disrupting a supply chain by relating the likelihood of an in-
dividual part missing within a specific supplier [127]. Wagner and Neshat established a
method for assessing the vulnerability of a supply chain using a graph-theoretic approach
with adjacency matrices [128]. Recent work has focused on proper visualization techniques
for matrices, networks, or a combination of both [129, 130], suggesting that unsupervised
frameworks alone are not the best option.
5.2.2 Visualizing Supply Chains
Supply chains have been studied as an application area within the information visual-
ization (InfoVis) community. For example, Minegishi and Theiel represented supply chain
interactions, such as cost trade-offs in production, within a causal loop diagram [131].
Recently, there has been a push to include geo-spatial data, often through geographic in-
formation systems (GIS), to visualize supply chains across multiple dimensions [132]. Hu
et al. developed a framework for visually representing geographical attributes of a supply
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chain using a case study from the transport container industry [133]. In another example,
Kassem et al. developed a visualization scheme for mapping relevant information to the
progress of constructing a building, including the supply chain [134].
Other work focuses on developing platforms to aid decision making for supply chains.
TISCSoft is a decision support tool to help optimize transportation infrastructure within a
supply chain. Demand is shown by node sizing superimposed onto a map with distribu-
tion locations allowing the user to internalize multiple data entities at once [135]. Lin et
al. described IBM’s efforts in representing traditional inventory management information
in dynamic interfaces [136]. Others have used similar ideas to improve the environmen-
tal sustainability of supply chains, e.g. towards innovation potential [137] and modeling
carbon footprints [138]. MIT’s Media Labs developed Sourcemap, a material-focused sup-
ply chain tool that allows the user to understand eco-costs per supplier [139]. Although
Sourcemap provides an interactive visualization environment, the connection between pro-
jecting design changes to supply networks is missing. Sourcemap does not provide any
detailed information pertaining to the product itself, making it a less viable candidate for a
suitable decision software platform for engineers.
5.2.3 Aligning Product Architecture with its Supply Chain
Aiming to contextualize the aforementioned efforts within design practices, previous
studies have focused on establishing methods that inform supply chain configuration based
on product architecture. Hu et al. proposed a method to meet customer requirements related
to product variety with a complexity threshold of its resultant supply chain [140]. Nepal et
al. presented a weighted goal programming model to optimize supply chain structure based
on product architecture [141]. Khan et al. presented a case study within the fashion design
industry that aligns product design strategy with supply chain structure [142]. Ülkü et al.
investigated how product architecture, and modularity specifically, affect the performance
of the supply chain [143]. Others have focused on the inverse of this research problem,
through understanding how changes to the design of a product’s downstream activities.
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5.2.4 Visually Mapping Engineering-Related Data
Although our work does not directly focus on change propagation within engineering
systems, we incorporate such considerations into our framework. Existing work presents
various methods for assessing the impacts on design changes within complex systems [144].
However, creating dynamic visualization interfaces that represent such metrics and, in turn,
keep the human user in the sensemaking loop [145] is still in its infancy. Keller et al. [144]
extend their work in change propagation with a few prototype visualization interfaces for
use in design [146]. Giffin et al. investigated the use of the design structure matrix to assess
change propagation through a complex engineering system [147]. Here, a visualization of
an adjacency matrix of all proposed engineering changes was used to assess which spe-
cific entities are at particular risk. Other studies show a form of change propagation by
visually representing hypothetical situations. Goodwin et al. developed a visualization tool
for users to explore “what if” scenarios regarding their daily energy consumption in their
homes [148]. Another study presented diagrams for illustrating relationships between en-
tities within a development project to enhance design teams’ activities [149]. Additionally,
NIST released a visualization framework for querying standards associated with sustain-
able manufacturing, which could be extended to complex supply chains [150].
Contributions from the InfoVis and engineering design communities seem to be sepa-
rated in “silos”. Alternatively, efforts from the InfoVis community seem to be too focused
on geo-spatial layout and do not display implications of supply chain changes to product
architecture and vice versa. Our goal is to contribute to these efforts by incorporating guid-
ing InfoVis principles within engineering design and, in particular, a sustainability context.
We envision that our work can push towards a set of unified visual representations to aid in
concurrent understanding of both product and supply chain structure [151].
5.3 Methodology
Our approach, illustrated in Figure 5.2, consists of a data handling pipeline with the
goal of projecting manipulable and easy-to-understand data schemes to the user. Given
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Figure 5.2. : The general pipeline of the data handling processes associated with our pro-
posed visualization framework. Each module, shown in bold, it explained within the pro-
vided section callout.
product and supply chain configurations in the form of adjacency matrices, we propose a
framework for the interpretation of associated environmental data. Here, we present two
separate modules, including a user-directed visualization interface and a back-end data rep-
resentation engine. This section will detail data flow and operations through the exploration
process offered by our framework. All process steps discussed are directed to developing a
platform that enables interactive user sensemaking for the eco-conscious design of supply
chains and their product systems.
5.3.1 Procuring Data from Existing Databases
First, we assume that data is housed within a product database management (PDM) sys-
tem carrying metadata associated with products and their respective supply chains. This in-
formation includes a complete Bill of Materials (BOM), comprising of material type and all
primary, secondary and auxiliary manufacturing processes. Ideally, this inventory database
would encompass relationships associated with entities of the product system and supply
chain. For the product system, we can construct its graphical representation, through an ad-
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class stage {…… 
     ……}                                                                           
class part {…… 
     …..}                                                                           









                                                                                       } 
id % unique identification number 
name % stage name 
stageType % type of SC stage, e.g. comp, trans 
stageTime % average processing time at stage 
stDevStageTime % standard deviation of stageTime 
stageCost % direct cost added at the stage 
relDepth % relative depth in network 
envImpact % set of environmental impacts 
capabailities % set of functional capabilities 
modClass % cluster id for which stage belongs 
avgDemand % daily demand rate 
stdDevDemand % daily standard deviation of demand 
serviceLevel % percentage of orders to satisfy 
maxServiceTime % maximum time to wait 
A B 
Figure 5.3. : Object-oriented framework of ViSER. (A) Our goal is represent parts as nodes
within trees that describe the project system that carry part specific data (B).
jacency matrix, representing structural relationships. With respect to the supply chain, its
graphical representation is described through product flow from procurement to its eventual
distribution. As seen in Figure 5.3, the goal here is to organize all information of existing
parts with their respective information.
Based on data from the PDM, life cycle inventory (LCI) inputs can be extracted for en-
vironmental assessment. In the future, we envision that existing LCA tools, such as GaBi
and SimaPro, to interface with PDM systems for integrated analysis, potentially including
real-time, parametric LCA. Within our framework, we extract LCI inputs based on the ap-
propriate level of data granularity and conduct an LCA in order to procure data associated
with significant damage categories. Our methodology allows for alternative assessment
techniques, such as an economic input-output LCA (EIO-LCA2), particularly for situations
where data is incomplete, or when the entire BOM is not available.
5.3.2 Presenting Product Entities as Objects
A primary contribution of this work is the idea of overlaying data attributes onto graph-
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Figure 5.4. : UML-based depiction of data representation in ViSER. Here, we show meta-
data that were incorporated into the prototype.
interact with attributes. To this end, we develop a Data Representation Model (DRM)
that organizes all product data, both directly extracted from the PDM as well as com-
puted metrics, such as midpoint environmental indicators from LCA. Figure 5.4 provides
a UML-based diagram of the data architecture presented throughout this chapter. Here, we
present both supply chain stages and product entities (i.e. components or sub-assemblies)
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as objects, which are aggregated into the supply chain and product system networks, re-
spectively. All metadata procured from the PDM are handled as data attributes per object,
such as an idNumber and manufProcess. It should be noted that additional metadata can be
incorporated into this framework based on the context and domain. Computed metrics are
coded as separate functions, such as EnvImpact and ModClass, in which all input param-
eters are available from the object level or its composition, or its network structure. Our
framework’s data architecture enables the assignment of visual variables to specific data
attributes, such as node size and color.
Within the DRM, we implement several data related metrics to augment the sense-
making process: (1) a modularity index that defines sub-families within the supply chain
graph, (2) a change propagation metric that represents connectivity for both the product
and supply chain representations and (3) contextual LCA data. For the modularity metric,
we recognize that there are various available assessment actively used throughout practice
and research. In our model, we implement the Louvain method [152] since it does not
require an initial estimate of the number of clusters and offers community detection with a
non-weighted adjacency matrix.
5.3.3 Assessing Connectivity for Graphical Representations
Here, we discuss techniques to estimate the propagated effect associated with a redesign
change throughout the supply chain. Assessing the risk associated with a product’s archi-
tecture after an engineering change has been well studied as discussed in Section 3.4 [147].
However, to properly conduct a change propagation analysis, considerable knowledge of
the product is required. As discussed, within a PDM system, the material and manufac-
turing attributes related to a product can be procured. Likewise, physical relationships
between components are captured via an adjacency matrix. Since the supply chain and
product system can be represented as graphs, we can adopt accepted graph-theoretic tech-
niques to assess the relative connectivity of vertices with respect to the entire graph. It is
our assumption that redesigning more heavily connected supply chain entities would ex-
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hibit a more significant propagated effect. As a result, our metric is based on node degree.
Given an adjacency matrix of graph, G, we can compute the total number of paths of length






The metric presented in Equation (5.1) represents neighborhood closeness where direction-
ality is not considered. In the case of the supply chain graph, where edges have a specific
direction, it may be more appropriate to account for directionality in order to avoid counting
infeasible paths. As an example, PageRank offers a centrality assessment most applicable
for directed graphs [154]. This is simply one assessment technique to judge the connectiv-
ity (or centrality) of vertices in a directed graph. For large networks, as an example, these
metrics can be estimated based on specific graph attributes, such as material flow, supplier
risk and cost.
5.3.4 Assigning Visual Variables to Metadata
In order to map visual variables to appropriate graphical data, we recall Jacques Bertin’s
original seven basic visual units: position, size, shape, value, color, orientation, and tex-
ture [155]. The idea is that adjusting the values of these visual variable types can inform the
presentation of data. Choosing which visual variable would be most appropriate for rep-
resenting various aspects of the information is critical. In order to guide selection, Bertin
offered a list of visual variable characteristics: selective, associative, quantitative, order,
and length. The first four characteristics classify visual variables into effective means of
grouping data appropriately. For example, a selective variable should allow the decision
maker to quickly identify a modified entity from all other entities. Bertin also provides
an estimated resolution, or length, for each characteristic. As far as mapping the efficacy
of each visual variable to each characteristic, Figure 5.5 details which variable types are
appropriate for specific characteristic schema [156]. Figure 5.5 also summarizes each char-
acteristic per variable type with an example.
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Figure 5.5. : Visual variables with characteristics based off of Jacques Bertin’s basic visual
units, adapted from Carpendale [156].
In the context of networks, we can leverage these guiding principles. Firstly, position
plays a significant role in a supply chain network from two perspectives: the geo-spatial







8 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8
Figure 5.6. : Representation of mapping visual variables to graphical information. Position
informs modularity, or community membership. Size is proportional to criteria of interest.
Value of shading informs node type. The barchart corresponds directly to size of each node.
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system. The latter might help present specific network modules, or sub-assemblies. For
quick surveying of metadata on supply chains, size can be used since humans can perceive
differences in about 20 different values [156]. For observation across all entities in the
network, a chart representation of criteria values can be presented to utilize position as its
visual variable, which carries a theoretically infinite length for distinction. This attribute
makes position arguably the most powerful visual variable. For grouping or qualitative
assessment, color is appropriate and hence is relevant for describing supply chain echelon
types, such as differentiating a product procurement process from a warehousing center.
These established principles for graphical presentation guided our own selection for spe-
cific visual variables as representations for supply chain information.
Figure 5.6 provides an example of the mapping modes of visual variables to graphi-
cal representations as well as their limitations. If we assume the network in Figure 5.6 to
represent a simple product, wherein two sub-assemblies, i.e. [2-3-5-8] and [1-4-6], are con-
nected via a common component, 7. Here, node position is representative of community
membership and can be quickly conveyed to the user. The node size is directly propor-
tional to a hypothetical metric and the color hue represents node type. It can be observed
through the graph layout that Node 1 carries with it the highest value with respect to the
criteria. However, differentiating Node 5 from Node 6, for example, is quite difficult. This
demonstrates the significance of the perceived length of a visual variable. Though, size is
theoretically infinite, it is practically limited [156]. To overcome this challenge, we provide
an additional representation of the same data in barchart form.
In the next section, we introduce a prototype tool built in accordance with these guiding
visual principles to ease the interpretation of environmental and performance metadata for
supply chains.
5.4 Implementation: the ViSER Tool
Here, we present ViSER, a prototype design tool implementing our framework. ViSER
is an interactive visualization tool that provides a panel consisting of multiple mutually
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coordinated views providing multiple perspectives on a particular supply chain scenario.
Based on the discussed challenges for designing environmentally efficient product systems
we provide four requirements for our prototype tool:
R1: Augmenting the exploration process towards a potential redesign scenario.
R2: Mutually coordinating the selection of an entity in one graph with respect to the other.
R3: Aiding trade-offs between environmental and traditional performance metrics.
R4: Defining user-enabled eco-impact weighting schemes for results interpretation.
Throughout the presentation of ViSER, we refer back to these requirements for the purpose
of clarity.
5.4.1 Implementation Notes
This subsection discusses a prototype tool that implements the ViSER platform. This
tool was built using Processing 2.13, a JAVA based open source programming platform
that is designed to handle real-time user inputs through devices such as a mouse and key-
board. Furthermore, the potential of hosting ViSER on a web-supported architecture makes
Processing an attractive prototyping platform. It is our hope that other practitioners and
researchers from the community will use and contribute towards ViSER allowing better
dissemination of the platform. In our approach, graphs are used to visualize relationships
between supply chains and its subsequent product graph. It is important to allow user in-
teraction within the graphs themselves to handle large complex supply chains. Figure 5.8
details the proposed human-computer interaction with the prototype tool. The user’s role,
shown on the left, includes interacting with multiple visualizations of node attributes and
the graph itself. ViSER tool, or the computer application, is designed to react with each
command from the user. It should be noted that here, we propose using LCA data as node







Figure 5.7. : Screen capture of the ViSER tool. Each feature of the ViSER platform is
described as follows: (A) a directed graph that represents the supply chain network as the
edges connected to the selected nodes are shown in red, (B) a representation of the product
system graph oriented by a combination of force directed physics and user manipulation,
(C) a panel with detailed information about the most recently selected item, (D) sparklines
for each criterion with outliers shown in red, (E) a boxplot that provides a range of single
score impacts per selection, (F) a comparison chart of impact categories for selected nodes,
(G) change propagation results for selected nodes, and (H) the profile of selected node at-
tributes, ecotoxicity. A demonstration video can be seen here: http://goo.gl/mTqbby.
“what-if” scenarios. However, this general design can be used to visualize any data associ-
ated with a node in supply chains or product systems.
5.4.2 Visual Features for Supply Chain Entities
To meet R1, ViSER allows for dynamic, quick surveying of node attributes in a user-
centric manner. In general, the main cognitive anchor of the tool lies within the visual
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Survey Select node
Show clustered barcharts
Survey Select another node
Report
Calculate CPM
Figure 5.8. : This represents an abstract prototype, describing a user-computer interaction
pipeline. All tasks conducted by the user are shown in the blue rectangle, while internal
processes by ViSER are shown in the orange rectangle. Specific interactions and their flows
between the two media are outlined in detail.
• Color: We use color to identify node type within the graphs. The default coloring scheme
is based on supply chain stage type, e.g. component, assembly, and retail. Additional
color options are available via a checkbox, including a coloring scheme based on
a clustering algorithm described by Blondel et al. [152]. ViSER offers additional
coloring options based on specific stage types. For example, if the user wants to
view only the transportation stages of the supply chain, the user can highlight the
respective nodes by toggling a checkbox.
• Size: Node sizing is directly proportional to the normalized value of a user-selected
criterion (Figure 5.7D). Node sizing in ViSER aids the user with respect to initial
anomaly detection within the graphs.
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• Position: We allow for dynamic node placement, where users can toggle a spring-force
network layout engine4. Alternatively, the user can select a tree layout for the supply
chain, which features a representation for the parent-child relationships of supply
chain stages. For many instances, visualizing a tree structure for a supply chain is
appropriate, especially with an acyclic graph.
Aside from displaying nodes according to specific attributes, all raw data associated with a
node can be accessed via the detail viewer, which is populated after selecting a particular
node, as seen in Figure 5.7C.
5.4.3 Change Propagation Metric
Within the tool, we also express an indicator for the change propagation of a selected
redesign activity. For demonstration, we employ the change propagation metric (CPM),
based off of Equation (5.1) described earlier, where k = 2. As shown in Algorithm (1),
the CPM is calculated by summing each row except for the corresponding diagonal value
of A. The diagonal elements of A are omitted for the calculation because the CPM should
represent the total number of connections between the ith supply chain element and the
other j elements, excluding its relationship with itself. The algorithm requires an adjacency
matrix of a graph, G, and outputs a column vector containing all CPM values. To reiterate,
we are only including paths of to a length of 2.
Additionally, in order to visualize connectivity of a particular node, all neighboring
nodes of a selected node are highlighted in red, as seen in Figure 5.7A-B. This allows
users to survey nodes of interest and quickly gain insight into each network’s structure. For
the supply chain graph, when coupled with the tree layout visualization, the highlighting
provides a macro-level perspective on its overall structure.
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Algorithm 1: Implemented CPM Calculation
Data: G
Result: CPM
A← ∑2m=1[ad j(G)]m forall the i ∈ A do
forall the j ∈ A, j 6= i do








Figure 5.9. : Data reporting and presentation panels within ViSER.
5.4.4 Visually Comparing Entity Selections
Since one of the main goals of our platform is to compare different redesign alternatives,
the ViSER tool offers multiple visualizations for node comparison. In its current form,
the prototype tool allows for comparing single node selections. Future iterations of the
ViSER tool will allow multiple sets of nodes and path selections. Each visual representation
illustrated in Figure 5.7 is reviewed below.
4http://toxiclibs.org
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• Sparklines: Initial anomaly detection is conducted by surveying the sparklines for each
criterion, seen in Figure 5.9A [157]. Sparklines are small representations of all node
values for a particular criterion, illustrating its relative range. In the proposed case
study, values that exceed five times the average of all nodes are highlighted in red.
Thus, when a significant portion of a sparkline is red, it suggests that a particular
criterion could be of interest. The lower limit for this highlighting feature can be
modified depending on the context and domain.
• Profile Barchart: The profile barchart visually represents selected node values for ease of
surveying. When two criteria are selected, the profile barchart splits into two adjacent
charts, each representing one of the selected criteria. The profile chart is sortable if
the user deems appropriate, seen in Figure 5.9C. Otherwise, the bars are organized
by an identification number in order to allow side by side comparison of two criteria
for the same entity, seen in Figure 5.9D. When hovering over a node, the appropriate
bar within the chart is highlighted.
• Clustered Barchart: When two or more nodes are selected, a normalized barchart for
multiple criteria is shown, as illustrated in Figure 5.9B. This allows for direct compar-
ison of multiple nodes across different criteria. Values here can be either expressed as
a fraction of the maximum value in each category or only among the selected nodes.
The goal of this visual representation is to aid in multi-criteria decision making, such
as in ranking several impact categories.
• CPM Barchart: We compute the CPM based on each graph, both the supply chain tree
and product system network, seen in Figure 5.7G. Either value is accessed by right-
clicking with the graph area.
• Single Score Barchart: Based on pilot studies, we also included a barchart that shows a
minimum and maximum value of the single score environmental impact. We com-
pute differently weighted single scores based on four commonly applied TRACI
weighting schemes [117].
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Figure 5.10. : Here, one can see the value chain viewer. If users wish to investigate the
value chain of particular product or sub-assembly, they right click a node in the product
system graph and its value chain is emphasized in the supply chain graph.
• Value chain viewer: Figure 5.10 illustrates the value chain viewer implemented in ViSER.
After right clicking an already selected node, the value chain for which that node be-
longs is highlighted within the supply chain. This allows users to quickly filter out
entities within the supply chain.
Furthermore, as the user hovers over a node, the ID label associated with that entity is
shown on both graphs to provide an understanding of its role in both contexts. Additionally,
the edges directly connected to that node are shown in red to give a representative idea of
the connectivity of that node. For example, a component that is shared across multiple
sub-assemblies could be associated with several distribution pathways. The coordination
of ViSER’s features provide multiple data exploration affordances, fulfilling R2 and R3.
5.5 Case Study
Before conducting targeting user studies, we conducted a hypothetical case study on a
supply chain for computer peripherals. Here, we describe the dataset used with necessary
pre-processing work and limitations related to the data and present two workflows for which
we see as relevant workflows using the ViSER interface.
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5.5.1 Dataset Details
Here, we implement a supply chain example that is representative of the peripheral
computer equipment industry released openly at INFORMS 2008 [51]. The original dataset
provides the connectivity of each node in the supply chain, along with the cost and time
associated with each supply chain stage. The original dataset also provides information
regarding the average demand at each retail stage. Within each supply chain model, there
are five entity types:
• Dist : a stage that stores and distributes an item.
• Manuf : a stage that manufactures or assembles an item.
• Part : a stage that procures an item.
• Retail : a stage that acts as a demand origination point.
• Trans : a stage that transports an item between stages.
For demonstration, this specific supply chain model was chosen since it consists of enough
entities to provide trade-off scenarios and, at the same time, does not cause significant
graph layout problems. However, this prototype can be used to analyze any supply chain
model that includes relationships between stages with minor pre-processing work.
5.5.1.1 Example: Peripheral Computer Equipment
The original dataset does not contain information regarding the corresponding product
system graph (or an adjacency matrix representing product structure relationships) associ-
ated with the supply chain. Hence, it was required to generate a synthetic product system
graph that is representative of the actual adjacency matrix. The product system graph was
generated by assuming that all manufacturing stages in the supply chain to be representative
of sub-assemblies in the product system. In other words, the product graph in our imple-
mentation represents the physical relationships of all components and sub-assemblies. We
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argue that the resultant, synthetic graph still illustrates the utility of the tool and enables
observation of user interactions.
Ideally, product information would be available in order to conduct a detailed life cycle
assessment (LCA), in which each component is assessed based on its material, correspond-
ing manufacturing processes and transportation details. As we do not have access to this
information, we conducted an economic input-output LCA (EIO-LCA) using the web-tool
from Carnegie Melon University5. Using EIO-LCA, we estimated environmental impacts
associated with the cost of each stage in the supply chain. Since the impacts are calculated
based on a purchasing price, many of the entity attributes related to environmental impact
directly scale with their cost. A more detailed LCA could pose more complex trade-off
scenarios, since, most likely, outputs would not be obviously proportional to one another.
5.5.2 Use-Case Scenarios
In this section, we present two use-case scenarios to demonstrate the usefulness of the
ViSER tool. Within the use-case scenarios, we present hypothetical users and how they
would use our tool. Within the scenarios, we argue that our tool can be used to produce (1)
visualizations for reporting general LCA data (centered for novice users) and (2) dynamic
sense-making of multi-criteria environmental data (targeted at expert users). Both user in-
teraction flows are shown in Figure 5.11. It should be noted that developing these use-case
scenarios and demonstrating how a user can recognize a specific part as the best candidate
for redesign can validate the usefulness of the tool. However, in order to assess the utility
and ease-of-use of the tool, a full targeted user study is appropriate. Lessons learned from
these workflows will inform the development of the user studies.
5.5.2.1 Hypothetical Novice User: Bart
Bart is a junior engineer at a computer casing manufacturer. He is asked by his manager
to organize findings by a third party LCA practitioner to report potential redesign scenar-
5http://www.eiolca.net/
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ios for a product. Bart has little understanding of impact categories, but has experience in
balancing more traditional engineering criteria, e.g. cost against mechanical performance.
Most of Bart’s understanding of environmental performance is garnered by actively watch-
ing national news outlets on topics related to climate change and greenhouse gas emissions.
Bart launches the ViSER tool in order to first survey how the structure of the supply chain
relates to the product graph.
Bart is asked to indicate what specific path or module within the supply chain needs
most attention. As a result, he uses the default setting for which supply chain entities are
colored based on modularity class. Bart then changes the size of the nodes to be repre-
sentative of their impacts associated with global warming potential (GWP) as shown in
Figure 5.11(B1). As someone with little expertise in dealing with multiple environmental
impact categories at once, he chooses GWP since greenhouse gas emissions are a partic-
ular focal point of his project team in order to mitigate the product system’s total eco-
logical footprint. He quickly notices that the orange colored module seems to have the
highest impact relative to other sub-families within the current design. Bart then selects
the largest contributing entity, Part 0001, and surveys all product attributes via the tooltip,
shown in Figure 5.11(B2). Bart continues to select the second highest contributing stage to
GWP, Dist 0007 (Figure 5.11(B3)). Across this path exist other significant stages, includ-
ing Part 0011 and Manuf 0007 which happen to be the fifth and twelfth most contributing
stages to GWP, respectively. After selecting the rest of the path (Figure 5.11(B4)), he is
able to visualize these ranks by surveying the sorted barchart at the bottom of ViSER’s field
(Figure 5.11(B5)). He deems this pathway to be highly desirable for a redesign scenario.
Bart records this pathway and reports back to his superiors.
5.5.2.2 Expert User: Mark
Mark is a project manager at a computer casing manufacturer with extensive experience
as an LCA interpreter and practitioner. In other words, Mark can balance the performance
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Figure 5.11. : For the two use-case scenarios, each working flow in ViSER is presented
through a step-by-step process. As a novice user, Bart (B1) chooses GWP as the criterion
of interest via a checkbox, (B2) surveys entity attributes via a tooltip, (B3) explores entities
with significant contributions to GWP, (B4) decides on final selections, and (B5) visualizes
reported outcomes. As an expert user, Mark (M1) selects a criterion based on its distribution
represented by the sparklines, (M2) surveys entity attributes via a tooltip, (M3) decides on
final selections, (M4) selects an additional criterion of interest and (M5) visualizes reported
outcomes.
management to report on the environmental hotspots associated with the product, so that
his company can be positioned better for imminent regulations. The bottom row of Fig-
ure 5.11 reflects Mark’s use of ViSER. Here, Mark first selects a specific damage category
of interest based on anomaly detection using the sparklines (Figure 5.9A), i.e. smog in air,
as seen in Figure 5.11(M1). The size of each node is reflective of the normalized magni-
tude compared with the maximum value of the damage category of interest, in this case,
smog. The profile of that damage category is given at the bottom of the interface, similar
to Figure 5.9(D). Next, similar to Bart, Mark surveys the highest contributor to smog using
the tooltip feature in Figure 5.11(M2). Mark then continues and selects 4 different nodes
as candidates for redesign. Trans 0003, Trans 0012, Part 0001, and Manuf 007 are the
supply stages chosen and their data is shown in red, blue, green and violet, respectively.
The color codes are consistent throughout all resulting visualizations.
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Interested in how these product entities perform in time to delivery, Mark selects stage
time as another critical attribute (Figure 5.11(M4)), the profile barchart now reflects both
criteria. Mark then makes final selections for candidates. As an overview, Mark is able to
visualize a comparison bar chart across each impact category of all selections, shown in
Figure 5.11(M5). Additionally, change propagation metrics for each selected nodes. Mark
surveys each metric using the color-matching scheme per selection.
This case illustrates an interesting tradeoff scenario. Here, smog is highlighted as the
most important damage category. Trans0002, shown in red, produces the most smog com-
pared with all other stages. Mark understands this scenario by simply surveying the node
diameters. However, since Part 0001 has a lower change propagation score and exhibits a
higher potential gain across other damage categories, Part 0001 seems to be the best can-
didate for redesign. Mark takes note of the findings and presents the final visualization as
seen in Figure 5.11(M5).
5.6 Expert Review of the ViSER Interface
In order to validate the interactive features initially offered though ViSER, we con-
ducted a user evaluation of the tool. The purpose of this study is to understand the appli-
cability of the prototype by instructing participants to complete specified tasks related to
metadata exploration. Since our goal was to elicit general concerns and issues from the par-
ticipants rather than measure direct performance, we adopted an expert review approach.
In general, expert reviews are known to be appropriate for situations where the interface or
system to be evaluated required specific domain knowledge, such as product architecture
and supply chains [158]. Typically, expert reviews are conducted using a small cohort of
participants without an aim of strictly evaluating performance, such as time to complete a
given task [159].
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5.6.1 Apparatus and Software
We conducted the user study on a Lenovo Y410p laptop with a 14” display. All user
interactions with the software prototype were captured via a log file and an audio recording
of each session was saved to capture intent. We periodically requested the participants to
voice their opinions about each individual task and the interface at large.
5.6.2 Participants
A total of 6 domain experts (2 male, 4 female) were recruited to evaluate the applica-
bility and usefulness of ViSER in an industry setting. All participants were employees of
a leading provider of engineering consulting services and had prior experience in product
and supply chain design. Participants exhibited a wide range of expertise level (1-15 years
of experience) and age group (20-55 years old). We ensured that each expert had not been
aware of ViSER or the overarching framework beforehand. Furthermore, experts were
required to maintain confidentiality of the system and study amongst the other participants.
5.6.3 Tasks
Each expert was asked to complete 3 main tasks with the goal of evaluating various
elements related to ViSER. Each user session began with a 15-minute discussion on the
various tool features led by the proctor. Afterwards, each participant was given 5 minutes
for familiarizing themselves with the interface. Therein, the experts could freely explore
each panel and begin to understand how the tool’s features coordinate with one another. For
each task, the initial orientation of the product graph was generic in order to allow for more
“free form” exploration. This was essential for priming participants’ general understanding
and fluidity with regards to the interface. Directly after each task, the participant filled out a
NASA Task Load Index (TLX) survey in order to record user perception with respect to the
following categories: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance,
effort, and frustration [160].
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• Task 1: Identifying the most critical supply chain entities: The proctor asked partic-
ipants to rank the three most heavily contributing supply chain stages with respect
to environmental impact. The participants were offered direction as to how to com-
plete the task, either by using the clustered bar chart reflecting values from all impact
categories, the profile barchart of a selected criteria and a weighted single score esti-
mation that reflects across all damage categories. For the second part of the task, the
participants are asked to rank the three heaviest contributors to environmental impact
of a particular stage type, such as an assembly stage.
• Task 2: Selecting a feasible redesign opportunity: The participant was asked to
choose a particular supply chain entity that presents an appropriate redesign opportu-
nity, primarily targeting eco-impact mitigation. Here, the participant was encouraged
to balance environmental impact metrics against traditional ones, such as stage cost
and stage time. Further, the proctor reminded the users about the CPM, which pro-
vides a node centrality measurement for both the supply chain graph and the product
system graph, separately. The participants were instructed that they should assume
that an entity with a high CPM is more difficult to redesign since there are propagated
effects across either network.
• Task 3: Investigating impacts of various value chains: The participant was asked to
investigate a value chain of one component in the product system graph. The proctor
instructed to use stage time as the criteria for emphasizing product system entities.
The goal here was specifically to identify a value chain that has a low CPM and
significant potential for environment impact mitigation.
After Task 3, the participants were asked to fill out a survey based off of the System Us-
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Figure 5.12. : Results from each NASA TLX survey given after each task. The reported
task loads were pooled for each category and then normalized against the highest reported
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Figure 5.13. : Report of each user’s response for the NASA TLX survey for each task.
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5.6.4 Limitations of User Study
The main purpose of this study is to validate the usability of the prototype tool and
evoke responses from the participants about the new interaction schemes enabled by the in-
terface. Since (1) we are not measuring performance in terms of time required to complete a
specific task, or any other quantitative metric and (2) our prototype is meant for exploration,
a smaller participant population is valid [162]. Furthermore, the entire participant pool is
from a particular company in industry. As a result, there might be some hidden biases in
their interaction methods. Due to this small sample size, we can not make specific claims
about how this tool compares to other alternative redesign assessment techniques. Even if
the sample size was significantly larger, comparing our framework to alternatives is chal-
lenging because (1) we are not aware of similar existing methods for mutually coordinated
visualizations of product systems and their supply chain and (2) the lack of real-world data
prevents us from creating goal oriented selection tasks. In such settings, creating a quan-
titative comparison can lead to misleading results. Additionally, we see potential in the
possible development of a synthetic benchmark that can better mimic real-world data. It is
our hope that these developments will help address data availability and allow for quantita-
tive comparisons between different methodologies present in sustainable design literature.
5.6.5 Results
We present the raw data from the TLX surveys in Figure 5.13. Figure 5.12 summarizes
the results of all 3 TLX surveys amongst the 6 experts. Therein, all users were pooled
by summing all scores in each category. As the study progressed, participants reported a
higher task load. For example, temporal demand amongst all participants was reported to
nearly double from Task 1 to Task 3. This is expected since Task 2 and Task 3 present com-
plex decision scenarios and require the use of more features provided by ViSER. It should
be noted that we asked the participants to write down specific answers to the questions
posed with the tasks. When coupled with the experts’ formal responses (Figure 5.14), we
gain more insight. Throughout Task 1, there was only 1 of 36 total responses that deviated
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Most common answer per
task or subtask (e.g. T1.1)
Answer that differentiates from 
most common answer per task
Figure 5.14. : Here, we summarize the experts’ responses for each task. In Task 1, each
user was required to report 6 different answers. Within both Task 2 and Task 3, only one
answer per participant was required.
System is integrated
System is overly complex














Figure 5.15. : Summarized results from the System Usability Scale (SUS) survey regarding
the overall functionality of the prototype software. Each bar specifies one participant.
amongst the pool of experts. Within Task 2 and Task 3, demonstrated in Figure 5.14, half
of the responses share no consensus with each other. This suggests that as the complexity
of trade-offs increases, ambiguity of the decision process and task load also increase. In the
context of supply chains and product systems, this further suggests that a human decision
maker is critical. The incongruity of the expert responses motivates the notion of retaining
the human within complex decision scenarios.
Figure 5.15 provides a representation of the results from the system usability scale
(SUS) survey. The SUS survey aims to provide a semi-quantitative assessment of the over-
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all ViSER architecture. The charts on the top and bottom summarize results of questions
where positive responses correlate with the participant’s agreement and disagreement, re-
spectively. One user explained that if the tasks of the user study were appropriate examples
of real-world problems scenarios, then the tool is designed very well. This is also reflected
by the fact that all 6 participants agreed that they would frequently use the tool. The SUS
survey uncovered some drawbacks of ViSER. One participant disagreed that the system
was easy-to-use and reported that they were not confident while using the system. Another
participant reported that the system requires support to use. However, in general, the sys-
tem performed well judging by the overview of results in Figure 5.15.
Since we recorded audio from each participant study and the system captured all user
interactions within a log file, we can comment on the usage patterns observed. Interest-
ingly, ViSER offers multiple modes of decision analysis. When comparing across multiple
participants, the evolution of each decision space provides unique insight. We can define a
decision space in ViSER as the current selection of nodes. Within Task 1, the initial query
or decision space selection various amongst participants but most often (35/36) converges
to a similar response. In more complex scenarios, i.e. Task 2 and Task 3, there are multiple
starting points for the decision paths and unique end points, suggesting that ViSER enables
free exploration. Each expert is able to provide their own domain knowledge in order to
converge on a particular solution. This provides context for a collaborative use of ViSER,
where multiple stakeholders suggest opportunities spurring conversation amongst partners.
Throughout the study, participants suggested specific improvements to the interface.
These will be implemented within the next version of ViSER, as detailed below.
5.6.6 Interface Improvements Based on User Feedback
Based on participants’ suggestions from the user study, we will implement new features
to the ViSER interface.
• Interactive profile barchart: Multiple users requested that the profile barchart be
interactive and dynamic. For the task of finding the heaviest contributor to environ-
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mental impact of the system, one user noted that it would have been much easier
to simply click the three highest bars in the sorted barchart with the corresponding
nodes being selected automatically. Another participant suggested that if a user is
interested in a particular node type, the profile barchart should emphasize the corre-
sponding entries that resemble assembly stages once that color scheme is selected.
Both suggestions would enhance the interactivity of the interface and seems that it
would quicken sensemaking.
• Scaling node size based on CPM: In general, the overlaying of data on the graphs
was most beneficial for users. As a result, some participants suggested to include
both CPM metrics as options to control node sizing. A user-controlled text query in
which inputs can be customized and include multiple criteria for node scaling might
improve graph navigability. For example, if the user develops their own metric which
carries relationships between cost, single score environmental impact and time for
procurement, ViSER should allow direct overlay based on user-centered exploration.
• Panel scaling and zooming: Since this is a prototype tool, the interface is not very
adaptable in terms of screen size and space. Even though it did not seem as if the size
constraint affected the user studies in any way, it may be advisable to push towards a
multi-window sandbox-like approach. This will potentially enable the dissemination
of ViSER across a variety of visual interfaces, including tablets and large screen
projectors. More user testing in how interactions scale to different display paradigms
will be needed.
Improvements to the overall framework supported by ViSER are presented in the following
concluding section.
5.7 Key Takeaways
We have presented a novel visual analytics platform for redesign-related decision mak-
ing. As an implementation of these core ideas, ViSER takes advantage of existing vi-
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sualization techniques to create a user-centric environment to aid multi-criteria decision
making. A case study of a supply chain representative of computer peripheral equipment
was used to demonstrate the usefulness. The ViSER tool enables users to identify redesign
activities that minimize total environmental impact. We conducted a expert review with
participants from industry to validate the applicability and usefulness of ViSER with re-
spect to the completion of targeted tasks. Therein, participants suggested improvements to
the interface based on their domain expertise.
Additionally, our framework presents a possible solution for the interpretation of life
cycle assessment data of supply chains with multiple impact categories. The extension of
user-defined weights within the ViSER interface could provide LCA experts with a useful
analytical framework. To the our knowledge, there is no benchmark yet accepted in the
research community to handle the interpretation stage of life cycle assessment. With the
advent of new open-source computer tools related to LCA, such as OpenLCA6, the devel-
opment of applications aiming at facilitating decision-making beyond the presentation of
data is more important than ever. To meet this need, we envision tools, similar to ViSER,
to interface with inventory databases to aid environmental analyses. In the case of ViSER,
we provide a visual summary of supply chain metadata to enhance the interpretation stage.
Future directions of the development of this framework will be focused on the imple-
mentation of direct operations on the supply chain and product graphs. For example, if a
project stakeholder wants to delete, replace or modify a supply chain entity, the analytical
model behind the visualization interface should update accordingly and present anticipated
effects of that particular change. Posing such “what-if” scenarios will lead to improved,
internal mental models of the decision maker. In other words, in the future, our framework
can be used to introduce key learning scenarios to junior or novice engineers. The key
causal relationships between graph entities can be defined by project or domain experts.
The notion of using ViSER as an exploration tool for broadening a set of possible im-
provements to the supply chain can be extended through a collaborative decision making
process. If multiple stakeholders are interacting with the same supply chain metadata, new
6http://www.openlca.org/
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forms of opportunities could arise. Since our framework tracks and stores user data interac-
tions, this collaboration could be both asynchronous and synchronous as well as co-located
and geographically distributed. We envision ViSER to enable this kind of collaborative
work with the core goal to keep the human in the decision-making loop. More broadly,
the potential benefits of implementing visualization principles in product design scenar-
ios provide new directions for research of large, complex, and multivariate design-related
data. In addition, design and manufacturing also provide rich contexts for human-computer
interaction research, especially involving people with different expertise.
5.8 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a novel visual analytics-based framework for incor-
porating product-related with supply chain-related data to inform environmentally efficient
redesign scenarios. Though this work has been validated with an expert review incorporat-
ing engineers in industry, there remains some unanswered research questions. Reflecting
back on a comment of one of the participants in the user study, this framework and the inter-
face that represents an implementation of the method works very well but only considering
that the user tasks are representative of real-world situations. Furthermore, it is not entirely
clear that if software, like ViSER, was disseminated across industry that it would adopted
by practicing design engineers. Adoption rate of new technologies depends on many fac-
tors and the fact that considering environmental sustainability as a significant constraint to
an organization’s competitive advantage might simply not be enough.
Results presented in this chapter also suggest that there is a considerable gap between
expert-driven computer-aided eco-design tools and young engineers’ perceived understand-
ing of related issues. This motivates support systems that present lifecycle data in a in-
tuitive manner that enables engineers to embed sustainable thinking within products and
processes, for which they are responsible to design. It should be noted that work pre-
sented in this chapter is based on expert-driven analysis and does not directly translate to
the development of ECPR tools. In order to incorporate related principles learned through
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conducting these case studies, it is necessary to understand the target users, practicing en-
gineers. The next chapter focuses on educational models that have been developed to (1)
assess the current understanding of novice engineers in the context of environmental sus-
tainability and (2) explore proper training and teaching modules to equip students with the
adequate knowledge base to close the before-mentioned gap.
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6. EDUCATIONAL MODELS FOR ECO-REDESIGN
The last three chapters discussed specific environmentally conscious redesign methods for
products at different abstraction levels, i.e. component as well as systems levels. In light
of the current standing of young engineers, this chapter aims to contribute an educational
framework to incorporate ECPR into the classroom. Here, we present (1) a pilot survey
conducted that provides a snapshot of the current understanding of students and practicing
engineers for concepts related to sustainable engineering and (2) a presentation of a DfE
critique module infused into a traditional product design graduate engineering course. Col-
lectively, these frameworks provide a methodology for increasing the awareness of young
engineers towards concepts and principles related to environmental sustainability.
The impact of these efforts is also directed at the students themselves. It can be argued
that future regulations regarding stricter environmental standards for production systems
will cause a paradigm shift in organizational culture from voluntary participation to com-
pulsory compliance. To be prepared for these fundamental changes, engineering firms must
hire new talent who are aware of the principles, methods, and tools that can mitigate the
environmental impact of their products and production systems. Efforts described in this
chapter are geared towards helping develop young engineers to meet this new need.
6.1 Assessing Current Lifecycle Understanding of Engineers
To understand the current gaps that persist at the graduate level, a pilot survey was
conducted within a product design course to assess general awareness of issues related to
sustainability. The curriculum of the product design course is designed to expose students
to design innovation, market identification and business model development. Students are
grouped into project teams and are required to develop an innovative product/service con-
cept as a part of the course requirement. A majority of the students taking this course are
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full-time working engineers or have 1 to 6 years of industry experience. We received 28
complete responses (21 male and 7 female) to the survey with participants ranging from 23
to 35 years of age. The user group encompassed a wide variety of employee designations
including design, manufacturing and project engineers, line optimization supervisors and
multi-disciplined engineers. A total of 12 participants had previous exposure to environ-
mental sustainability concepts either through work experience or through course work.
To better understand awareness of sustainability related concepts, we compiled a list
of topics based on [5] and asked students to rate their self-perceived knowledge in these
topics. For this, an online survey was distributed to students before they began developing
ideas for their course projects. The complete list of topics within the assessment survey can
be found in the Appendix. We encourage this to be used as a baseline to test for assessing
the self-perceived knowledge of students related to environmental sustainability.
After the respondents completed their semester long project, another survey was con-
ducted to determine what sort of sustainable and eco-design principles were used within
their course projects. Students were asked to submit a detailed report on the life-cycle
stages and processes in their design that would significantly contribute to the environmen-
tal footprint of their product concept and suggest design changes to mitigate it. Although
the product/service ideas generated by the student groups are quite diverse, all of them have
aspects that could be designed around the principles that were outlined in the first survey.
Significant observations from the online survey and design report are detailed below:
• Participants had a low level of understanding related to eco-design and sustainability
principles. A visual summary of the results obtained from this survey can be seen in
Figure 6.1.
• With respect to applicability of previous known sustainability principles, participants
had a better understanding of concepts that directly translated to “engineering met-
rics”. For example, principles of material reduction, energy and cost minimization
which are well established in traditional engineering curricula were easier to under-
stand and given some consideration within student design projects.
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• A greater self-perceived knowledge of sustainable development among students did
not imply a more comprehensive consideration for eco-design principles within de-
sign projects.
Reflecting on the results from the preliminary user survey, we can conclude that apart
from gaps in awareness, students also face a significant knowledge barrier in terms of
applying known principles of sustainability and eco-design to design practice. The findings
align well with the larger, multi-institutional study conducted by [5]. In short, traditional
engineering curricula, in their current form, are not properly training professionals to be
cognizant of issues related to environmental sustainability. Figure 6.1 provides an overview
of the survey conducted with the graduate student cohort.
6.2 Teaching Design for Environment through Critique within a Project-Based Prod-
uct Design Course
This section describes an effort in which a critique module was infused within a tra-
ditional design engineering course with the goal to teach issues related to sustainability to
young engineers. It should be noted that a table of the studied projects can be found in the
Appendix, i.e. Table C.1.
6.2.1 Background
Recently, efforts have been directed at incorporating sustainable design principles into
PBL engineering courses. However, most of these projects have been centered on important
yet narrow environmental issues, such as water waste management, sludge treatment, and
alternative or clean energy. For example, Hmelo et al. (1995) introduced sustainability-
related problems such as chemical spill cleanup, impact reduction opportunities in sheet
molding, and effect of chlorine use in lakes within an engineering elective for research
study [163]. Steinemann (2003) developed a civil engineering course that involves student
projects directly related to environmental auditing, developing energy and water conserva-















































































































































































































Never heard of it Heard of it but can’t explain Average knowledge Significant knowledge Expert in area
Figure 6.1. : Summary of results from the preliminary user survey (total of 28 respondents). Each barchart shows responses for
self-perceived awareness in that particular topic. Topics chosen for this survey are based on a previous survey [5]. In general,
participants had a low level of understanding related to eco-design and sustainability principles. Also, concepts that are popularized
by media (climate change, global warming, corporate social responsibility) or have a direct bearing on engineering design (waste
minimization, renewable energy) outperformed other categories.
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Schafer et al. (2007) conducted a sustainable engineering course with a central PBL
module focused on solving the water provision crisis in a sustainable manner by bring-
ing together research expertise in the areas of water treatment and renewable energy [43].
Bremer et al. (2010) introduced sustainability as a key driver in innovation and creativ-
ity through student group projects regarding erosion control, wind-energy generation, and
energy distribution control of AC systems in automobiles [165]. Again, these projects
demonstrate very important and relevant perspectives on dealing specifically with projects
related to sustainability. On the other hand, these modified courses lack teaching general
DfE (Design for Environment) strategies that can be applied to the design of any new prod-
ucts, processes and services. Also, since the project content is fixed, the design space is
significantly reduced and, as a result, design innovation and creativity is affected.
One method to seamlessly integrate a teaching module into a design course is through
critique. Critique has been used in both a structured and a free-flowing manner to success-
fully coach students through project-centered courses and activities. Riggs et al. (1998) de-
veloped a CAD-embedded module that dynamically critiques a plastic design with respect
to its complexity and manufacturability via injection molding [166]. Little et al. (2001)
introduced a studio method for critiquing students’ design exercises in weekly meetings
as the studio leaders actively tracked each group’s activities and progress [167]]. Powers
et al. (2009) assigned graduate engineering students as “coaches”, who actively guided
each team’s design of an injection molding machine [47]. It was argued that incorporat-
ing design coaches allowed the undergraduate students to focus more on the engineering
design aspects of their project. Sagun et al. (2007) implemented an online framework for
both students and instructors to provide real-time critiques on detailed drawings [168]. It
should be noted that there have been efforts in incorporating methods related to environ-
mental sustainability within an already existing course. Yost and Lane (2007) developed a
“contemporary issues” module, which included an environmental assessment of students’
engineering design capstone projects [169]. Chau (2007) implemented sustainable design
thinking (e.g. utilizing recycled materials, undertaking impact assessments, minimizing
waste, etc.) into team based civil engineering capstone design projects, such as the design
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of a footbridge [38]. To date, no studies have been conducted in which experts critique stu-
dent projects specifically with regards to sustainability within a traditional product design
course. This motivated an effort to supplement a traditional product development course
at Purdue University (ME553: Product & Process Design) with a sustainable development
learning module through the medium of design critique. The teaching module consisted of
several surveys and an intervention by sustainable design experts, culminating in a redesign
for sustainability assignment.
The critique module, in effect, introduces a contextual learning experience with re-
gards to sustainable engineering while remaining in-line with each student groups’ design
process. Recognizing that students enter the product design course with preconceptions on
DfE principles gathered from prior experiences, this teaching critique serves as an enabler
of self-reflection. Competent performances are built, by dispelling some of these false con-
cepts and introducing new factual knowledge. This is accomplished within a design project
chosen by the students themselves. Contextualizing the learning process in such a manner,
leads to increased levels of self-motivation, innovation and knowledge retention [170]. The
following sections describe this study and summarize the lessons learned from the effort.
6.2.2 Course Description
Product and Process Design (ME553), a graduate-level course in the School of Me-
chanical Engineering at Purdue University, has become a staple in the master’s design pro-
gram. The course caters to both on-campus and distance learning students. The off-campus
students come from a wide spectrum of companies, representing the aerospace industry, the
automobile industry and other major contributors to product development today. ME553
emphasizes on identifying existing market opportunities and developing innovative prod-
ucts addressing those specific needs. The course contains a mix of theoretical lectures as
well as guest lectures that address specific topics pertaining to product development such
as design innovation, creativity, product planning, supply networks, product platforming,
among others. Accompanying each topic are various business reviews such as publications
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from the Harvard School of Business, the Sloan School of Management as well as insight-
ful online open-source videos related to design.
Intricate to the course is a group project, in which each group conceptualizes, formal-
izes, and designs a product, process or service. Design principles such as Design for Man-
ufacturing, Value Analysis and Design for Modularity learned throughout the course are
meant to be incorporated into the design process for each project. All design activities are
tracked throughout the semester via an online wiki module, hosted by GlobalHUBTM. Data
collection through a wiki module has been an effective teaching tool apparent throughout
recent literature [171]. Throughout the course, student-teams regularly update their group
wiki page with any decisions or progress made. Apart from the individual group, only the
course instructors and teaching assistants can view each design wiki page. This measure
ensures that the groups are not influenced by any other groups in the course. Data in the
form of team dialogue, completed assignments, and any other team activities is mined from
the wiki and analyzed, for use in this study.
Figure 6.2 details the timeline for the student group design project. The students are ex-
posed to the wiki module in the first couple of weeks of the course. Following this, the class
is divided into groups of 4-5 students. The on-campus groups are formed purely by student
preferences, while there is moderation with regards to the distance learning groups. Next,
each group is given a needs assignment which requires them to identify existing product
opportunities and rank each project choice by qualitative methods. After each design group
chooses a specific project, the students are then put through a set of exercises that expose
them to various tools and methodologies involved in the product design process, including
value engineering, concept generation and evaluation, prototyping [172], risk assessment,
among other auxiliary lessons [173]. The final stage of the design assignment involves a
twenty minute presentation where the groups showcase their designs.
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6.2.3 Pilot Study
Before launching this study to a complete cohort of students, i.e. an entire class popu-
lation, we conducted a pilot study, which was manifested as an extra-credit exercise in the
same, targeted graduate-level product design course. The eight groups that participated in
the extra-credit exercise first were given a pre-evaluation questionnaire comprising of 18
detailed questions. The questions were focused on the team’s design process (e.g. “List
the primary objectives of your design” and “List all the production operations necessary
to manufacture your product. How did you select each process”) as well as on topics rele-
vant to sustainability? (e.g. “In your opinion, what is environmental sustainability?” and
“Which phase of the process/product development of your project dominates the total en-
vironmental impact?”). The purpose of the questionnaire was two-fold: (1) to provide a
baseline for the DfE experts to understand the team’s design activities and (2) to assess the
teams’ knowledge level regarding sustainability.
Design critiques from two eco-design experts followed the collection of the pre-evaluation
questionnaires. The critiques were developed based on how well each groups’ design pro-
cess incorporates sustainability with respect to production/assembly, distribution, product
use, and end-of-life logistics. Specific to each respective project topic, the critiques were
developed based on the completed questionnaires and the wiki modules. Each critique was
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Figure 6.2. : Gantt chart outlining group project including all critique module activities.
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accompanied with two ecodesign tools, (1) an ecodesign checklist and (2) the lifetime de-
sign strategy wheel (LiDS wheel) [28]. These specific methodologies were chosen because
of their wide use in industry today. Instructions on how to use each tool was also provided
in the critique. The teams were then asked to modify their design based on suggestions
from the critique incorporating both a project-specific critique along with both eco-design
tool frameworks.
Once design modifications were posted on the wiki, a post-evaluation questionnaire
was handed out to assess the effectiveness of the redesign activity. The results from three
groups will be described in detail as representative of significant learning with regards to
DfE (Design for Environment) displayed by all participants.
6.2.3.1 Case Studies
Retrospective learning is particularly applicable with respect to sustainable design. As
sustainability affects every downstream stage of a product’s life, designers are faced with
the enormous challenge of weighing several factors at a time to make significant deci-
sions in the early design phase. Furthermore, biases, perceptions, and preconceptions
from the designers themselves are difficult to overcome to achieve a truly green prod-
uct. These misconceptions were consistently evident by the groups’ responses within the
pre-questionnaire. For example, when asked at what stage in the design process was sus-
tainability considered, one group responded, “We did not consider sustainability in our
design process. This is simply due to the disposable and inexpensive nature of our prod-
uct.” Most answers were focused on material substitutions that would aid recyclability.
Though these are significant improvements towards a greener society, these answers show
a limited understanding of a product’s environmental impact. Only one team out of eight
even mentioned distribution, which in cases of high production volume and low quality
contributes significantly to its footprint. It should be noted that the same tools, the eco-
checklist and LiDS wheel, were both discussed in the one hour lecture, but there was no
evidence from the post-evaluation questionnaires or the wikis that any ecodesign tool was
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used by any team during their initial design processes. Analyzing questionnaire results and
wiki input from several teams showed some significant and interesting trends in education
with regards to DfE. An overview of three of the group’s efforts is provided below.
In Case Study 1, Team-1 identified a market opportunity for a new design for a child’s
car seat citing the difficulties for some parents to lift their children out of a traditional
forward-facing car seat. The team suggested fixing a seat on a rotating platform that allows
the seat to be turned 90 degrees in either direction without compromising safety during
transport (Figure 6.3A). Based on results from the team’s pre-questionnaire, the team re-
lied heavily on the modular design of their product to argue for its sustainability. Stating
that material and manufacturing techniques within the safety seat industry are fixed due to
regulations, the team focused on extending the lifetime of the product itself.
In this case, the team seemed relatively knowledgeable about sustainability in terms of
product design from past experiences. The group used modularity to realize a sustainable
design. Though there is no formal proof that modularity leads to a more environmentally
benign design, there is strong evidence to suggest it. Throughout their pre-questionnaire,
there were however, a few fundamental misconceptions reflected from their definition and
ideas regarding sustainability. The group stated that “a product that does not consume
energy does not impact the environment during use.” Energy is not the only input to the
environment during use of products worldwide. Water consumption, land use, consumable
materials and energy (e.g. oil and natural gas) can all be considered as consumables during
the use-phase of products. Furthermore, some comments illustrated that the group did not
possess an appropriate understanding of environmental sustainability. This group defined
environmental sustainability as “the overall footprint [that] a product’s cycle leaves on the
environment. This includes not only its life cycle, but more importantly its manufacturing
and eventual disposal.” Apparently, in this case, the students failed to recognize that man-
ufacturing processes and end-of-life logistics are inherently part of the product’s lifecycle.
The outline of the design critique handed back to the students consisted of three main
points: (1) the introduction of qualitative ecodesign tools (i.e. lifetime design strategy
wheel and ecodesign checklist), (2) direction to more rigorously analyze whether modu-
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larity, in fact, has environmental benefits for this specific application by mapping out take-
back logistics, and (3) the suggestion to map out all material and energy flows throughout
the product’s entire lifetime.
In response to the experts’ critique of their design, the design team used both the LiDS
wheel and eco-design checklist to begin an intra-group discussion about decisions to ef-
fectively lower the environmental footprint of their product. Using both these tools, the
students displayed strong thinking in terms of sustainable product design. This group, in
particular, described projects that would have been completed with more time, including
the investigation of modular versus multi-functional units, more advanced materials and
manufacturing process analysis, and the development of a simulated supply chain network.
When asked of the design changes considered after the design critique, which modifica-
tions would be implemented in a real world scenario, the group provided a very telling,
insightful answer.
“If all designers kept this in the back of their minds during the design cycle,
drastic changes could be made in small steps that would make our world better
for the future. Sadly, this concept is often a convenience that start-up com-
panies cannot afford to spend too much time on. It is only with government
funding that technology such as wind farms is expanding in this country. Until
the American mentality changes to embrace sustainability as a product feature
A B C
Figure 6.3. : The three studied case studies within the pilot study: (A) case study 1, (b)
case study 2, and (c) case study 3.
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that affects their purchasing decision, most designers can do little more that
keep the concept in the back of their minds.”
In Case Study 2, Team-2 developed a storage device for headphone cables (Figure 6.3B).
In this specific case, the learning process was mostly dedicated to correcting mispercep-
tions about sustainability and its implementation in design. Within the pre-questionnaire,
the group claimed that they did not consider sustainability in their design “due to the dis-
posable and inexpensive nature of the product.” Furthermore, they suggested that in order
to achieve environmental sustainability within product design, one must introduce “a large
set of modifications to the design process that can be taught separately from the generic
process design flow.” This group represents a microcosm of what is lacking throughout
American engineering programs. There seems to be disconnect between education regard-
ing environmental sciences and traditional engineering curricula. This group viewed DfE
principles as a burden or inefficiency to the progress of their product’s development.
The outline of the design critique handed back to the students suggested four main
points: (1) the introduction of qualitative ecodesign tools (i.e., lifetime design strategy
wheel and ecodesign checklist), (2) the motivation to study why sustainability must be
considered for inexpensive, disposable products, (3) the direction to consider distribution
and transportation of the product to reduce environmental impact, and (4) the push to under-
stand take-back logistics of components/sub-assemblies to verify the environmental bene-
fits of their modular design.
In response to the critique, the team demonstrated a perceptual change with regards to
incorporating sustainability into the design process. The team completed both the LiDS
wheel and checklist, which guided them in developing a more holistic view (i.e., incorpo-
ration of downstream concerns) of product development. In addition, the team had begun
plans to develop a full recycling plan, which included preliminary logistics for a product
take-back model. When asked if this exercise had been helpful, the team responded:
“This has been very helpful. When one thinks of sustainability it is usually of
only using reasonable renewable resources in an efficient manner. Planning
does not necessarily go into product packaging, shipping, and the technicali-
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ties of how the products can be reused or recycled. Our team can go forth in
implementing more sustainable mindset in our design environments.”
In Case Study 3, Team-3 chose to pursue a found market opportunity in developing an au-
tomated pill bottle opener (Figure 6.3C) aimed at helping the elderly and those with low
hand dexterity. Sustainability knowledge beforehand was only with respect to manufac-
turing process and material choice once the embodiment of the design is fixed. Most of
the comments from the pre-questionnaire were primarily focused on material selection and
environmentally benign manufacturing options.
Because the most critical feature of the product was to deliver torque to the bottle cap,
there were multiple concepts that could achieve this same function. The drive systems
of both the lever subsystem as well as the knob design are both switch activated with an
electro-mechanical system. The group’s design included preliminary plans for an electronic
switchboard. It is known that it is environmentally burdensome to manufacture a functional
wiring board. No answers within the pre-questionnaire focused on aspects of the actual de-
sign itself to be environmentally efficient, other than the possibilities of modularity.
The outline of the design critique handed back to students had four principal compo-
nents: (1) the motivation to investigate different concepts that utilize mechanical advanta-
geous mechanisms to avoid settling on an electro-mechanical system that carries significant
environmental impact in terms of manufacturing and rare element consumption, (2) the in-
troduction of qualitative ecodesign tools (i.e. lifetime design strategy wheel and ecodesign
checklist), (3) the direction to map in-house processing vs. outsourcing to understand sup-
ply chain logistics, and (4) the push to optimize material and process steps with regard to
sustainability (e.g. dematerialization, reduction of steps, and gear design).
In response, the design team developed a thorough report responding to each sugges-
tion. The team explored different embodiments to accomplish the same output functions of
an automated pill bottle opener. A lever-crank mechanism and a slider-locking mechanism
were both qualitatively compared to the original electro-mechanical subsystem. Here, the
team judged the concepts based on sustainability metrics as well as cost efficiency. Similar
to the teams from Case Studies 1 & 2, the design team completed both the LiDS wheel and
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the Eco-design Checklist to assess the current design. In addition, the team mapped out
possible supply chain pathways, including an in-house production network as well as an
outsourcing supply chain loop.
When asked if this exercise was helpful, the team responded, that “it was helpful, as
it forced the students to perform research and learn about sustainability through the ques-
tions presented. It also provided a focus to our specific product.”
6.2.3.2 Pilot Study Takeaways
All the case studies in this pilot study represent different facets of incorporating sus-
tainability into product design. Case Study 1 illustrated product modularity as a key driver
in developing more environmentally efficient designs. The students learned to research,
and further justify if modularity was actually environmentally beneficial in their particular
application with the use of ecodesign tools. Case Study 2 focused on sustainability as a con-
straint within the distribution and disposal of a product. The design team developed strong
learning after developing a recycling plan accompanied by a complete take-back logistical
model. Case Study 3 proved that sustainability can also be a constraint applicable to the
conceptual design phase. The design team compared different embodiments to achieve the
same output function in order to qualitatively determine the most sustainable solution. The
critique module provided flexibility to implement a unique and valuable learning exercise
pertinent to each project. Based on the observations from the pilot study, we developed the
full DfE critique module, as described below.
6.2.4 Critique Module Description
The main purpose of the critique module was to seamlessly incorporate a teaching
module in regards to DfE within the ME553 course. The module consisted of three sur-
veys handed out to the students as well as a project-specific critique conducted by two PhD
students. The PhD students have extensive experience in research related to sustainable
design, ecodesign tools as well as DfE principles, concepts and practices [12]. It should be
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noted that the ME553 students were unaware of the critique module until after finalizing
their product designs. This was needed, to ensure that their preliminary designs were not
biased towards incorporating more ecodesign concepts than what they would have in a reg-
ular project design course. Figure 6.4 summarizes the pipeline for the present case study
and critique module.
To gain a baseline understanding of the student’s initial self-perceived knowledge of the
broad topic of sustainability, an extensive survey of each ME553 student was conducted.
The primary purpose of this survey was to track any irregularities or outliers in responses
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Figure 6.4. : Pipeline of the conducted case study.
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DfE considerations throughout their design process before the critique, the survey might
reveal that their experiences prior to their enrollment in the course could be a significant
factor. The survey was based on a similar survey conducted in Azapagic et al. (2005) [5].
Table 6.1 includes the topics related to sustainability, in which each student ranked their re-
spective knowledge on a Likert scale, i.e. “never heard of it”, “heard of it but cannot explain
it”, “average knowledge”, “significant (above average) knowledge”, and “expert in area”.
The authors also plan to utilize the responses from this survey in comparing self-perceived
knowledge towards sustainability with other student groups such as undergraduate students
and student populations from other institutions for future work.
Before the critique, the students were also subjected to a project-specific survey during
Week 14, when each groups’ designs were conceptually mature. The intention of this sur-
vey was to estimate the number of specific DfE principles that the teams had incorporated
into their preliminary material and manufacturing decisions and structural design embodi-
ments. Here, the students were exposed to a list of DfE principles based on a compilation
by [174]. Each team member was asked to input a “checkmark” next to each principle
if it was considered at any point throughout their design process. All DfE principles that
were included in the survey can be seen in Table 6.2. This study enabled the PhD students’
responsible for each team’s critique to understand exactly how each design objective was
carried out. Though the wiki provided most of the information necessary for the critique,
additional comments and responses from each team member accelerated the general cri-
tique process. Additionally, if a DfE principle such as the use of renewable material was
left unchecked by all team members, the critiquers identified the DfE strategy as under-
utilized, which further directed the critique.
Utilizing the second survey and the wiki content, each project was analyzed on the
basis of each DfE principle in Table 6.2 and various methods to include more sustainable
considerations into their design were suggested. There were 13 participating design groups,
each comprising of 4-5 team members and totaling 57 participants. All projects analyzed
were from off-campus groups, who attended each class via the Internet. On-campus groups
were excluded from the study for two main reasons. (1) In general, conditions on-campus
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throughout the course would be quite different considering that students might be more
likely to pass ideas between groups before and after class. (2) Since many of the off-
campus students currently hold engineering positions within industry, a more significant
snapshot of how DfE principles are used within design teams could be assessed. In fact,
some participants had over 10 years of relevant experience.
Each critique was written in paragraph form ranging from 3-4 pages, including five
main design suggestions directly addressing survey responses and Wiki content from each
team. Additionally, for every team, the critiques presented three commonly used tools in
industry: (1) a URL link to a Granta CES Edupack; an online material database with rele-
vant information categorized for each material (2) an ecodesign checklist [34] that provides
a list of questions that qualitatively assess different aspects of the designs lifecycle and (3)
an explanation of how to use the Lifecycle Design Strategy Wheel (LiDS Wheel). The
LiDS Wheel comprises of 8 criteria such as low impact materials, reduction of materials,
low eco-impact production, optimize lifetime, optimize end-of-life system, etc., in which
the designer is meant to score each concept on a 0-5 linear scale [28]. This tool was cho-
sen because it was seen as an easy-to-use, quick way of qualitatively assessing any design
changes, specifically for sustainability, the team had made. It should be noted that the 2011
version of Granta CES Edupack offers qualitative recyclability, toxicity, biodegradability
ratings as well as quantitative estimations for primary manufacturing energy consumption
and carbon footprint data for all materials and their accompanying processes [175]. The
students were asked to utilize such information to make decisive design modifications. Fi-
nally, all design modifications based on the critique were uploaded to each team’s wiki
page for assessment.
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Table 6.1. : Covered topics in the pre-project survey to asses student’s self-perceived knowledge of sustainability.






Acid Rain; Air Pollution; Biodi-
versity; Climate Change; Depletion
of Natural Resources; Deforesta-
tion; Desertification; Ecosystems;
Global Warming; Ozone Deple-
tion; Photochemical Smog; Salin-
ity; Solid Waste; Water Pollution
EU EMAS (European Union Eco-
management and Audit Scheme); The
Florence Convention; Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC); ISO 14001; Kyoto Protocol;
Montreal Protocol on CFCs; Rio Dec-
laration; The Florence Convention
Clean Technology; Clean-up Technology;
Design for the Environment; Eco-labeling;
Renewable Energy Technologies; Fuel Cells;
Industrial Ecology; LCA (Life Cycle As-
sessment); Product Stewardship; Renewable
Energy Technologies; Responsible Care;
Tradable Permits; Waste Minimization
SD: Definition and Concept; Components of SD; Ap-
proaches to SD; Precautionary Principle; Population
Growth; Inter- and Intra- Generational Equity; Stakehold-
ers’ Participation; Poverty, Population, Consumption and
Degradation of the Environment; Earth’s Carrying Capacity;
Social Responsibility; Engineering Community’s Response
to SD; Actions by Companies and Engineers to Promote SD
Table 6.2. : Pre-critique survey contents.
Raw Materials Manufacturing Distribution Product Use End-of-Life
Reduction of material use; Use of
renewable material; Use of recycled
and/or recyclable material; Avoided the
use of toxic or hazardous substances;
Use of lower energy content material
Minimization of the variety of
materials; Avoidance of material
waste; Selection of low impact an-
cillary materials and processes; Se-
lection of low energy processes
Reduced the weight of the prod-
uct; Reduced the weight of the
packaging; Ensured reusable and
recyclable packaging; Ensured
efficient distribution
Design for energy efficiency; Design
for material conservation; design for
minimal consumption; Avoidance of
waste; Design for low-impact use and
operation; Design for durability
Design for reuse; Design
for remanufacturing; De-
sign for disassembly; De-




Since there were a broad range of products that the teams focused on developing, the
critiques themselves were quite different from one another. However, there were some
clear trends that developed within the critiques. Eco-efficient material choice, which is
possibly the simplest DfE principle to incorporate early in the design process, was a com-
mon theme throughout every critique. Depending on the specific project, biodegradable,
recyclable, and/or renewable materials were suggested. It should be noted that the critiques
did contain specific suggestions, but it was strongly encouraged to look through the CES
EdupackTM 2011 for any information relevant to material changes. This ensured that the
students would learn how to use such a database through their own experiences.
One of the most common critiqued points was the DfE principle of selecting eco-
efficient materials. This was mainly due to the fact that the ME553 focuses on front-end
design principles especially relevant to concept and embodiment design such as functional
requirements, customer requirements and product configuration rather than detailed de-
sign parameters such as manufacturing tolerances or production planning. Since the ma-
terial makeup of possible components for most products is estimated early in design (i.e.
during the concept and embodiment design phase), the groups were urged to conduct a
deeper material search within Granta CES EdupackTM 2011 so as to mitigate the energy
and carbon footprint of their selections. Several groups substituted similar metals in order
to lower carbon emissions and energy consumption. For example, upon referring Granta
CES EdupackTM students realized that casting stainless steel consumes 427-472 kcal of
energy per lb., while casting and aluminum consumes 256-283 kcal of energy per lb. Also,
in terms of CO2 content, casting stainless steel emits 0.236-0.262 lbs. of CO2 per lb. ma-
terial, while aluminum emits 0.142-0.157 lbs. of CO2 per lb. of material. Though there
are significant savings in terms of casting (nearly half in terms of CO2 emissions and en-
ergy consumption), it should be noted that aluminum is not as eco-efficient compared with
stainless steel when forging is considered. With regards to forging, stainless steel consumes
257-284 kcal of energy per lb. and emits 0.19-0.21 lbs. CO2 per lb. material, while alu-
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minum consumes 287-316 kcal of energy per lb. and emits 0.212-0.234 lbs. of CO2 per lb.
material. Design Group 7, substituted steel for aluminum in this case since there would be
significant processing energy savings. The teams were thus motivated to analyze respective
emission data and make tradeoffs between different processes, each with different energy
and emissions outputs against varying mechanical properties of the corresponding materi-
als. Each solution was case-specific and thus general rules or guidelines for eco-efficient
materials cannot be justified. Thus, on using the material database, students are able to ana-
lyze production considerations not only based on traditional decision factors such as batch
size and cost, but also based on environmental considerations such as processing energy
and emissions.
Aside from modifying the material makeup of the groups’ designs, significant redesign
was achieved specifically for material and component reduction. These DfE principles
align strongly with Design for Manufacturing (DFM) and Design for Assembly (DFA)
paradigms. Since graduate students, especially industry employed distance learning stu-
dents are expected to have prior experience with DFM/DFA, it was of no surprise that
material and component reduction were the most used DfE strategies before critique. After
the critique, some of the teams revisited these design principles which lead to further reduc-
tion in the quantity of used material. For example, Design Group 3 integrated hooks and
the main tub to the frame in their shopping cart design and redesigned the frame to achieve
a 5% reduction in gross weight. Design Group 8 reduced the part count of their design
by 67.4%. Some groups also focused on incorporating snap fit connectors to increase dis-
assemblability. Reduction in part count and weight also improved the eco-friendliness of
designs with respect to its distribution phase. Other redesigns presented different solutions
to minimize environmental emissions during distribution, such as volume reduction (De-
sign Group 9), biodegradable packaging materials (Design Group 1), and the development
of recycling programs for used packaging materials (Design Group 10). Transportation
within distribution of components and modules within the supply chain can also have a
significant effect on the total environmental footprint of a specific product. Understanding
the availability and location of outsourced modules can give a team insight into the possible
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emissions savings. Design Group 4, which developed a multi-functional mobile phone case
which is an example of a simple, high-volume product, developed initial plans for in-house
production to cut out an entire branch of a supply chain. Beyond mapping out preliminary
supply chain plans, one team focused on reducing its product’s envelope volume through
structural changes. Design Group 8 significantly reduced its product’s packaging volume
by detaching the finger section of their hand assist tool and placing it inside the concave
region of the sleeve, a particularity innovative solution.
Another common theme through the critiques was that the groups should develop some
initial plans to enhance the end-of-life considerations of each of their products. There have
been many studies throughout the literature that show how component and/or product take-
back can be included in the early stages of design, e.g. [176–178]. Recyclable materials as
well as remanufacturable and reusable modules are both design-relevant downstream con-
siderations that can be implemented early, even at the concept design phase. It was strongly
evident throughout the student’s redesign projects that they incorporated end of life options
throughout their design, post critiquing. Design Group 2 included appropriate labeling in
the plastic mold design to influence customer recycling. The same team also constructed
a comprehensive end of life scenario map detailing the material flow of each recyclable,
reusable and disposable material. Design Group 4 identified specific components that will
wear down before others and set-up a recovery system in order to institute a reuse program.
Design Group 5 extensively investigated their product’s structural modularity in order to
increase its disassemblability. The group incorporated low profile castor wheels that can be
easily detached along with adjustable and easily removable headrests and snap fit connec-
tors on the chair’s handles. Design Group 6 incorporated an in-house recycling program for
safe disposal of both metal scrap from production, recovered metal and plastic components.
Design Group 10 evaluated the economic feasibility of instituting distribution centers near
their customers to coordinate recycling and reuse programs for the product itself as well as
the packaging materials. Group 12 instituted a buy-back program where current users are
given an incentive to return their worn-out gutter de-icing system. One of the more sur-
prising outcomes of the critique module was that the critiques seemed to spur innovative
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solutions to design problems. Low levels of innovation such as part reduction, volume min-
imization for better distribution, disassemblability considerations were apparent in many of
the above mentioned projects (Design Groups 1, 2, 3, 5 and 8). Furthermore, one group
in particular displayed significantly innovative thinking in their redesign approach. Design
Group 9 developed a separate methodology based on a mind map on eco-design princi-
ples to conceptualize environmentally efficient design alternatives. Utilizing this method,
the group improved their design with respect to several lifecycle phases: the use-phase,
distribution, and end of life. The group then generated a detailed sustainability report via
SolidWorks Sustainabiltiy XpressTM, a commercial environmental assessment tool, which
would be made available to the eventual customers of their product. This serves as a strong
example how the critique module can fortify lessons learned throughout the course by com-
bining with a newly presented concept, design for sustainability. In future work, we plan
to enhance this critique module with specific suggestions that may spur design innovation
based on the results of this study.
All pre-mentioned results from the critique module are summarized in the Appendix,
Table C.1. The table consists of two columns detailing the significant case-specific critique
points and the team’s significant design improvements. It should be noted that the students
provided extensive redesign reports and this table merely serves as a ‘snapshot’ highlight-
ing some of the lessons learned through the critique module.
To assess the critique module itself, a third and final survey was presented to the stu-
dents. Each participating student was asked to assess the following four statements based
on a Likert scale with the options: “strongly agree”, “agree”, “neither disagree nor agree”,
“disagree”, “strongly disagree”.
1. The design critique provided relevant and project-specific suggestions
2. After this learning module, I will be more likely to incorporate DfE strategies into
future design student projects
3. After this learning module, I will be more likely to incorporate DfE strategies within
projects in my workplace
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4. Though this exercise, I learned more than I would have from a traditional lecture







The design critique provided 
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Strongly agree Agree Neither Agree nor Disagree Disagree Strongly Disagree
Figure 6.5. : Participant assessment of critique module.
As seen in Figure 6.5, the results of the critique assessment survey were positive and the
critique module proved as an effective teaching tool of DfE strategies. An interesting out-
come of the survey lies within the difference of responses between the second and third
statements. As seen in the results, five more students agreed that they would be more
likely to incorporate DfE strategies within academia compared with industry. This could
be attributed to the front-end nature of the course. In most design engineering positions in
industry, there are constant redesign related scenarios of subsystems within mature product
platforms. Instituting radical changes of manufacturing and material considerations, for
example, may be unfeasible in a real-world setting. Significant effects and risks within
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the supply chain as well as the customer experience would deter organizations from mak-
ing such changes. It is also interesting to note that that the students generally agreed that
the critique module was a more effective way of learning compared with a traditional lec-
ture series. This provides a strong case for implementing similar critique methodologies
on topics other than sustainability within design related engineering courses. Instruction
of secondary topics could utilize this general critique framework to embed these auxiliary
lessons into a traditional course such as machine design. As mentioned before, we plan to
extend this work by instituting an “innovation critique” within a capstone design course.
6.3 Conclusions and Future Directions
The importance of training the next generation of design engineers in the context of sus-
tainability and parallel issues (e.g. energy-efficient design, environmentally conscious sup-
ply chain) is increasing everyday due to end user demand. Therefore, developing new, ef-
fective learning scenarios about these key issues is vital. By participating in group projects
related to product design, students develop problem solving abilities that can be translated
to real-world scenarios. For this, students must apply more than one previously learned
principle to produce a solution that can lead to the understanding of higher order principles
of which he or she was formerly unaware [179]. By applying DfE principles in a project
based setting, students not only develop the ability to reinforce their understanding of such
principles through context, but they also translate this learning into subsequent real world
design issues by repeated application. This effect is compounded, in the case of students
already working in an industrial firm, as seen in the sample population in this study.
In this chapter, a novel teaching methodology specifically for Design for Environment
was presented. Utilizing project critiques by graduate student experts, a graduate-level
product design course was supplemented with a redesign project with regards to sustain-
ability. The results indicate that not only did students effectively make design modifications
to lower the energy and carbon footprints of their design across multiple lifecycle stages, the
teaching methodology led to design innovation. Results also indicated that after the teach-
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ing module, students will more likely to utilize learned DfE principles within academia and
industry. Overall, the results of the study indicate that critiquing student projects within a
specific context, such as sustainability, can be an effective learning strategy.
In light of lessons learned here as well as Chapters 3-5, we realize that there is a miss-
ing component to the frameworks set forth in this thesis. We are not ensuring that the
targeted users have a clear motivation to use the tools. A basis for a conceptual change in
the minds of those who are making design decisions, that have direct impact on the rest of
the lifecycle, is not clearly modeled. As a result, in the coming chapter, we provide rec-
ommendations for guidelines and requirements for new technologies to ensure sustainable
behavior change. One of the most active research communities in this area is the Asso-
ciation of Computing Machinery’s (ACM) special interest group on Computer-Human In-
teraction. Specifically, the conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, or ACM
CHI, seems to be most relevant. We begin the next chapter with a targeted literature review




This thesis has presented several frameworks for the improvement of eco-conscious prod-
uct redesign practices. Through each framework, we have provided case-base evidence for
their individual efficacy and promise, many times supported by expert user studies. Though
we do believe that there is significant potential in this work, there is a fundamental missing
component. It is critical for the presented work to incorporate more extended cognitive
models of the users themselves to ensure a significant perceptual change in terms of how
design engineers perceive and use product data to improve environmental sustainability.
Coupling the work presented here with an extended cognitive model will truly realize the
goal of incorporating the user (or human expert) in the decision making process of environ-
mentally efficient product redesign. Within this chapter, we explore an extended perspec-
tive and propose next steps for deeply understanding the role of the user in these decision-
making scenarios. This includes presenting some related work associated with cognitive
modeling. Specifically, we propose some extended work centered around “in the wild”
observation of users to understand energy consumption patterns and present some methods
of persuading change of these users to mitigate their overall consumption. The prelimi-
nary work presented here is targeted at understanding recent work in the Human-Computer
Interaction community. Specifically, we conduct a targeted literature review of the Associ-
ation for Computing Machinery’s Special Interest Group of Computer-Human Interaction
(SIGCHI). The main contribution of this work is to categorize existing work related to sus-
tainable design and present next steps to bridge the two communities of computer-human
interaction and product engineering in order to establish holistic frameworks that not only
inform sustainable redesign practice but ensure it.
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7.1 Background from Human-Computer Interaction Perspective
In 2009, Huang et al. led an ACM CHI Workshop [180] on sustainability striving to
(1) bring together the community to identify challenges in “Sustainable Interaction Design”
(SID), (2) identify sustainable attributes of technological components, (3) define successful
SID, (4) find ways to incorporate sustainability in HCI practice, and (5) compile a set of
actionable items. The workshop was largely motivated by a disconnect among CHI submis-
sions that represented a barrier to entry for CHI contributors. The next year, these notions
were reaffirmed by a formal review of CHI work related to sustainability. DiSalvo et al.
suggested that “axes of difference” within the field itself, including definitions, objectives
and goals of sustainable HCI distance research groups from one another creating a barrier
for discussion and debate [181]. Judging by the factors associated with the complex notion
of sustainability [182], these barriers might not be a cause of people but rather a complex,
less-understood goal of what it means to create sustainable products, processes or systems.
As a result, DiSalvo et al. concluded that sustainable HCI work presented at CHI had little
connection to salient sustainability work outside the CHI community. As evident in 2014
Sustainable HCI workshop, these issues are still at play in the community [183].
One of the major contributions of the SIGCHI community are the research area of hu-
man perception and behavior modification. Promoting human behavior is quite complex.
In the case of promoting sustainable behavior, it is not any different. One thing that is
evident is that simple feedback of sustainability-related data can guide change but it rarely
ensures change. One key insight is the notion of habits or existing mental models and how
we, as humans, persist in common decision making frameworks. One way of “undoing”
or “unlearning” such mental models is to abstract the problem away from a given context
and present it as a model. Furthermore, it is difficult for people to relate their experiences,
reasoning and values to their actions or decisions in an informed manner [184]. This the-
sis provided a snapshot of this problem by investigating student reasoning within lifecycle
thinking, presented in Chapter 5. Beyond this, it is even more difficult to sustain these
changes and experience a genuine conceptual change. According to Posner et al., there are
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four primary considerations or conditions that are most common for situations that warrant
a fundamental conceptual change [185].
(1) There must be dissatisfaction with existing conceptions.
(2) A new conception must be intelligible.
(3) A new conception must appear initially plausible.
(4) A new concept should suggest the possibility of a fruitful research program.
In the case of sustainability, presenting a situation in which each one of these conditions are
met is quite difficult. We know that item 1 is a fundamental aspect of sustainable design,
wherein existing relationships between design practice and environmental sustainability is
vague and does not provide a clear basis for decision making. The main issues for encour-
aging perceptual change of both users and designers in the context of sustainability is the
items 2, 3, and 4 listed above. We propose that design exploration frameworks can aid
in the presentation of new conceptions that humans can envision as intelligible, plausible,
and fruitful. This notion has been validated though a design exploration framework in an
educational setting [186].
At the moment, the foremost authority in understanding perceptual change in sustain-
able design is Professor Debra Lilley. According to her seminal work, frameworks that
elicit user behavioral change within sustainability can be organized into three broad classi-
fications, as listed below [187, 188].
Scripts and behavior steering. These methods include products or systems that contain
‘scripts’ or prescriptions for use to encode the designers use intention, encourages
users to behave in ways prescribed by the designer through the embedded affor-
dances and constraints. These goal of these technologies is to incorporate computing
machinery to produce some exploration pathways for the user, still providing the final
decisions to the users themselves.
Eco-feedback. These technologies inform users of their impact in an attempt to persuade
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Figure 7.1. : Examples of each classification proposed by Debra Lilley within behavior-
driven frameworks in sustainable design.
reminders to inform users of resource use. These frameworks simply provide direct
metrics related to sustainability. One item of consideration is the issue of privacy
and invasiveness into one’s consumption patterns. Froelich et al. [189] conducted an
extensive study on water usage patterns and viable ways to feed this data back to the
user. Many users cited issues of privacy within their daily routines, in some cases
calling it ‘creepy’. However, these products have continued to gain popularity in the
real-world, e.g. integrated home monitoring from Nest1.
Intelligent products and systems. Such methods circumvent rebound effects by ceding
decision making to an intelligent product which mitigates controls or blocks inap-
propriate user behavior. These technologies employ persuasive methods to change
what people think or do, sometimes without their knowledge or consent. They limit
the amount of power of the user by instructing them on the most “optimal” decision.
Figure 7.1 provides examples for each classification presented above. It can be seen that the
control paradigms of each classification dictate the role of the user. In the example of eco-
feedback, the responsibility of behavioral change is solely on the users themselves, as the
techniques simply provide direct data, e.g. though visual means on a shower head [190].
For behavior steering, we recall a supply chain management tool, in which the user is
1https://nest.com/
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given the capability of sifting through information related to material choice through a
supply chain [139]. The example shown for intelligent systems is a back-end algorithm
that automatically creates the most efficient and sustainable option for printing on-line
documents [191].
7.2 Literature Review and Categorization
In order to better understand the role of technologies that promote behavior change
in the context of environmental sustainability, we conducted a targeted literature review
within ACM SIGCHI. We queried the ACM online database for all proceeding articles us-
ing the keywords sustainable+design. In total, 142 papers were retrieved for observation.
Of the 142 papers, 91 were deemed unrelated to our study as they either mentioned sustain-
ability in passing or as an application area, rather than a central aspect of the technologies
or frameworks presented. The remaining 51 papers were categorized based on the three
areas described above and presented in Figure 7.2. Full citations of articles listed can be
found in the Appendix.
The categorization of these papers reflects some key insight into the direction of sus-
tainable behavior elicitation as viewed by the human-computer interaction community of
SIGCHI. Most of the body of work related to environmental sustainability relates to the
relationships of human perception and the data itself. This can be seen by the fact that
38 out of 51 of the papers are either classified as eco-feedback focused (18/51) or behav-
ioral steering (20/31). It should be noted that the methods described within are context
dependent and focus primarily on the use-phase of the lifecycle, e.g. water consumption,
electricity usage, and daily carbon footprint.
7.3 The Connection to Product Engineering
In the context of product engineering, we can apply these classifications for sustain-
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Figure 7.2. : Categorization of existing sustainable design studies published in CHI through
the years. Each paper is categorized based on the classification presented by Debra Lilley.
Most prominent areas are within the eco-feedback and behavior steering categories. Full
citations of articles listed can be found in the Appendix.
platforms and the holistic perspective of environmental sustainability. This disconnect lies
within a coherent, accepted process for organizing data into useful forms, as described
throughout this dissertation. These issues were raised across review articles presented at
SIGCHI, which encompassed 8 of the papers reviewed. Disalvo et al. [181] argue that if we
focus on human behavior as HCI role in contributing to the grand challenge of sustainabil-
ity, we have to concern ourselves with ethical issues of coercing users into behavior that is
not of their own and is not necessarily the most sustainable direction. Furthermore, Bryn-
jarsdottir et al. [192] present three key insights for moving the HCI community forward:
• Broaden our understanding of persuasion
• Include users in the design process
• Move beyond the individual
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One way to achieve these three goals for the future of sustainable HCI is to focus on tools
that enable sustainable design for new products and services. As stated by Posner et al., it
is not well-understood how to exactly change perspectives. In the case of environmental
sustainability and the health/resilience of the planet itself, in which there is substantial po-
litical influence, it can be seen as even more difficult.
One main barrier for the development of persuasive technologies is the lack of gen-
eral understanding of principles related to environmental sustainability. Azapagic et al.
illustrated this gap through an expansive survey of engineering students and industry stake-
holders [5], which was again validated in Chapter 5 of this thesis. These notions have
been reaffirmed through many other studies across multiple countries. Sustainability is
simply not being internalized by product stakeholders, i.e. engineers, managers, supply
chain experts, and end users. Since there is a strong disconnect of the decision makers and
these items related to sustainability, various incorrect perceptions and false mental mod-
els are abound. Accepted cognitive models have shown that changing one’s perception is
not trivial [185]. Thus, it is critical to understand how the context of sustainability fits into
accepted sensemaking process frameworks. How can people change their attitudes (and be-
lief systems) to accommodate complex data streams into their decision making processes?
The next section aims to facilitate the bridge between the existing understanding of internal
cognition and sensemaking with issues related to sustainability-related data.
7.3.1 The Complexity of Sustainability
Improving designers’ understanding of sustainability is a difficult task due to its com-
plexity. The sources of complexity include the (1) multi-dimensional nature of the asso-
ciated metrics, (2) interconnectedness of social and economic influences on sustainability,
(3) difficulty in anticipating user behavior, and (4) the disparate form of associated data.
Figure 7.3 illustrates a representative pipeline of retrieving a single point of appropriate
data in order to properly conduct an environmental assessment of a product. Abstracting
out to the entire lifecycle, Figure 7.4 illustrates the complexity and interconnectedness of
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Figure 7.3. : Complexities of sustainability data collection [193].
a product’s information flow. Therein the flow of information is signified by blue arrows,
while the material flow is represented by the red flow. Dotted lines here present secondary,
or axillary flow of both material and information. In order to properly present sustainability
of products, users must be able to understand the implications of each box in this diagram.
The traditional Life Cycle Assessment technique prescribes to the traditional lifecycle per-
spective, starting from material extraction to disposal, presented by the thick red line in
Figure 7.4. However, when considering all information associated with each stage, this per-
spective might contain multiple oversights and lead to uninformed decisions. These factors
make it almost impossible for non-experts to approach decisions related to sustainability
with an appropriate frame of reference. When equipped with raw data from a rigorous Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA), studies have shown that designers still have issues in making
simply redesign decisions on products, nor does a single ecodesign tool, e.g. LiDS Wheel,
help the situation [195]. Instead, it is our hypothesis, that a consistent integration of metric


























Figure 7.4. : Complexity in the flow of information related to sustainability [194].
thinking falls in line with the scripts and behavior steering approach in which the user
remains within the decision pipeline and takes advantage of the feedback presented by the
machine. According to Rizzoli and Young [196], environmental systems present unique
challenges as they carry distinct features, as listed below. These complexities motivate the
implementation of sensemaking processes for interface design.
• Dynamics: evolves over time.
• Spatial coverage: takes place in 3D world.
• Complexity: interacts with multidisciplinary processes.
• Randomness: carries significant uncertainty.
• Periodicity: involves data with a variety of time scales.
• Heterogeneity and scale: different time and space scales.
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Figure 7.5. : Modified sensemaking model, adapted from [197]. Herein, we provide spe-
cific strategies of entry to modify one’s perception of sustainability.
7.3.2 Sensemaking in the Context of Sustainable Redesign
In order to understand how new behavioral steering technologies, such as the visual
framework presented in Chapter 6, it is vital to model the cognitive process of the user in
the decision making loop. Klein et al. 2006 [197] presented a detailed macro-cognitive
model, in which they describe a data-framing continuous approach. In their sensemaking
model, Klein et al. show a continuous exploration process wherein frames related to data
change or evolve based on new information. Such a model can be extended to product
data related to environmental sustainability. In Figure 7.5, we present a modified version
of Klein’s model, wherein we identify specific regions that open up additional research
avenues related to this thesis. The way in which a user changes their own perception of
sustainability requires careful attention to validate whether the technologies are successful.
This perspective opens another consideration as to how humans build their own mental
models when they directly interact with data. A leader in physics education, Joe Redish
provides a theoretical model for the cognitive mechanisms for an individual’s behavior in
complex decision scenarios. According to Redish, there exist analogous structures between
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neuroscience principles (i.e. activation, association, and enhancement/inhibition) and cog-
nitive science concepts (i.e. recall, linking, and control) [198]. Based on these accepted
principles, Redish proposes best practices for teaching physics to students. This includes
buffering human memory, creating chunks of information for easier digestion, linking real-
world examples to physics and concepts and so on. Likewise, it is necessary to translate
these lessons learned in the context of ECPR-related prototypes as well as product engi-
neering as a whole.
7.4 Next Steps and Research Areas of Possible Interest
Based off of the literature review of ACM SIGCHI and the discussion on data sense-
making, we propose some possibles areas for future research in the area of user-guided sus-
tainable product redesign. In general, we envision that computer support systems guided by
human experts and the symbiosis between them is vital for informed sustainable redesign.
7.4.1 Visual Variables for Sustainable Product Design
In the case of ViSER, presented in Chapter 6, the mapping of visual variables to product
data was conducted based on other implementations within other InfoVis-related contexts
as well as pilot studies with early versions of the prototype tool itself. Currently, there
does not exist any globally agreed upon best practices for informing sustainable redesign
through interactive visualizations. Hence, the expert studies conducted to validate ViSER
might actually provide misleading results, wherein the tasks presented to the users do not
reflect real-world redesign problems. In order to truly understand whether such visual-
izations framework are appropriate, we need to (1) conduct low-level testing on various
visualizations related to product data and (2) launch the framework in a real-world setting
and conduct longitudinal studies on targeted designers.
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7.4.2 Abstracting through Games
Since it is difficult to acquire real-world product data, an alternative approach is to
simulate the decision scenarios through a serious game framework. Serious games have
become a strong area of interest for training purposes. Here, the main driver would be the
ability to abstract complex decision scenarios into more easy-to-understand terms to study
human-data interaction. Under a game scenario, we could control the data presentation and
visualization and more deeply understand how people consume and use such data. This in
itself could be an input to additional sustainable redesign framework. Also, it is possible
that it could lead to the enhancement of the methods presented throughout this dissertation.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The primary goal of this thesis was to develop appropriate and usable models to enable
human-centered environmentally conscious product redesign (ECPR). In doing so, Chap-
ter 3 discussed a redesign method, the Function Impact Method (FIM), that mapped product
data specified by structure to product functions. We validated the FIM through a targeted
user study with expert designers, using an alarm clock redesign case study. The extension
of the FIM to complex systems is still an open research problem. Chapter 4 discussed two
studies, in which frameworks were developed to mitigate environmental impacts of com-
plex product systems from the perspective of (1) aggregate user behavior modeling and (2)
EOL takeback design. These methods provided a snapshot as to how to incorporate the
user into decision making with respect to downstream stages of the product lifecycle.
Through these three case studies, the issues of data exploration, what-if analysis, and
tradeoff scenarios become apparently important. The work reviewed here inspired the de-
velopment of a novel framework that enables the exploration of supply chain and product
graphs with embedded lifecycle data. Therein, the goal is to perform ECPR at multiple ab-
straction levels, i.e. at the component/sub-assembly level and at the supply chain level (e.g.
distribution and transportation considerations). Since these methods were devleped to be
used by expert designers, we extended lessons learned to an educational model. Herein, we
implemented a critique module in which student designs were assessed by design experts
and DfE principles were then retroactively incorporated within individual projects.
In light of this body of work, in Chapter 7, we propose new research directions based
on a literature review of the human-computer interaction community. A detailed look at the
role of sensemaking in ECPR situations reveals that there are unanswered questions. These
include (1) whether eco-feedback, or direct data visualizations to users, enable long-lasting,
consistent behavioral change, (2) the role of interactive visualizations in understanding or
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learning about environmental sustainability in the context of product engineering, and (3)
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A. FIM DESIGN PACKET: ALARM CLOCK EXERCISE
This section presents the original designer packet that was given to the expert designers
during the FIM validation study. This packet can be used for instructional purposes as a
case study in how LCA data can be used to inform a redesign process. If it is to be used
as a design exercise, it is important to provide each page in separate design scenarios as
described in Chapter 3.
Redesign for Sustainability: Alarm Clock 
  
The Case: 
Buzzers Inc. is a manufacturer of portable alarm clocks. The company has two product lines: 
1. Mechanical Alarm Clock 
 
   
This product is similar to the old wind-up mechanical alarm clocks. A torsion spring stores the energy 
and unwinds to rotate a set of gears, which keep the clock ticking. The alarm mechanism has a separate 
spring, which unwinds to oscillate a hammer that strikes a bell at the pre-set time. A detailed Bill of 
















This product is a regular electronic alarm clock with an LCD display and uses a printed circuit board to 
keep time and sound the alarm. The clock runs on a single AA battery. A detailed Bill of Materials and 




3. The problem 
Buzzers Inc.  realizes that neither of the above products were designed,  with  environmental 
sustainability in mind. Therefore they plan on creating a new product which is more sustainable. The 
main constraints on the new design are as follows: 
1. The design of the new product must lie within the design domain of the mechanical and 
electronic clocks. This will help the company leverage its resources, in that it already has 
experience designing these parts. Also, since these parts are already in production, no 
investment in machinery will be required. 
2. The design has to satisfy the top level functions: 
a. Keeping time   
b. Ring alarm at a pre-set time 
c. Be portable 
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PMMA  = Poly(methyl methacrylate) 
ABS = Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene 
POM  = Polyoxymethylene 
 
Table 1: BOM for mechanical alarm clock 
Part # Qty. Description Material Weight (g) Part Photo 






























































11 2 Knobs Brass 3.8 
 

















15 1 Face plate Steel 2.6 
 
16 1 




























19 2 Winders Brass 5.8 
 
20 1 
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Table 2: BOM for electronic alarm clock 









2 1 Battery (AA) Zinc/graphite 23.9 
 

















































































































According to a 1987 Report of the World Commission and Development, sustainability is defined as 
“meeting the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs.”  
Though this is the most widely quoted 
definition of sustainability, the triple bottom 
line (TBL) portrays the idea of sustainability 
more clearly.   According to TBL, before 
assessing a product’s degree of 
sustainability, the product must be analyzed 
from three perspectives: (1) economical, (2) 
societal and (3) environmental.  
Eco-design, or sustainable design, is the philosophy of designing products/processes that comply with 
the principles of TBL.   For the past few decades, eco-design tools have been developed with the goal to 
assist engineers for sustainable product design.    For early design, two tools that have gained traction in 
industry are the (1) LiDS wheel (Lifetime Design Strategies) and (2) Eco-Design Checklist.   
 
Figure 2: Overview of the LiDS wheel 
 




Life Cycle Thinking Aspects 
 




2) The designer has checked with other departments within the organization for environmental 












2) Experiences from manufacturing, sales, product usage, and disposal stages of previous 




3) The significant impacts of the product during use phase have been determined and 




4) The environmental characteristics of the product are available. 
a. Yes 
b. No 
c. If Yes, please list sources: 
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Material 








3) The product contains materials that are considered to have less adverse environmental impact 



















2) Has the organization identified areas of significant energy consumption and have begun to 

























1) Hazardous substances in consumables have been avoided. 
a. Yes 
b. No 
c. Not Applicable 
 















































3) On a scale of 1-5 (1=hardest, 5=easiest), please rate the product’s ease of disassembly. 
____ 
 
4) Does the product clearly indicate the plastic recycling numbers for all plastic components. 
a. Yes 
b. No 
c. Not Applicable 
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Hazardous Substances 









3) The product is WEEE (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Directive) and RoHS 
































Eco Indicator Categories:  Environmental Impact is categorized into three divisions, which are: 
1. Human health: This category quantifies pollutants that potentially cause diseases, 
disabilities and death. Depending on their level of toxicity and their potential effects, the 
amount pollutant is converted into DALY (disability adjusted life years) which is the standard 
unit for this category. Typical examples include pesticides, heavy metals, chloro-fluoro carbons 
(CFC’s) etc...  
 
2. Ecosystem Quality: This category includes the environmental impact on the ecosystem. 
Ecosystem quality aims to measure, the impact on the local species of vegetation and wildlife. 
The standard unit for this category is “potentially disappeared fraction” (PDF) and “potentially 
affected fraction” (PAF) of species. Typical impacts include land use, land conversion etc… 
 
3. Resources: This category, quantifies the depletion of natural resources. For example 
mining for ores will have the dual impact of (a) Consumption and therefore reduction of 
available fossil fuels and (b) Reduction in the availability of the resource, in this case the specific 
ore. Both of these impacts are converted into Mega joules (MJ) of surplus energy that would be 
required (due to a lower concentration of the fuel and the ore in the Earth’s crust) for future 
mining operations. 
The above three categories can further be clubbed (by normalization and weighting) and 
converted into a single score, indicative of the “total environmental impact” of the process. This 
is known as EcoIndicator score. The units of EcoIndicator score are an EcoIndicator point which 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Function-Impact Matrix is a novel eco-design tool, which categorizes environmental impact 
based on the sub-functions of a product. In this case, the product is identified to be “a portable 
alarm clock” whose primary function is to “emit sound to wake up a sleeping person at a pre-
set time” .This  primary function is then decomposed into the following sub-functions: 
1. Initiate alarm 
2. Regulate time 
3. Store energy 
4. Adjust alarm 
5. Adjust time 
6. Display time 
7. Support internal components 
8. Contain components 
The classification by functions allows for comparison of products achieving the same overall 
function but with different embodiments (in this case the mechanical vs. the electronic alarm 
clock). 
Next, product tear down is done and a detailed bill of materials is prepared. This helps in 
mapping the sub functions to components. The percentage contribution of each component 
towards a particular function is decided by an expert. Further, an LCA is conducted for the 
components of a product which quantifies environmental impact. Using the percentage 
distribution, the impacts are then allocated to functions (See, function impact matrix).   Here, 
the designer can compare primary and secondary functions and their respective environmental 
impacts. 
Also, since the function allocation is subject to subjectivity and the impact data from the LCA is 
known to have uncertainties, a probability density function of occurrence is constructed by 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































B. QUESTIONNAIRES FOR EDUCATION STUDY
B.1 Pre-Evaluation Questionnaire
Before the critique module was conducted, we asked each design team to complete the
following questionnaire.
1. List the primary objectives of your design. Among them choose key objectives.
2. How many different product concepts were generated?
3. Discuss the factors that led to the selection of the particular concept. Among those
factors, please select the ones that were considered critical for success.
4. Please briefly describe the methodologies and/or design tools that your team used for
concept generation and selection.
5. Please provide the rationale of any decision made within your detailed design, par-
ticularly material choice, physical features (grooves, dimensions, etc.), and any other
key features.
6. Please list all manufacturing processes necessary to manufacture your product. How
did you select each process? In other words, what were the key parameters for process
selection?
7. What DFX principles ( DFM, DFA, etc...) were considered at each stage of the de-
sign? Please list design changes made in accordance with each principle.
8. Did your group consider designing for downstream life cycle stages (e.g. supply
chain, logistics, use, disposal etc...) If so how/ If not why?
9. In your opinion, what is environmental sustainability?
10. At what stages in a product’s lifecycle do you think sustainability can be considered?
How?
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11. How can you design a product to be sustainable?
12. Were any of these aspects considered during concept/embodiment/manufacturing pro-
cess selection? List the changes in design that resulted because of these considerations
13. Which phase of the process/product development of your project dominates the total
environmental impact?
14. What factors, parameters or attributes of your design can you compromise in order to
reduce total environmental footprint?
15. Please suggest changes that can make your design more sustainable. In retrospect, at
which stages would you make these changes?
16. What quick calculations would have been helpful during the concept design phase to
make your product/process more environmentally benign?
17. On a scale of 1-5 (1=worst, and 5=best), how would you rate your current design from
a sustainability perspective?
18. On a scale of 1-5 (1=not at all, 5=very much so), how would you rate the incorporation
of sustainability principles into your team’s design practices?
B.2 Self-Perceived Knowledge Survey
The following survey was given to each student to assess their self-perceived knowl-
edge on sustainability. It should be noted that it was clearly noted that the survey was





Years of Industrial Experience:
Occupation (Current Position):
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Please describe any relevant work (or project) experience that you have related to sus-
tainability in the space provided below.
Please fill rank your own knowledge, experience, and expertise of the following topics
(where 0 = never heard of it, 1 = below average knowledge, 2 = average knowledge, 3 =
significant (above average) knowledge, 4 = expert in the area)
Table B.1. : Self-perceived scorecard on environmental issues.
Acid Rain 0 1 2 3 4
Air Pollution 0 1 2 3 4
Biodiversity 0 1 2 3 4
Climate Change 0 1 2 3 4
Deforestation 0 1 2 3 4
Depletion of Natural Resources 0 1 2 3 4
Desertification 0 1 2 3 4
Ecosystems 0 1 2 3 4
Global Warming 0 1 2 3 4
Ozone Depletion 0 1 2 3 4
Photochemical Smog 0 1 2 3 4
Salinity 0 1 2 3 4
Solid Waste 0 1 2 3 4
Water Pollution 0 1 2 3 4
Table B.2. : Self-perceived scorecard on environmental legislation, policy and standards.
EU EMAS (European Union Eco-management and Audit Scheme) 0 1 2 3 4
The Florence Convention 0 1 2 3 4
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 0 1 2 3 4
ISO 14001 0 1 2 3 4
Kyoto Protocol 0 1 2 3 4
Montreal Protocol on CFCs 0 1 2 3 4
Rio Declaration 0 1 2 3 4
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Table B.3. : Self-perceived scorecard on environmental tools, technologies and approaches.
Clean Technology 0 1 2 3 4
Clean-up Technology 0 1 2 3 4
Design for the Environment 0 1 2 3 4
Eco-labeling 0 1 2 3 4
Fuel Cells 0 1 2 3 4
Industrial Ecology 0 1 2 3 4
LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) 0 1 2 3 4
Product Stewardship 0 1 2 3 4
Renewable Energy Technologies 0 1 2 3 4
Responsible Care 0 1 2 3 4
Tradable Permits 0 1 2 3 4
Waste Minimization 0 1 2 3 4
Table B.4. : Self-perceived scorecard on sustainable development.
Sustainable development - definition and concept 0 1 2 3 4
Components of sustainable development 0 1 2 3 4
Approaches to sustainable development 0 1 2 3 4
Precautionary principle 0 1 2 3 4
Population growth 0 1 2 3 4
Inter- and intra- generational equity 0 1 2 3 4
Stakeholders’ participation 0 1 2 3 4
Poverty, population, consumption and degradation of the environment 0 1 2 3 4
Earth’s carrying capacity 0 1 2 3 4
Social responsibility 0 1 2 3 4
Engineering community’s response to sustainable development 0 1 2 3 4
Actions by companies and engineers to promote sustainable development 0 1 2 3 4
B.3 Post Evaluation Questionnaire
1. Of the design changes realized from the Design Critique to make the product more
sustainable, which ones would you implement in a real world scenario? Why?
2. What information/tools would have been needed to recognize these redesign oppor-
tunities in the first place?
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3. How helpful has the design critique been, in terms of educating you in the concept of
design for sustainability as compared to an in class lecture (such as the one given by
Prof. John Sutherland)?
4. Please provide additional comments if any.
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C. DETAILED RESULTS FROM CRITIQUE STUDY
Table C.1. : Summary of critique points and the specific de-
sign improvements for each studied project.
ID Project Ti-
tle




Primary focus should be on
material minimization and in-
troducing recyclable materials
with regards to the design. Ma-
terial homogeneity should be
increased to aid in the product’s
recyclability. Energy waste in
the form of heat losses during
product’s operation must be ad-
dressed. Map out the potential
suppliers and their physical lo-
cations to get an estimate of the
environmental cost of part sup-
ply.
Tubing material switched from
304L to 409-Stainless Steel.
Reduced pipe thickness to save
weight. Added Slag Wool
insulation. Use of molded
foam packaging against the ear-
lier styrofoam alternative. Ex-
plored use of bio degradable
peanuts for packaging. Sub-
stituted brazing with mandrel
bending to reduce emissions.
2 Multi-use
Tool
Investigate the incorporation of
recyclable plastics in the de-
sign through the CES Edupack
2011. Also utilize this tool to
get energy and emission estima-
tions for specific manufactur-
ing processes per material In-
clude modifications within the
design that will aid the disas-
sembly of the product to enable
takeback logistics (product la-
beling, modularity, etc.). Create
preliminary plans for supplier
selection based on geo-location
on sustainability concerns.
Used adhesives to bind the
magnets to the exterior shell in
order to allow them to be re-
movable and recyclable. In-
cluded appropriate labeling in
the injection molding cavities
for the appropriate recycling in-
dications. Estimated the to-
tal lifecycle carbon footprint
and the corresponding energy
requirements. Constructed a
comprehensive end of life sce-
nario map.









Material choices of the body of
the cart and the cage should
be carefully examined. Use
design for manufacturing prin-
ciples to reduce the total part
count thereby simplifying the
supply chain, the assembly and
the ultimate end of life logis-
tics. Team needs to get a
deeper insight into process and
machine tool selection. Also
consider whether the product
can be reused or recycled after
its useful life and incorporate
the necessary modifications for
making that option feasible.
Main body material content
changed to 100% recycled
polypropylene. Hooks and
plastic tub were integrated to
the cart base to shorten the
supply chain and assembly
process. Reduction in material
through the use of natural
rubber and 500D cordura.
Incorporated multi-use plastic
bags. Reduction of mixed
material by reducing metal






Reducing the weight of the
packaging or the method of dis-
tribution itself is a critical pa-
rameter in this design scenario.
Look into packaging material
options as well as eco-friendly
glues, or other packaging adhe-
sion methods. Use CES Edu-
pack 2011, a material database
to search for possible mate-
rial substitutions with regards
to embodied energy. Prepare
plans on supply chain logistics
and discuss whether the product
can be reused or recycled after
its useful life.
Analyzed custom 3D printing
vs. Build and Ship type produc-
tion models using LiDS wheel.
Incorporated recycled materials
into the original design. Setup
a product recovery system for
collecting worn products. Cre-
ated service map to analyze typ-
ical product failures. Elimi-
nated distribution phase impact
by on site production of parts.










The most impactful phase with
respect to this product would be
the manufacturing phase. In-
vestigate environmentally be-
nign material options and their
associated manufacturing pro-
cesses. Discuss specific modifi-
cations to parts that allow sim-
ple switching out of parts to ex-
tend overall product life and the
aspect of product modularity
for enabling easy disassembly.
Also detail the changes to the
design that could possibly make
the supply chain pathways more
efficient and reliable. Review
aspects of lean production espe-
cially the concepts of waste re-
duction and cost efficiency.
Used recycled polymers for in-
jection / cast molding. The new
manufacturing process consid-
ered a disassembly station that
will also serve to receive re-
turned parts. Used a Hy-
brid Injection Molding Ma-
chine for reducing processing
energy. New process included
28% scrap metal in Aluminum
die casting process. Considered
modularity and ease of disas-
sembly by use low profile castor
wheels that are easily attached
to the product, adjustable and
easily removable headrests and







mentally benign material sub-
stitutions and manufacturing
process selection within the de-
sign for reducing embodied en-
ergy and the associated emis-
sion. Detail the trade-offs in
this process (e.g. weight reduc-
tion vs. embodied energy). Dis-
cuss selection of supply chain
strategies especially the policy
of 100% outsourcing vs. in-
house production. Consider
whether the product (or some
components) can be reused or
recycled after its useful life.
Substituted Aluminum 6061 T6
with 304 Stainless Steel to
lower processing energy. High
Density Polyethylene (HDPE)
used as primary plastic mate-
rial to lower carbon footprint
of injection molding process.
Changed to vendors with local
warehouses for optimizing ma-
terial sourcing impacts. Lean
manufacturing techniques used
during both the vacuum form-
ing process, and the steel form-
ing for waste reduction. Incor-
porated in-house recycling for
safe disposal.










Make estimations of the aver-
age emissions saved by the new
system compared with a tradi-
tional gas station. Use material
databases that contain energy
and emission estimations for
various materials and gain un-
derstanding of LEED certifica-
tion for building projects .Look
into whether to pursue an alter-
native design with a much sim-
pler robot, possibly 3 axes.
Utilized building space to gen-
erate green energy by mount-
ing wind turbines on the roof
of the building to generate
power. Changed to EnergyS-
tar rated electronic components
and LEED certified building
standards to reduce use phase
footprint. Used steel overhead
beams for support instead of




The team is strongly advised
to look into the CES Edupack
Material Database to explore
other material possibilities for
addressing DfE. Detail changes
that will allow for an energy ef-
ficient design to reduce power
requirements during use and
consequently increase battery
life. Explore whether the prod-
uct can be reused or recycled af-
ter its useful life and incorpo-
rate the necessary modifications
for making that option feasi-
ble. Also look into how you
can increase product reliability
or minimize maintenance dur-
ing useful life.
Integrated the indexing portion
of the tool and the support be-
tween the end effecter and the
sleeve eliminated the need of
additional components. Fur-
ther design for assembly re-
duced part count by 67.4% .
Food grade silicone was used
as a substitution for Torlon to
reduce embodied energy. Life
of the rotation section was ex-
tended, by completely sealing
it to increase overall product
life. Long-life, low degrada-
tion lubrication oil specified to
be used in the sealed assembly.
The shipping volume of the de-
vice was significantly reduced
by detaching the finger section
and placing it inside the con-
cave region of the sleeve.










Innovation in material selection
should be looked into. Partic-
ularly, homogeneity in material
will greatly increase the possi-
bility of disassembly and also
reduce cost and the manufac-
turing footprint. Discuss the
incorporation of usage/disposal
modes post failure of the prod-
uct. The tradeoff between us-
ing RFID chips versus a GPS
in the luggage system should be
thoroughly analyzed. Optimiz-
ing the weight of the product is
the most important criterion in
this design.
Embedded RFID chips to be
used instead of GPS system for
tracking of the bag to minimize
use phase energy consumption.
Polycarbonate resins that are
biodegradable were substituted
by ones that are recyclable.
Packaging was minimized to a
thin biodegradable bag. Cre-
ated a mind map based on eco
design principles to aid inno-
vative design solutions which
are also sustainable. Generated
a detailed sustainability report
using SolidWorks Sustainabil-
ity Xpress(TM) which is acces-
sible to customers.










The key concern with the prod-
uct is the emissions involved
in the use phase. Discuss
the following aspects as related
to the design: 1) Optimizing
the weight of the product 2)
Reducing the weight of pack-
aging 3) Ensuring sustainable
transportation systems. Assess
whether the product is setup for
ensuring reuse or recycling af-
ter its useful life. This prod-
uct has a strong potential in ad-
dressing issues of social sus-
tainability. Coupling this as-
pect, with an environmentally
benign product and a responsi-
ble supply model will help the
product design address all the
three bottom lines of sustain-
ability.
Included standard preventative
maintenance (PM) and organi-
zational certifications such as
ISO to ensure standard prac-
tices and continued improve-
ment w.r.t environmental dec-
larations and practices. Eval-
uated feasibility of distribution
centers to coordinate recycling
and re-use program and estab-
lish customer support system
for recycling packaging materi-
als. Ensured no residual harm-
ful chemical emissions from
product and establish halogen
free development practices. En-
sured minimized raw material
waste by minimizing storage
time and evaluating materials
that have long storage factors.
Allowed for device refurbishing
though standard part availabil-
ity.











Consider whether it is better to
use a recycled Aluminum steer-
ing frame for lowering embod-
ied energy or entirely switching
to plastic for the sake of mate-
rial homogeneity with regards
to DfE. Map out the potential
suppliers and their physical lo-
cations to get an estimate of
the environmental cost of part
supply. As the device is not
in constant use, would leasing
the product through the super-
market be a more sustainable
model? Discuss the concepts
of material homogeneity, ease
of disassembly, modular design
for reuse and ease of mainte-
nance as per the design.
Switched to recycled polyethy-
lene fabric for top cover.
Spokes switched to Nylon6/6
with 33% glass reinforced fiber
from virgin Aluminum for
material homogeneity. Overall
product weight reduced by 3.06
lbs. Reduced the products’ life






Discuss the possibility for using
clean of energy and recovering
the latent heat of phase trans-
formation of water. The team is
strongly encouraged to estimate
the energy intensity and the car-
bon footprint in their material
choice. Estimate of the envi-
ronmental cost of part supply.
Look into economic models for
incentivizing product take back.
Please go through the attached
ecodesign checklist to assess
the possible areas of improve-
ment and benchmarking the de-
sign.
Changed the primary man-
ufacturing process to injec-
tion molding from extrusion to
lower manufacturing phase en-
ergy use. Instituted a buy-back
program where current users
are given an incentive to return
their worn-out gutter de-icing
system. Heating cables are to
be encased in the PVC, and run
through the length of the gut-
ter cover. Clips and support
arms will be injection molded
as well, lowering their embod-
ied energy. Reduced the prod-
ucts’ life cycle impact through
use of the LiDs wheel.









The team is strongly advised
to look into other material pos-
sibilities. There is a strong
potential for innovative selec-
tion strategies. On the other
hand constructing sliders from
the same material as exist-
ing shelves greatly aides the
cause for ease of disassem-
bly and consequent recycling.
Such trade-offs must be proac-
tively considered by the design
team. Choosing the right injec-
tion molding machine can have
a significant impact on manu-
facturing energy consumption.
The team should also consider
whether the product can be
reused or recycled after its use-
ful life. Use the attached LiDS
wheel to benchmark the design
w.r.t DfE.
Used the LiDs wheel to
benchmark their current de-
sign versus other feasible
material/manufacturing combi-
nations. No changes made to
the existing design.
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